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ABSTRACT

The topic of this thesis involves Canadian railway

regulati-on. The argument which the thesis attempts to

examine and support is embod.ied in the hypothesis that

"neither economic theory nor the evidence provided by

Canadian regulatory experience can be said. to justify a

scheme of railway regulation whose prirnary aim is to create

or perpetuate a syst,em of rates based on cost. "

As the wording of the hypothesis suggests, the

thesis is divided into two principal parts, the first

d'ea1ingwi-ththeoretj-ca1consid'erationsandt'hesecond'

d.ealing with hístorical f actors. Both parts are divid,ed

into several chapters, each of whích is designed to support

the cenÈra1 argument

The first part, that d,ealing with theoretical
matters connected with railway regulation, begins,by

considering the economic funcÈj-on of transporÈation in
modern society. Subsequently, questions of the economic

basis of railway costs and the problems attending their
*.""rrr"ment are dealt with- Even with respect to these

internalities a1one, it is contended that the task of
fabricating a cost-based railway rate structure is a complex

i:,, '.;l1..:-:-.
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and often arbitrary one. Consideration of externalities is

likewise pursued. It is contended that the influence of

externalities tends further to d.imínish t,he desirabilit,y of

prec.isely aligning railway rates with calculable internal

costs. Wit.h a víew to further illuminating the complexity

of rate determination, the economic implications of this

monopolistic-oligopolist,ic structure of Canada' s railway

ind.ustry are examined. T'he conclusions obtained from the

theoretical questions explored in the first part are that it,
is nej-ther practical nor desirable to tie railway rates to

the conventional commercial concept of cost.

The second. part treats a wid.e range of historical
inftruences which. have combined to mould. Canad.ian railway

regulaÈion. Five categories of hi-storical inf.luence are

explored, namely: mi,lit dry, political and, social factors;

national and regíonal d.eveloprnent factors; service mainten-

ance facËors; carrier finance factors; and structural

factors. The examination of all of these categories reveals

severaL factors ind.ifferent or inimical to the creation or

use of a system of railway rates based on cost. The

operati-on of these factors is largely responsible for the

controversy surround.ing. the determination and, regulation of

railway rates in Canad.a. It is evident that the development

of the countryrs rail system has frequently been incom-

paÈible with neo-classical notions of connpeti.tion and

consumer preference. In fact, consid,erations of "public,, or

i:,
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"national interest" have dominated the formulation of

rai.lway policy, including questions of rate regulation. The

conclusions obtainable frorn the second ParË therefore also

validat,e the hypothesis.
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GENER.AL INTRODUCTTON

This thesis will examine the economic context of

Canadian railway regulation from two point,s of view, namely

the theoret.ical and the historical. The approach will be,

first, to examine, by reference to economic and

transportation theory some of the tasks which raJ.lway

regulation can be expected to und.ertake and some of the

problems it musÈ encounter, and. second, in somewhat paralle1

fashion to examine most of the major regulatory tasks and

problems revealed in Canad,ian railway history- Frequently,

throughout this þaper, regulatory tasks and problems wilt be.

signified. by the phrase "purposes of regulatiorr", more in an

effort at abbreviation than in an effort at establíshing a

teleology of railway regulation. The hypothesj-s which their
examination will attempt to explore and test is 'Neither
economic theory nor the evid.ence provid.ed by Canad.ian

regulatory experience can be said to justify a scheme of
railway regulaÈion whose primarl' aim is to create or

perpetuat,e a system of rates based, on cost.r
' This d.ual topic is obviously not a narrow one, but it

is disciplined by its attention to the significance of cost

in those areas of raih^/ay regulation concerned or associated
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wiÈh rates. The regulation of transportation (and,

particularly at the national level in this country, railway

transportation), is an established fact. Tt occurs in most

advanced countries, Canada being no exception. The

transportatj-on system of this nation has experienced

regulation in one form or another since before Confedera-

tion: regulat,ion not confined. to the delineation and

enforcement of safety or other technical standards, but,

having economic content and rpurposer. The national
regulatory apparatus employs large numbers of people. Its
activities and decisions regularly occupy the attention of
legislators, A considerable body of law súpports and

defines its functions. Lawyers, consultanÈs, and Rolzal

Commissions devote their activities to sËud.ying and

attempting to alter it. It is the subject of occasionally

bitter polit,ical d.iscourse between jurisd.ictions or areas.

An attempt will be made to cast some light on its
controversial aspects.

egulation may be viewed as a function of three

elementg: first, the inst,itut,ion regulated; second, the

institution which regulaÈes; and third, the purposes of
regulation. All three of these elements operate

simultaneously, but are capable of being analysed

individually. of them, the purposes of regulation could be

said..to provid.e the animating force, and the discussion of
that category courd therefore be used. to focus the treatment

f a:',-,'
i: :::1:li:
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of all three elements. Consequently, the identification and.

understanding of the purposes of Canadian raj-lway regulation

is of sufficj-ent ind.ependent signíficance to comprise an

important theme of this paper. ït is pursued t.hrough the

medium of an hypothesis whose exploration requires an

analytical review of the context of railway regulation in

Canada.

Before detailed analysis of the purposes of

regulation can beginr ârr adequaÈe vrorking definition of
rregulationr must be supplied. Tn the transportat,ion milieu

what does the concept of regulation entail? At the mosÈ

fundamental economic level regulation means IegalIy

sanctioned. intervention into the workings of an institution
for the purpose of securing certain economic results. In

the éase of transportation the 'institution' in question is
the transportaÈion system (which in Èurn may be defined. as

the enterprises which undertake the service of moving goods

and. persons, ltd the facilities which t,hese enterprises

operate) or one of its modal components. The source of the

'Iegally sanctioned interventionr is the government,al system

of the jurisdiction in which the transporÈation system is
sitr¡ated. The teconomic resulÈst mentioned embrace matters

ranging from the structural characteristics of the

transportation system to its performance in terms of prices,

costs, output, anf effíciency. The deliberate use of the

word 'intervention I denotes the assr:mption of a d,ivergence



between the 'economic resultsr which occur as the goal and.

presumptive. consequence of the political decision to
intervene, and thè 'economic results' which would otherwise

obtain.

The preceding defínition is, in the most abbreviated

sense, a theory of regulation. One of its central
components ís the concept of intervention. with its clear
implication t,hat the economic result.s produced by the

unregulated transportation system do not satisfy certaj_n

stand.ard,s which are socially determined (presumably but not

necessarily under the ínfluence of economic considerations),
politically expressed. and legally formulated. WithouÈ this
need. for intervent.ion, transportation regulation would. have

no purPose;

Just as the term rregulation' required, definiti-on,
so must the phrase rpurposes of regulationr be furËher

explained. This thesis will rely on a personal and rather
flexible interpretation of 'purpose'. This conception of
regulaÈory purpose (i.e. the tasks and problems mentioned

above) is neither narror,.r nor s.trictly literaI. Its scope

embraces not only the explicít purposes of regulaÈion (e.g.

as spelled out in statutes or official policy announcements)

but also those pressures or constraints which have exerted

strong enough influence on the environment within which the

regulatory system, operat,es to significantly affect that
systemrs goals and/or operations. fo use an analogy; some



important regulatory purposes might be no more explicit in
regulatory statutes than is the prevention of homicide an

explicit purpose of statutes prescri-bing procedures and

penalties in murder cases. Hence to establish a

satisfactorily comprehensive set of regulatory purposes,

processes of d.ed,uction and. inference are required.. Of

equal importance in this quest for comprehensiveness is the

necessity of exploring both theoretical and histori-ca1

matters. This j-s accomplished by the use and. testing of a

dual hypot,hesis.
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CHAPTER T

TNTRODUCTTON
i

The formidable array of railway regulatory laws and
':

mechanisms did nôt arise gratuitously. Ït'levolved. in
response to socially perceived needs. The purpose of this
Part, is to examine one important category of reasons for t,he

existence of transportation regulation.

To understand t,he concepÈ of regulation one must

und.erstand not only the workings of the transportation
system but also the social, poli-tj-ca1 and legal climat.e

wíthin which it operates. This Part will attempt to

satisfy the first of those two requirements, - the

requirement to undersland. the iunctioning of the transpor-

tation system. In so doing it will dj-scuss'those aspects

of economic theory which bear directly on t,he regulation of
transportation. Specifically the intent,ion will be to

explain why the generally acceptêd. theories about Èhe

structure and performance of the various compönents (and.

especially the railway component) of the t,ransportation

system can be said to f acilitate or - d.epend.íng on one t s

ideological pred.ilections necessitate the adoption of
those public policy measures usually refe:rred, to in the



aggregate as regulation.
With its emphasis on the economic theory of

transportation this chapter takes Èhe d.eductive approach to
ascertaining the reasons for the regulat.ion of transporta-
tion. The theory in question d.escribes the economicarly

,t , significant attributes of the components of the

transportation system and the principles according to which 
i:¡,,,,,,,,,

it operates.

From the regulator's point of view the theoretical
approach confers four advantages. Theory provides

fundament,al insights j-nto the basic natu:ie of the system

whose regulation is being contemplated,. theory can reveal
those aspects of t.he system's performance which warrant

intervention. should. intervention be in order theory can

. 
suggest' the manner in which intervention should occur and

. its probabre consequences. And fina11y, theory can provid,e

standards to guide the regulatory po\^rer and to evaluate its
accomplishments.

An und,erstand.ing of Èhe economic theory of
transportaÈion is therefore a considerable aid to a stud.y of
t'ransportation regulation. Because its ultímate. aj.m is to
make,.certain statements .abor-r.t regulation, this part will
confine itself to a selective treatment of Ëransportation
theory. Both in selection and. in interpret,aÈion those

' aspects of thg economic theory of transporÈation which yíeld
insights into regulation wirl be emphasized. rt is to be

l.::.::l.:.



hoped that this process of selection wiltr simplify the path

toward. the d.esirable understand.ing of regulation without
invalidating (at least. on proced.ural grounds) the

conclusions obt,ained

The elements of transportation theory which will be

consid.ered, fall within these cat,egories:

those whích deal with the organízation

and output of the transportation system;

those which deal with the relationship
between transportation activity and.

certain other forms of economic activity;
and

t,hose which deal with location theory (which

is und.erstood. for those purposes' to mean the

link between economics and geography)

These elements will be explored, with a viev¡ to ascertaining
whether they justify the basing of railway rates on costs.
This exploration wi.ll constitute the tesÈing of the first,
segment, of the dual hlpothesis.



CHAPTER TT

MTCRO-ECONOMTC THXORY OF TR.A,NSPORTATTON -
TRANSPORTATION AS AN ECONOMTC PHENOMENON

conventional economic theory treats transportation
activity in much the same \"ray as it treats other forms of
economic enterprise. Transportation exists in response to
demand. rn meeting this demand the Èransportation system

encounters the phenomenon of cost. Demand and. cost are

reconciled by ind,ivicual firms through the med.ium of
market,s. rn the economic sense transportation therefore
possessés many characteristics coflrmon to other indust.ríes
considered. by micro-economic theory.

The transportation sysÈem exists in the form of
network which rinks the economically active portions of
area served by the system. The function of this sysÈem

its network is to provide for the physical transfer of
persons and goods between geographic points on the network.
The príncipal active components are Èransport,ation

enterprises or firms which may be d.enoted, collecÈively as

Èhe transportation industry and by modes as the railroad
industry, trucking industry, and, so on. Most of the firms
ope.rate in markets accord.ing to commercial principles and

a

the

and

l.:i:
i 
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with conmercial goals; much of their revenue (the

prepond.erance if their activities are confined to

transportation) is d.erived. from the carriage of goods and

persons. For t.his reason the name "carriers" is often
applied to the firms.

In economic terms the output or product of the

transporËation ind.ustry is a service. ïn their trans-
portati-on capacity member firms of the industry do not

produce physical thíngs, tangible products. Nor do these

firms add purely physical attributes to the things t,hey

move. They do, however, augiment certain d.esirable

attributes of the things moved.. The physiial transfers
performed by transportation enterprises create ',space,, and

"time" uÈilit,y which accrues to the objects carried. over trre
transportation system.l This creation of time and, space

utility is the essence of the service provided by t,he

transportaÈion system. It occurs, as mentioned,, with
respect to physical items and goods, but it also occurs wit,h

respect to people, ID either caser.the creation of space

and time utility can have commerciar value susceptiblej to
determination in market.s. people are wilring to pay to have

their good.s or themserves moved betv¡een various locations
within definite time spans. Transportat,ion service can

therefore be consumed directly by people or it can be used

IR. J. sampson and i{. T. Farris , Domestíe Transportation(Boston: I{oughton t{if flin, 1966) , p. 5.

l
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)in the capacity of an "intermedíate service"' to augment the

time and space utility attributes of other products. Either
way transportation serves to organize human rerationships -
on a primarily socía1 level in t,he former case, and on a
primarily economic level in the latter .."".3 rn either
case society and. its markets recognize the particular clemand.

for transportation services and devote resources accordingty.

That transportation services can fa1l inÈo the

category of final goods is obvious enough. The idea that
transportation may also falI inÈo the category of
"intermediate services", however, deserves further
attention. The key to understanding the position of
transportation as an interrnediate service lies in the

concept of "derived. d.ernand,. " 
4 This concept revolves around

the proposition that the demand. for a factor of production

is urtimat.ely determined by the demand. for the final good,

for whose production the factor in questíon is used.

rnterpreted in light. of the concept of d.erived. demand, a

transportation servíce can be considered a factor of

2.1. g. Lansing , r,ansportatíon aná, Economie poLíey (New
York: Collier-MacMillan, L966) , p. 12. By Lansíng,s
definition on the same page: 'rthat part oi the
tranpportation of people which is in connection with theirwor!.' .plus virtually the whole of the transportation ofgoods are Iintermediatet services. "

2
'sampson and. Farris, op. eít,, p. 77.
4e.g. P. A. Samuelson and A. Scott, Eeonpmies _ An

Intz,oduetory AnaLysis (Toronto: McGraw-Hil1 , Lg66) , p. 55g.

i'. -

l, t': :i
i : t-::.
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production r{henever the demand for it is d.erived from the

demand for the things transported. The theory that the

fundamental signifícance of the physical transfer of goods

lies in adding "t,ime" and "place" uÈility to those goods

possesses merit in two respects. First of all, with its
emphasis on tutilityt (a d.emand. related. concept, with a

high subjective content) it correspond.s to the relativists
market - oriented definition of opportunity cost. Second1y,

since it is entirely concej-vable that especially in the

longer run "tíme" and "pIace" utility can be more

economically created (e,9. by changing the location of
production) than by using transfer services' (within limits,
of course), t.his conception also strengthens the definition
of transfer services as a factor of productíon by suggesting'

the technological possibilities of substit,ution (d,ependent,

presumably, on relative costs),6

The significance of transportation as an ubiquitous

factor of production will be discussed laÈer.

Whether d.irected to an rintermedi_at,e' or a ' f inal'
roIe, transportation service, for analytical purposes, can

be divided, into d.iscret,e units. In designation these units
freqpently describe the .accomplishments of the transport,a-

tion system; d.esignations such as I ton-miles' or

5A 
"h"r"cteristic emphasized, in Hayek,s article,

'fThe use of Knowledge in sociêty, " American Economie Reuieu,
Septémber, 1945, pp. 519-530.
'6- -Lansing, op. eit., ch. l.
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rpassenger-miles I are conrmon.

Similarly, for the purposes of analysis and

argument, many elements of the costs J-ncurred by

transportation enterprises can be divided into smal1 and

d,iscrete units. other cost elements however, cannot be

resolved into smal1 units except by the purely conceptual
process of averaging. This is particularly true of railways,
an ind.ustry characterized. by heavy investment in durabre

capital equipment,.

vühile itself incurring costs t.he transportation
industry produces a service which in turn becomes a cost to
many othe:r industries. An understand.ing of' the pervasive

concept of cost is therefore central to the understanding of
the economic significance of transportation.

VÍhat is the fundamental nature of the co.sts incurred.

by transporËation enterprises? The anshrer can be found, in
the fact that the transporÈation ind.ustry, just like other

'productíve' segiments of the economy, utilises in the
performance of its functions 'scarcet factors of product,ion
(falling into the general categories of capit,al, labour, and.

raw materiars) thus effectively precluding the use of such

factgrs by other firms throughout the economy. Hence

transport,atj.on enterprises are subject to the universal
phenomenon of 'opportunity costr; i.e. t,he significance of
their. appropriati.on of resources lies in the fact thaË

possible alternative employers of such resources are
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d,eprived of the opportunity to use them.7

The ropportuníties-forgone' concept of cost

deserves elaboration. fnsofar as the rulés of factor market

eErilibrium prescribed by conventional micro-economic theory
operat.e' this can be done by examining the market for a

single factor of production. supposing x to be used by many

f Írms in several ind.ustries, and each user ind.ustry to be in
or very close to a state of eguilibrium, it is possible to
make two major assertions. First, the unit price of x

encounÈered by each firm will be virtually constant; i.e.
purchases by anl¡ one fírm will be in the nature of

'marginart ad.justments, insuffic.ient in quantiÈy to in-
fluence the prevailing price. second,Ly, f,or each firm using
x¡ the revenue obt,ained as a result of the use of a last ":

increment of x (the marginal revenue product of x) equals

the price of the incremental unit of x (from the firm's
point of view, the marginal cost of x). Assuming t,he

existence of diminishing returns in each of t,he varj-ous

production processes employing x, this equaliÈy of marginal
revenue prod,uct and marginal cost is a condition from which

any producer firm using x will be loath to depart since "by
employing an additional.unit of factor x, either the
prod.ucer can add to his outpuÈ Mpx, the margi-nal prod,uct of
x' whose value to him is the price it will fetch in the

--t Lansi-ng,' op. eít., p. 29.
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market; or, if he does not want to raise his output, he can

reduce the quantity of other factors employed., and so save

on the cost of these other factors."S

ït might seem that this approach to opportunity cost

is circular and futile since it revolves around an assumed

and possíbly arbitrary - factor price. The key t,o the

concept of alternatives foregone, hovrever, lies in the

lat.ter half of the cost-revenue equality. In the mult.i-

industry context, 'opportunj-ty cost' can be interpreted in
terms of the inter-firm ecrualitl' e¡ the marginal revenue

product of factor x, MRPx. MRPx is itself the mathematical

product of two component,s, the marginaï physical product

attributable to the use in the production process of an

incremental unit of x, and. the exÈra revenue (or marginal

revenue) which the sale of that marginal physical product

provides. Of these two components, the physical one only

ind,icates the technological opportunities for t.he use of x.

Since factor x is used. in d.ifferent, types of productive

processes to prod.uce different types of outputs, the

physical quantiÈies of which are consequently

incommensurable, some common denominator must be found. rt
is provided by the relat.ive market valuations of the

increments of the different outputs in whose production x

participates, the second or margínal revenue component of
'a' "T. Scitoîsky, Welfare anÅ. Contpetítíon (London: Unwin,

L952), p. L25.
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MRPx.. Not only does l4RPx comprehend both technological

opportunity and - more importantly market, opportunity
(because of the relationship between marginal revenue and

demand), but the equalization of MRpx arnong all users of x

through Èhe mechanism of the market for factor x revears

these two aspects of opportunity to be the basis of
opportunity cost

The preceding treatment indicates that the

definition of opportunity cost rerj-es mainry on the economic

opportunities for the use of factors, and. that. the market

prices of factors are relevant primarily as aid.s to
conmensurability. This is partially misleád.ing for two

reasons. First of all, the prices of factors are a major

constraint on their use, a rerationship which cannoÈ be

ignored. Secondly, factors of prod.uction are frequenÈly

t,hemselves products of productive processes which utilize
other factors of producËion accord.ing to the rules of factor
market equilíbrium discussed. above.

The dj-scussion of opportunity cost yield,s two

conclusions of significance in evaluating the regulaÈion of
transportation. rnitially, it may be stated that a vast
system of interdependenË factor and product markets causes

considerations of opportunity cost to inhere in the price of
any factor as well as in its alternative uses. rn other
words, there is an economy-wide allocation system guided if,
noÈ strictly ruled by Èhe criterion of opport,unity cost, by

ll
l:
i..
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which scarce resources are rrationedr, and in whose.

operation public policy may be called upon to intervene.

And in a sense it is possible to assert that the overall
economic relevance of 'opportunity costr is principally

determined. by the extent of its prevalence. To t,he degree

that opportunity cost is compromised (for instance, either
by being supplanted by another concept of cost or by being

ignored. in the economic system), repercussions spread.

throughout Ëhe system. Thus, the concept of opportunity

cost represents a theoretically distíncÈ and identifiable
link between the transport.ation system and the rest of t,he

economy, a link with regulatory implications.

As a contribution t,o the understanding of t.he

purpose of regulatj-on (in the cont.ext of the hypothesis)

several important points are made in this chapter. FirsÈ,

the chapter suggests that, in a fund.amental sense, the

transportation industry shares economic characterj-stics in
common with every other industry. Therefore, Èo the extent

that one purpose of public policy may be simply to exert
control over economic activity, the transportation industry
(or sector) is at least as eligible for control via
regu,latíon as any other., Second., the chapter demonstrates

that, besid.es being itself subject to costs, the

transportation industry is involved in the process by which

levels of costs and relationships'among costs are d,etermined

for many other industries. Therefore, to the extent that

!r. -... J
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control over cost levels and/or relationships may be a
purpose of publJ-c policy, the transportatÍon industry is
susceptible to regulation. Finally, the chapter indicates
that the transportation industry provides inËermediate and 

.::.,:,.,

final services of the most profound social and economic

importance. Should public policy seek to control or

inf luence any'aspect of the provision ofl those services, the 
,,,,,,,,,

transportation industry is liable to regulation. l¡'''.'"¡''"'

-: , 

-:., 
._l : :.More particularly this chapter contributes to the i.l,:..'.,,,.,

Ëesting of the hypothesis by its discussion of opportunity
cost. The suggestion that opportunity costs throughout t,he i

;

economy become the more obscure (i.e. d,ifficurt to measure) 
I

l

the more they "r1 ignored in any markets means that it may 
i

bemeaning1esstotierai1wayratestoopportunitycostif
,:

lthat concept of cost is compromised elsewhere in the

economy. rn this sense, therefore, economic theory does ñot. 
i

necessarí1yjust,ifythebasingofratesoncosts
i,,:.;,,.,r '-'.'

'.,:' 
.:t'.:.'.:

l : .. '-.::i

ì i:Ì...:,.::



CHAPTER TII
, 
:.,,,,,

MÏCRO-ECONOMTC THEORY OF TRANSPORTATTON ,iì.

TRANSPORTATTON I{ARKETS

fnsofar as the transportation system ís concerned ,, ,.

-::::
most questions of cost and demand are reconciled in markets. ,i:

Three salient characteristics of transportation markets .,.,.,.:

deserve mention at this point; each of thäm has regulatory
I

signif icance ,,

Although the service offered by the transportation
l

ind.ustry may be conceptually resolved into homogeneous units 
l
ì

there are, for several reasons, many separate markets for 
i

transportat,íon services. one of the principal reasons for 
"

this multitude of markets.is the fact that much of the l

demand, for transportation servíces is derived demand.. For 
l

i,.--,,t-any good which is transported it is possible to present a :¡,¡',,,

: .::.
demand curve which depicts the demand for the good in its ',.':,

ulti:nate delivered state. such a curve will comprehend. not

only the utiliËy for the good, which derives from its
phys,icar characÈeristics, but also the space and time i;i;.i

it'i.i;
ut,ility created by its transportation. Thus, even if
transportation service is held to be technically homogeneous

it is' still realistic to maintain t.hat to the extent that

20
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there are variations in the elasticity of d.emand for

transported. good.s, there is ample scope for variat,ion in the

elasticit,y of the derived. demand for transportation. In

si:npler terms there is on the demand. side the potential for 
,.,,,,,

the exístence of a multiplicity of markets for transporta-

tion services. The conditions under which this potential is
realised. represent a subsequent guestion.

:.; 

,; '' ,t 
"

The leve1s of cost encountered. by transportation ""':':"

enterprises also infruence the nature of the market or t¡:r:',:",:;.,',

markets for transportation services. To the extent that
economiesofsca1earemanifestinanymarketítmaybe
feasible for a very few firms to operate at signíficantly f

lower average cost than could. the large number of firms ;

required to validate the pure or perfect competition mod.e1 
l

iof economic performance. In the ultimate case Lhe economies 
l

of scale are of such magnitud.e that only one firm per market

can ful1y take advantage of them. This is the case of the :

.',tttt'natural monopolyr 9 best exemplif ied in the transportation ':.,:::

girfost t,exts offer approxirnately the same d.efinition
of Inatural monopoly.' M. J. Brennan, Theory of Eeonomíc
Statics (Eng1ervood., llev¡ Jersey: Prentice-Hall , 1-965) , p. 270,
offers the following:

It is entirely possible Èhat producÈion of the
'commodity is õfrãracterized, by internal economies of
scale over a very large span of outputs. If these
economies of scale extend far enoughr so that long-
run average cost declines up to the quantity that
would be demanded by the entire market, the
industry in question i.s called a nnhttaL monopoLg

J. R.'Meyer, M. J'. Peck, J. Stenason and C. Zwick, The
Econpmícs of Contpetition in the Transpoz,tation Irdustries (Cambridge,
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context by railroads, whose capital-intensive structure
makes them particularly susceptible to significant economies

of scale

The variations in demand elasticity among different
purchasers and the variations in cost characteristics among

different categories of suppliers would. in themselves be

sufficienÈ Ëo fragment the overall market for Èransportatíon

services into many distinct markets. Adding to the

fragmentation tendency is t.he fact that one unit of
transport,ation service may differ in quality from another;

for instance a rton-mile' may or may not, be performed under

add.itional conditions of refrigerat,ion, ínSulation, and. so

on. The combined effect of market fragmentation (especially'

when'some of the markets are characterized by a degree of

monopoly) and prod.uct variation is reflect,ed in the pricing

of transportation services. Virtually nowhere are unit,s of
transportation service available for sale at a constant per-

unit, price. At best transportation prices or rates 'taperl
in a manner conditioned. by cost".10 r¡fhenever its capital
inputs are subst,antj-al, a transportation enËerprise will
encounter average costs which greatly exceed marginal costs

Mass;: Harvard. University press, 1959), p. 5t point out
that while the railway industry presented many of the
earliest examples of natural monopoly, not all railways
$/ere or are monopoli-es.

10rhi" i" especially t,rue of railr¡rays and, the
foliowing passage'is directãd primarily at Lhe railway
situation.
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over a wide range of lower volumes of productiorr.ll profit

maximizatíon aims and. the possession of whatever degree of
monopoly por¡/er will encourage (and perhaps permit) the

enterprise to recover as large as possible a portion of
average cost from the purchaser of even the smallest

volume of t.ransportation service. In other words, average

cost is an esteemed. and frequently used. lower limit, for
price setting. Since average costs in capital-intensive
firms or industries can decline precipitously as volume

increases, per-unit-of-service rates or prices based on

Èhem wil-l similarly tend to decline. This tend.ency is
known as 'tapering' and is very pronounced'in many

transportat,ion markets . 
12

In brief and. rather abstract terrns this chapter has

d.eart with certain transportation market characteristics
associated with prj-ce determination ín the transportation
índustry. Particular notice must be taken of the commenÈs

on the relationship between d.emand, costs and príces as they

apply to the railway mode. Therçin are mentioned. three of
the sources of complexity and controversy in railway price-
setting: first, the tendency of the 'derived demand.'

phenomenon to fragment rail services markets; second, the

'li
-Meyer et aL., op. cit., ch. III contains a thorough

discussion of this and related matters.
L2c. philJ.ips, rhe Econpmics of RegvTntion (Homewood,

I11.': Irwin, L969) , p. 372. He maintains that some amount
of tapering is the ideal configuration of rairway rates.
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tendency to monopoly in the rail mode; and third, the
conflicting rores of average and. marginal cost as prì-cing

criteria. The complexity stemming from these three sources

v¡ould, be impossibre to unraver simply by tying rail prices
to costs, if for no other reason than that there can be

conflict.ing definitions of f costr.



CHAPTER IV

LocATroN THEop-y AND THE spATrAL ..i:ì.:j:

SÏGNIFTCANCE OF TRANSPORTATTON .

, ":.:. :

Regard.less of the number of markets into which it is
segmenÈed or the virulence of monopoly in any part,icurar
market the transportat.ion inclustry exists by virtue of its
abilit,y to create space and time ut.ility by performing

physical transfers. Essentj-alIy these transfers involve'the
conquest of obstacles, barriers of space and Èime. Even

though these two barriers are necessarily overcome

simultaneously, the conquest of the space barrier is
generally deemed to be of primary, and. the conquest of the

time barrier of second.ary and. derivative importance.

Space is a geographic phenomenon; the effort to
overcome it, an econonníc phenomenon. The two are

synthesized. in location Èheory. rn a restricted. but
practical sense geography is d,istance and. transportation
removes or diminishes the economic consesuences of distance.
Loca,tion theory therefore presents the relationship beÈween

geography and economic activíty through the medium of
transportation.

It ís a primary function of locatíon theory to

!::. -

-25
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provide an explanation - in economic terms of Èhe part.

played by the t,ransportatíon network in the performance of
the economy. The treatment abstracts from realiÈy ín that
it adopts manlz restrictive assumptions concerning cost
cond.itions, hj-storical inf luences, and so on. Nevertheless

the t,heory is relevant in trvo important respects. First of
all, it indicates t,he conditions under which t.he physical
exchanges essentj-ar to a specialised. and interd.epend.ent

economy occur. rn effect the theory helps define or reveal.
the limit of the Ieve1 of specialization and the d.egree of
interdependence which an economy can attain.

secondly, location theory provides -important insight
into the process of national geographic expansion and.

regional economic development. Tn this connection the
limits j-mposed on inter-regionar and intra-regional flows by

transfer cosÈs are ind.eed crucial variables. This aspect of
the significance of location theory is especíalIy relevant
to the Canadian scene

The distinguishing feature of even the most

primitive location theoryl3 is an aÈtempt to formulate a
general funcÈionar relationship between transfer costs and

geographic barriers (the most prominent of whi_ch is
distance), and then t.o explore the economic significance of
this relationship. For the present purposes it wirl suffice
fo extract from extant literature Èhe most suitable generatr

l3sa*p"on and. Farris , op. cit. , p. 5.
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stat,ement of the so-called. 'cost.-d.istance' relationships and.

then to examine several of its practical implications.
The goal outlined. above can best be reached by using

i ê model. How does transportat.ion affect the spatial pattern

of economic activíty? Tentative answers can be found by

examining a simple d.ecision-making model having two basic

, 
.omponents, a producer firrn faced with locational d.ecisions,

, and. the transportation network.

i pespite its simplicity of composition the mod.el

operates according to a detailed set of assumptions. These

I assumptions are grouped into caÈegories concerning the

transportation network, concerning the t.errain it covers t

, and concerning the firm, its activities, its factor mix, its
competitive environment, its motives, and. its decision-

' making. Each assurnptíon in each category vri1l be treated.
The transportation network is assumed to consist of

the various carriers and the nodal points and. arteries
(visibtre, and invisible) v¡hich they traverse in the course of

moving goods and, persons. The purpose of the network is
assumed. to be to provide the most economical possible

carriage of cargo by whatever vehicles are rnost suitable.
One of the salient featr¡res of the network is its extent.
To Presuppose the existence of the network is more or less
the equivalent of the ceteris paribus assumption rvidely used.

ín econornic theory¡ for the existence'of a transport,ation

network in itself presupposes the existence of a whole
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economic system in response t,o whose needs the network has

evolved. Thus the arrangement of the network must be

assumed to bê systematic, as cond.itioned by: first, the

varying technological characteristics of the several mocles;

second, Ëhe competitive situation with respect Èo the types

of cargo requiring transfer; third, Iocations of materials
sources, industries, and market,s; and fourth, natural
barriers.

This group of assumptions has two signal implica-
tions for the rnod.eI. First the neÈwork is assumed to
possess the technological ability to perform virtualry the

fu1l range of transfer operations d.emanded'of it. second,

it is deemed that the network is developed to a sufficient
extent to be able to make practically id.entical movements at.

practically identical cost. This d.oes not necessaríry mean

that rates to d.ifferent shippers even of the same

commodity under similar condj-tions - will reflect costs to a

uniform degree because the mod.el d,oes not reguire the
assumption of any particular degree of com¡>etition. Thus

condítions of pure or perfect compet.ition need not prevail.
The rates offered by the transportat.ion enterprises

comprising the active part of the network are also subject
to assumption. The assumption is negative in nature and is
connected with the criteria of allocational efficiency
derived. from micro-economic and. werfare.theory. These

criteria suggest the d,esirability of some correspondence
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between rates and costs (particularly marginal costs).
Howeverr prêvious note has been taken of the widespread

tend,ency for Èransportation rates to diverge significant,ry
from costs. Therefore it is sufficient for the purposes of
t,he mod.el that rates exist of which the user (or potentj-al

user) of t.ransfer services is informed. yet the operation

of the aforementioned. criteria of allocational efficiency,
if introduced subseguently, could make the model more

meaningful in two ways. First, it could aid in the

derívation of rtruert (i.e. by some conformity of
ropportunityr and monetary costs) cost-distance relation-
ships. And second.ly, insofar as 'efficieniy, of some ,prics-

costr variety is (or even should b"14) a policy goal - and.

it need not be - the mod.er so enriched could illustrat,e
some of the consequences of the poricy. These two final
points are, nevertheless, peripheral rather than essential
Èo the functioning of the model.

OnIy two assumptions of any significance need be

mad,e about the geographic attribuÈes of the mod.eI. First,
it must be assumed that locations of economic significance
are distribute'd. at random, i.e. the locations of rarv

maÈerials sources and markets are given but not coincidenÈ.

second, iÈ is further assumed that distance is the only

14.-'See, for example, R. G. Lipsey, and. K. Lancaster,
"The' General Theory of the second geèt ,t,.Ret)íai of Economíe
stuáíés, vol. xxrv, of which detailed, mention wiil subse-quently occur.

1,,. .r '.;:;:; 1 ; .:
.:.,:.:,..-:.:
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geographj-c guality affecting the costs of providing
transportation services, i.e. the terrain is considered

uniform

. Of greater variety and. complexity are the
assumptions about the producer firm. ïn order to justify
its inclusion in the mod.el the firm must both be i-nÈerested

in and capable of making 1ocational decisions. A

manufacturing enterprise prod.uces a tangibre physical
prod.uct which ípso faeto must be transported to market.

Manufactured products possess objective and subjective
attributes which are allgmented by the provision of the
Ispace' and. 'tíme' ut.ilit,y created by the ÈransportatÍon
system. As a consequence a manufacturing firm has been

chosen to illustrate the model in preference to a person,

even though people display locational preferences both as

consumers and prod.ucers. several reasons justify t,his
choice. First of all, the locat,ional choices of business

ent,erprises are more frequently activated by econornically
rational decision-making processes. on the one hand., the
commercíal firm is inherently more rnarket-oriented than the
ind.ivid.u"l.15 rts primary interests are in iÈs costs and

presenÈ and expected future rates of earning, and. in the
regularity and stabirity of these variables. The enterprise
must therefore be cognizant of (among other Èhings) the

'1 tr 
j-'. ."1':'. '. .' "Thib somewhat contentious theme is developed. inE. M- Hoover, The Loeation of Eeonomie Actiuíty (New yor-k:

McGraw-Hill, 1948), ch. 1.

lt:
.ì.
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prices and. conditions in many markets and of pertinent

developments in technology and the general economy. In

fact, one of the attributes of even relatively small firms,

is the possession of skílled personnel to whom this
management function is assigned. On'the other hand, the

acquisiÈion of such comprehensive information is beyond the

ability of the average person, even were he interested in
l

using it. The fact is that he is usually not. ïn t.he first
placer êr1 individual's initial (or major subsequent)

locational decision is often not made soleIy in response to

economic consideratj-ons. As Hoover points out "people. .

migrate in response to motives stilI imperfectly under-

stood."16 Moreover, the fact that ind.ivid.ual consumption

patterns often become habitual d.iminishes one of the major

locatíonal pressures: i.e. the locational preference of the

ind.ividual ín his capacity as a consumer can reach a state
of rigid.ity which is only mitigated by rather severe

relative (i.e. as between alternative locations) changes in
consumer prices. Thus for the 'average personr - as

distinguished from the 'averagie firm' - .economic rationality
is more likely to be submerged. as a factor in locational
choice.

Something further must be said. about the assumption

of the firm's capability for changing locatj-on. In this
matter the generalization can be made that the typical

t..
L6 rbid.. , p. z.
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manufacturing enterprise should possess a significantly
greater ability than the typical person. This for two

reasons. First of all, the viable enterprise can be

expected to have access to greater financial resources,
wþet,her generated internally or secured through borrowing.
rn the latter case the firm can be expected to receive not,

only larger absolute amounts (this being rationalized by

reference to a larger t,angible asset base or a greater
amount of expected earnÍngs) than the individ.ual, but also
better terrns (at least in part because of a more justifiable
assumption of economic rat.ionality)

Secondly, there is the obstacle to mobility
presented by the possession of physical assets; The owner-

ship of fixed, asset.s (e.g. a d.omestic .d.weIling or a

relatively immobj-le piece of capital equipment) can deter
locational change if its physíca1 transfer or conversion
into more 1íquid assets would work a substant,iar d.isadvan-

tage upon its or¡/ner. rn this area, the business enterprise
again occupies a favoured position; íts corporate strucÈure
(which term can be taken in the 1egal se.nse, but, also more

i:nportantly, in the sense that the firm is an active but
fluc,tuating combination'of human and. non-human components)

enabres it to undertake piece-meal transfers, while for an

individual to act in the same manner would. require an

accomplishment of, considerable anatomical novelty. Thus,

Hoover attributes the shifts in locaÈion of most ind.ustries

':: .:i-
i-'r:-,:;.
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to geographic differentials in the provision of prod.uction

facilities, "the migration of labour usually occurring
tardily or not aË a1l.,,17

It may be consídered imporÈant to assume that the
firm consists either of one or of more than one prant. rhis
d,istinction is, in fact, not necessary, since the model to
be d.eveloped will apply equally rverl to the choice of an

inít,ial production site by an incipient one-plant firm or to
the serectíon of a locus of expanded production by a multi-
plant firm. Any incongruity which might attend this
unresÈrictive assumption is eliminaÈed when it is remembered

that the locational model is essentially a'decision-making
model. Hence, while for the mechanical purposes of the
model, Èhe single plant represents the simplest unit, the
relevant decision-makíng unit is the firm. fn other word.s

the model will seek to irlusÈrate the det.ermination of t.he

geographic sit,e of a plant (even if it be the sole plant) of
an enterpri-se

A more important assumpti.on involves the areas of
choice open Ëo the enterprise. Any manufacturing firm is

mr_nor
I have

(i)
(ii¡

(iii).

L7 __

_ Hoover ! op. cit., p. 150. Hoover also assigns ',aro1e" to the "actual relocation of firms or piants. "chosen not to emphasize thi-s point because:
I do not believe it invalidates the relative
distinction between the firm and. the ind.ivid.ual.
The sfunpIe locat.ional model used here could alsoapply to an incipient enterprise
The close identification between 'firm[ and, .rplant'
which Hoover draws from D. B. creamerrs analyèis ofu-s. census data for L92g to 1933 may not be as valid.today.
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confronted with two basic decisions, narnely, vzhat to
prod,uce, and where to prod.uce it.18 The locationar model

deals essent.ially only with the second, problem. This

restriction is merely an analytical simplificat,ion it does ,,r,,:,

noÈ purport to say that the choice of product is always the
piimary choice and is neeessæiLy mad.e prior to and.

independ.entry of the choice of síte. Tt d.oes, however, ,:,
,t',,,t:',.

recognise that to explain the choice of product in r:,::.,:;'

conjunction with the choice of site would require a more l,,,'1',"':'.:
comprehensive (e.g. Vüalrasian) type of model which would be 

.

undesirable because it wourd require ad.d.itional assumptions 
,

which could render the final conclusions ahout location less 
i

i

tenable. Furtherrnore, once a device has been created. whi-ch
I

- iiven a decision concerning the type of producÈion 
l

ind.icates the d.etermination of an ideal location, analagous i :

i

reasoning can enable the same device to illustrate the i
:

determination of the id,eal type of producÈion. The 
i,,,,,,,,,,following passage provides introduction to this question: 1..,,,,,i

The activities of a productive enterprise can be i,.,r¡'. 
r,. divided for our purposes into three ètages, ",

(a) Procurement: purchasing and. bringing the
necessary materials and. supplies to the
site of processing.

'(b) Procêssing: transformíng the maÈerials r :.:.1' ñffiõre-valuab1e forms (proCucts) . i:,:,.t,.
(c) DistribuËion: selling and. d.elivering the

pr"A;æ" . , g

18__--Hoover , 'op. eít. , p. 1.
l9__--Hoover, op. eit., p. 7.
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Of these actj_vities, rprocurementt and
rdistribution' obviously require inputs of transfer
services. The rat,íonal entrepreneur wilI presumably

calculate the size of his requirement for the transportation I .,,,.,,,,;,;,,;

factor of production in the t.heoretically conventíonar
manner; that, is, he will equate the rati-os of the respective
marginal physicar productivities and prices for all the .::,,,,,,.,,,

facÈors he employs in whatever capacit.y.2o i.''tt'tl'''.1"'.

i.:.;::..:..:Restrictíng the model to deternining the id.eal ,,,,,,,,.,,,,':.,,1,'¡,'

location for manufacturing a specified, product entairs yet
another assumption about fact,ors of prod.uction. ït can .

i

reasonably be supposed that the prior determinatj-on of the 
ii:

product very substantially reduces (on technical ground.s 
i

1

alone) the choice of factors open to the fj-rm. From t.his it- , '

iisasimp1esteptoassumethaton1yonesetoffactorsis]
suitable to the "processing" activity. This implies that i

I

the principaL means which the firm will use to aÈtain
:.,.,,.,,,, -,,.producer's equilibrium will involve the manipulation of the i."'i,.,.;,,,;,i;,ij
_:\'t -:-r::. -.1

amounts of Èhe various transfer inputs, given their prices. i'.,,.¡t,i,',::.,:tì
:.-t. .......

The previous assumptions about uniformity of Lerraj-n and Èhe

fixity of alr other locations makes it possible to assume

that,.the sole source of ,the variation in transfer inputs is 
lr;1,rr,-,,.,.,,

the alteration of the location of production. ::'.: :": :''

Mention of calcurating factor needs implies an

assumption which.must now be made explicit. rt is here

20_--Brennan, op. eit., pp. 290-296.
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assumed that the firm desires to maxi¡nize its profits and

that it will adopt a strategy of cost minimization as one of
the means to that end. For the purposes of t,he mod.el this
assumption means that the sole objective of the manipulation

of transfer inputs is cost minimization. The producer firm
is expected. to react to the rates presented by the transfer
system by forming locational preferences both as

purchaser (i.e. by reacting to the transfer rates related. to
the goods and services it purchases) and as a producer

(i.e. through its reaction t.o the rates on the commod,ities

it produces and sells).

rn what competitive context does the process of cost
minimization oecur? The preceding discussion about the
unique technological 'optiont avairable to the firm is
suggestive of the conditions obtainíng under the regime of
pure or perfect competition. Nevertheless the firm need. not
be subject, to that regíme. In amplifying the assumption

Losch says:

Under uniform cond.itions in a free market t,he. índividual [sic] has no latítud.e in the choice ofhis location. The problem can thus have irnportanceonry eit.her during Lhe transition to equiliËrium,
ott in equilibrium itself, only in thoJe
ind.ustries rçhere human or natuial differences play
,a role or where a single enterprise prod.uces alarge part of toÈal output.r,

Thus, if one accepts the proposition that the usual

University Press, l9S4)
Econom,ùcs of Location (Neiv Haven:
r P. 6.

l:.:

i,t,t.t

Yale
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condition of the economy is one of Èransition (arthough the
implication of inevitable equilibrium need not be accepted.),

one can proceed even without making specific mention of the
operation of monopory, oligopoly, monopolistic competition,
and so on - to erect a locational moder without und.ue

trepidation. rn fact, all that is necessary is that the
enterprise in question be reasonabry aware of the cost and.

demand curves (or conditions) which face it (this does not
mean 'perfect knowledge') .

Nor r'¿oulC the assumption of pure or perfect,

competition confer any positive benefit upon the analysis.
For the príor conclusíon that pure or perfeict competition
need not reign in the transfer industry effectively
vitiates any economic welfare impricatíons which the
assumption of such a regime in any or all user industrj-es
might, otherwise provid.e.

Regardless of the compeèitive environment the
charact.er of the firm's decision-making process must be

established by assumption. Allusion has already been mad.e

to the questj-on of producer eguilibrium. fn those cases

where the conventj.onal marginalist theory has been cit,ed.,

the purpose has been primarj-ly either to clarify certain
definitions (e.9. that of opportunity cost) or to support
certain assumpti-ons. Nowhere has it been asserted that the
mêthod of varying, the quantities of the different factors
(given their prices) in order to establish a comprehensive
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set of marginal equivalences is always oracticable. For

even were a commercial endeavour capable of the most

thorough and. ruthless economj-c rationality. it would be

beyond the power of current t,echniques of measurement to . t,,,.::,::
,:- :,.-_r.:

provide the necessarily perfect informaÈion.

If. the rprecise' ¡nethod. postulated by theorists
cannot be implement,ed., what is the alternative? August

Losch explains the predicament in the folrowing manner:

The locaÈion of an ind.ustrial enterprise is
selected by the entrepreneur. His choice rests
upon subjective consideration. He wi1l, of
course, bear objective facts in mind, but these
alone cannot, dictat,e locatior

, 
,.r= uctrj.rr9E qIÇE,d'E,e J-ocacLon.22

, Does this imply a surrender to intuition and. thus

render the construction of a locational model futile? *6r.
for it is possíble to accept a modified view of Losch's

rather severe contention, a view which accepts the potential
fallibilíÈy of a scheme relying sole1y on those "objective
facts" which t,he entrepreneur is capabre of perceivirg, ye.t

still assigns primacy to them.23

. In fact, for the purposes of the model, the
ambiguous term, 'objecÈive facts' can be defined in terms of
Èwo tlpes of data. of the two, t.he more important category
compLises transfer costs. The second. category is that
composed. of geographic facts. Because of the explicit

22_.-
Jb1d..

, --_ 
23ehi" attituae is apparent in Hoove r r op. eùt. ,cn. rrt_.
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assumptions (e.g. those concerning ,processing, costs and.

geographic uniformity) already made, it is possible to
identÍfy the former category as the sole economíc

expression of Èhe latter category and thus to deal with them

simultaneously. This amounts to reiterating one of the
principal postulates of location theory, namely that, the
sole significance of geographic obsÈacles ties in the
transfer eosts they occasion (e.g. "remoteness is measured

.4only in the cosÈs of overcoming the distance.")",
Given his ignorance of many market factors (i.e.

I imperfect :knowledge' ) and most non-market factors (e.g.
countervailing social costs25) and his restriction to a

particular type of product and prod.uctive technique, how

d'oes an entrepreneur make a practical locational decision in
' the absence of arbitrary constraj-nt (e.g. governmental

interference) ? The process of calculation is (or should be)

governed by "the principle of aggregate transportation
costs"26 which denotes the search for the least-cosË
compromise between procurement transfer cost and. d,istribu-
Lion transfer .o"t.27 Two aspects of this d.efinition
require elaboration. First the term 'compromise, indicates

| )L' -'M. L. Fai.r and E. f^I. Williams, Eeonomícs of
Tz.anspontation (New york: Harper, 1950) , p. 34g.

25_---Hoover, op. eít., ch. XVI.
26_..:- ;-Fa.ir and Vüil1iams, op.. eít. , p_ 349.' 
27__'Hoover, op. eit. , ch. ITI.

.a.!.
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the dilemma .faced by any firm; íts dual nature as purc.haser

and. vendor invariably causes it to be confronÈed with
conflicting locat,ional preferen.""28 (a situation to whích

allusion has already been mad.e). Secondly, the expression

'least-costr emphasizes the previous cost-mÍnimization
assumption.

A recitation of its assumptions is almost enough to
describe the operation of the model. rn practj_ce, t,he issue
amounts to the selection by t.he firm of t,he site at which
(given all the assumptions of the model) the aggregate of
procurement (whether from one or several sources of supply),
and distribution (whether to one or several major punctiform
markets,ortoanarea1market)transfercostsareata

minimum. of both these types of transfer cost one

fundamental generalization can be made; each consísts of the
mathematical product of a certain number of transportation
performance units (e.g. ton-miles) times the relevanÈ per-
unit, transfer rates for the movements involved.. h7hile it is
fairly obvious that the physicar (i.e. transportation
performance unj-ts) element of the transfer cost product is
susceptible to manipulation, the question of applicable
transfer rates j-s not nearly so simple.

rn its simplest form, where a universal transfer rate
(i.e. the same rate per ton-mile applies to the movement of

' 29tnis refers specifically to the rmilesr componentof the expression 'ton-mi1es'.

t.t::

: :'l ;
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?ny commodity over any distance) is assumed, the model

presents straightforward locational implications. perhaps

the best means of exploring these impricatíons involves the
use of a modif ied. version of weberrs classif icat.ion of
material=.29 For purposes of elaboration it is possible to
divide inputs of raw or semi-processed mat,erials into three
principal categories: first, those which lose a substantial
amount of weight in the prod.uctive process ('weight-ross'
materials); second, Ëhose materials used in productive
processes which rely heavily on ubiquitous substances

e.g. water in bottling plants could. be charactexized, as
rweight-gain' mat.eriars; and third., rpure' 'subst,ances which
are used in productive processes involving neither gains n9r
losses in weight. rt is even possible to further eraborate
these distinctions by designing a weight,-loss coeffícient
(which can be posit,ive, negaÈive, or zero, ,."nl.tively)
depicting the relationships between inputs and. outputs.

Ilhen uniformity of transfer rates is add.ed. to the
model's other assumptions, Èhe firm seeking the opÈimum

production site need pay attention to onry one vari.able. As

long as transfer rates are unaffected, by any other changes

in tþe physical nature, ,(e.g. in bulk, viscosity,
volatility, and. so on) of inputs relative to outputs or by
changes in market prices per ton, the only significant
variable is gross ton-miles, and, the only means of alteringr

L;-.,..-

29r^it and lrrilliams , op. eit., pp. 349-350.
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it is by adjusting the materials source(s) to production
sitedistance(s)re1ativetoproductj-onsiteto

market(s) distance(s). In all such ad.justments, the
objective is, of course to reduce gross ton-miles to a

minimum.

The adoption of even more restrictive assumptions

can permit the constructj-on of more advanced. locational
models'. I.4any of these mod.els e.g. Launhard.t's Minimum

TransporÈ cost Triangres ancl Ï¡Ieber's iso-cost d.iagrams30

possess the geometrical precision of the force vector
model-s found in physics. rn fact all of these models ímply

that except under the most exceptional circumstances the
location of production must logicarly be at some point
intermed.î,aá¿ between the raw material source(s) and the
market(s). However, the use of highly restrictive âsslr,ÍlÞ-

tÍons has proceeded far enough. perhaps too far since the
tr¡io most crucial assumptions incorporated in the above

analysis are among the least Ëenable. .specifically, the
gross inaccuracy of the assumption of transfer rate
uniformity will again be dealt with in the following para-
graphs. Among other things, that dj-scussion will cause the
doctrine of the probabil.ity of t,he 'intermediate' product,ion

sit,e to be substantialry replaced by a more bipolar theory.
But, the similarly unrealistic assumption of constant

;=.;'*"rrarorr' ah.r. esoteric 
i

approaches.

la .- -'..
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"processing" costs need not be so elaborately refuted, for
it is not the object of the paper to investigate production

theory per se. Let it suffice, then, to point out the major

qr-lalificat,ion that "Èotal costs may attract an enterprise to
a favoured point even though neither production costs nor

cost of distance is a minimum Èhere provid.ed that the sum of
the two cosÈs is a minimum. "3l

Ultimately, then, it is advisable to revert, to
Weberfs materíals classification and. talk only in terms of
locational tendencies. Thus a pIant. consuming "pure"
materials.will have consid.erable latitud.e in choosing a site
(i.e. there could be a series of least-cosÈ locations),
provÍd.ed. of course that weight, is the sole det,erminant of
per-mile trans¡>ort costs. For'weight-loss' mat,erials,

however, a strong (d.epending on the size of the rweight-loss

coefficientr) pul1 towards the materials source would exist,
and a unigue least,-cost would, be more probable. The

opposite tend.ency would operate in the case of 'ubíquities'.
Therefore, in conclusion, one can say Iittle more than ,,The

net result is t,o substitute articulate hesitation for
ínarticulate certain ly . "32

In any case t,his chapter does provide the basis for
the more systematic d,iscussions of costs, rates and their

31_--Losch, op. cit., pp. 24-25.
' 32". Russell , An ïnquíz,g into'Meaning anå. Iz,uth (London:

Pelicán, 1967) , p. 9.

1':
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locational implications appearing in subsequent chapters.

This chapter's contribution to the testing of the
hypothesis is thus a d.ouble one. First it d,escribes Èhe

theoreËical basis for the economic and. geographic

importance of transportation. second, it indicates that t,he

spatial influences of transportation rates on economic

activity operate regardless of whether these rates are tied.

to costs. rn other words, location theory does not require
the basing of rates on costs.

ll-'
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CHAPTER V

LOCATTON THEORY AND TRANSPORTATTON

COSTS AND RATES

A crit,icism of the previous chapter's locational
model and, the lessons it yields might cenÈre upon two of its
salient features. one of these aspects is the isolation of
transfer service inputs as the sore active d.eterminant of
the location of production of a manufacturing enterprise.
For two reasons no substant,iar effort wirl be made to
rectify thís assumption. First, the cetey.is pæibus assumption

is a device commonly used. in economic moders, and its
appearance is no more pernicíous here than elsewhere.

second.ly, it is not. within t,he scope of this chapter to d.o

more than present Èhe stand.ard. discraj:ner offered by mosË

location theorists in somewhat the following form:

Location, to be sure, is affected by other facËors,
ofËen significantly. Dífferentials in labor costs
in various areas, often quite perdistenÈ; d,ifferen-
tial availability of capital; Lhe accumul.ation ofskills in particular locations; the ties of oneindustry to another; the availability of sites,
water supplies and oÈher items; the general
dociological environment,. and numerous
institutional factors such as tariff barriers,
zoning restrictions, and the aid.es extended by
communiËj.es to attract ind.ustry all have theireffect. Moreover, much existiág location is

45
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primarily the result of historical accid.ent
'33

The second guestionable feature of Èhe mod.el was its
failure to more realistically specify the nature of the
cost-distance reratj-onship. rn other word,s, the question of
the formation and character of transfer rates \,/as

ínsufficiently answered. This in turn cast doubt. on certain
implications of the locational mod,el. ït wirl be the
intention of this chapter to remedy bot,h these deficiencies.

The initial problem is Èhat of descríbing the
formation of rates. From the outset several factors must be

borne in mind. First, the diverse nature of the inputs used

by any major transportation concern makes it virtually
impossible to assj-gn to a theoretically typical movement its.,
proper port,ion of cost, 1et alone to ascertain Èhe rtrue

cost' of an acÈuar movement.. rn fact, this circumstance
invites tampering wiÈh rates, a practice made possible -t
and i-n many cases - desirable by the monopolisÈic or
origopolistic environment enjoyed in the past by many

carriers (especially raitways) .34 Thus an arbitrary element
of pricing policy must enter into the estabrishment of every

ttr
. JJrate.

33_--Fair and Williams, op. eít., p. 349.
34R. ,,. Banks and Associates, ,,Study of Cost Struc-tures and Cost Finding proced.ur€S," Section-3, iÃ AiyaL

c,ontnis,sion on TranspoT,tation (ottawa : eueen I s príniãr,- "1962)
VoI. III¡

35rbid,; p. r55.
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Nevertheless the role of costs in rate-making is of
crucial importance. This contention is not d.ifficult to
support. rn the first place, appropriate costs are held to
be the criteria for rates by those theories of rate-makíng

which stress arrocational efficiency. Thus it has been

said that:

if t.ransportation rates are based on costs,
shippers who try to minimize their o\,ün costs wi1l
choose as between competing modes of transportat,ion
the mode that, can perform transportation for them
at the lowest cost to society. Shippers also will
be making t,he socially correct choice betvreen
transport-intensive and transport-minimizing
methods of productio.. 

36

And. in the second place, the question of costs is of'
major significance to any firm - whether privately or
pub1ic1yowned-operatingundercommercia1criteria

However, it is widely recognized thaÈ the costs consid.ered

by such a firm are not necessarily identical with social
costs, since "the cost knowledge essenÈial to carrier
management relates primarily to expenditures of the

transportation firm itself. . ."37 Although i; is correct
in the case of railways to assert that the very significant
gap between the long-run marginar cost, and the short-run
marg,inal cost. (in this case tvariable cost') confers great

latiiude ín ind.ivid.ual rate set.ting upon the firm, the fact
remains that the pressure to maximize profits or mini¡níze

36_ , .lansl_ng, oP.

37*. L. Banks

eit., p. 44.

and Associates, op. eit., p. 155.

l-i
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losses causes the general 1evel of costs to be a major

determinant of the general level of rates through t,he

operat,ion of internal cross subsidization.33

Finally, t,he advent of regulation has placed great

and perhaps inordinat,e emphasis on the question of costs.
This for several reasons. First, ,,cost calculations ,

because they involve mathematical processes, unfortunately
create an illusion of precision. 9 rurthermore, the

establishment of rates conforming to certain (and. often
vaguely defined) concepts of cost, has frequently been a

policy goal of regulating bod.ies.40 Therefore, ,,in the
guasi-jud.icial environment, cosÈ becomes the one element of
'fact' whích can be challenged, analyzed, and. argued over.,É1

However, the paradox exists that costs can 'legitimately' be

cast up so as to advantageously support almost any

proposition, thus making them fuel for almosÈ any argument.

This.aspect, the controversiality of cosÈs, will be more

thoroughly d.iscussed subsequently

Perhaps the best way to d.eal in more detail with the
influence which costs have on the'intricate structure of
transfer rates is to initially d.iscuss the role assigned, by

' 38t.1r.r et aL., op. cit., p. 6.
39*. L. Banks and. Associates t op. eít., p. I59.
4oM"y"t et aL., op. eit., p. 2.

' 41R. r,. Banks and. Associates , op. eit., p. 159.
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theory to cost in the determination of the price of a

transportation service. Such an introd.uction can then be

modified by a d,iscussion of some of the difficulËies which

surround the theoretical approach.

A transfer rate (which is the price of a part.icular
service) performs two principal functions. It allocat,es

(or, in the universal context of scarc.ity, rat,ions)

transportation services among prospective users, and. it
serves to compensate t,he carrier for the expenditures whích

the purchase of the factors required for production of its
service cause it to j:n"uit.A2 The nature of Èhe two

functions makes it íneviÈabre that. a different 'ínterpreta- 
.

tion' (or category) of cost be more relevant to the

determination of the price best suited. to performing each.

rn other words, the opt,imum price (in terms of the rinterestl

of t,he general economy) under certain id.enÈifiable
circumstances is that which correspond.s to marginal cost.
Furthermof", the term marginal cost in this context is not

confined to those monetary costs actually encounÈered. by the

fi.rm, but should. comprehend, all that, is implied. in the
phrase 'marginal social cost'. ï^iith reference Èo the
prod.ucer firm, however, 'the cost crÍterion usually ad.opt.ed.

in price formatj-on is that, of average cost. Moreover,
raverage cost' in this setting customarily refers only t,o

monetary costs because of the fact that, the gap (whether

42s.*p=on and Farris , op. eit., p. 7.
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positive or negat.j-ve) between tot.al revenue and. total
monetary cost is the principal measure of the commercial

success (and. rlife' prospects) of the firm. lrlhen reference

is again mad,e to the assertion that prices perform two

functions it can be seen that the functión of 'rationing' is
:better performed by rmarginal cost prices' whíle.that of

rcompensation' is best performed by ,average cost prices,
I

and that whenever marginal cost does not egual average cost

a potentj-a1 conflict exisÈs.43

The case for marginal cost pricing.deserves initial
at,tention. This is so not only because of the emphasis

placed by many theorists on the marginal equivalences

required. for static eguilibrium, but alsor parêdoxically,
because of Ëhe many weaknesses which detract from the

marginal cost pricing argument

Much of the literature on the question of marginal

cost pricing is d.irected to the problems of controlling
public enterprise. Nevertheless, much of the comment

especially Ëhat concerned with the demerits of marginal cost.

pricÍng - is perÈi-nenÈ to the case of publicly regulated

commercial enterprise. I{ith this in mind the following
sunrmary can be presented:

If optimum aI]ocation and use of resoúrces and
t,heir optimum standard.s of living are to be
attained given the pattern of income distribution,
the general rule of pricing requires that the

43_--J. F. Ðue, Gouez,wnent F")nance (Homewood, I1l.:Irwin, L963), p. 403. i'.!:..
ì-:::.
i:'.:
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prj-ce be set at a 1eve1 equal t,o marginal costs
of production, provid.ed that three ràquirements
are met:

1. The marginal monetary costs of producing theservice cover aI1 marginal sociãl costs; tfrrt
. is, Lhere are no indirect costs to society,

in ad.dition to those directly incurred inproducing the service.

2- There are no indirect community benefits fromthe service in addition to t,he benefits
received directly by Èhe users.

3. Prices are equal to marginal costs in other
sectors of the economy.44

l4any of the factors which compromise the t,heoretical
desirabilit,y of marginal cost pricing, although ment,ioned.

above, deserve further attention. perhaps.the most serious
demerit of marginal cost as a pricing críterion is t.hat its
va1idityiscontingent.uponitsuniversa1ity.AsLitt1e

says: "The supposedly optimal character of marginal-cost
pricing depends upon all the 'optimum' conditions being
satisfíed everywhere. "45 However, in view of t,he ,,obvious

fact" that "price is not equal to marginal cost elsewherer''l

it is reasonable to conclude that "pure theory offers no

guid.ance."46 under the circumstances it is of no avail even

to attempt making the price: marginal-cost ratio in the
industry in question egual to t,he average prevailing else-

¿. a,'tu¿d., pp. 297 -398.
4c'-I. M. Ð. Lit,tle, A Critique of WeLfare Eeonpmícs(Oxford.: Oxford University press, tisl ), p. lg5.

' 46-.:
JþLd..
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wher".47 Moreover, even were the ,optimum cond.itions, in
operation, the resultant. situation rnight not be id.eal,
since "the questíon of income distribution is logicalry
prior t,o the question of ideal output.,,48

The argument in favour of marginal cost is also
harmed by problems of definition. one means of justifying
t'he marginal cost concept is to say that if the price of
any servi-ce equals its marginal cost, then the savings in
cost resulting from the lapse of that service should. egual
the consequent loss in reven,ra.49 Err"r, were \ire to assume

that the 'service' in question consisted. of the movement of
a given guantity over a given d.istance, the determination of
a specific price equivalent to marginal cost would. not be

easy sínce ascertaining the monetary.amount of marginal cosË.

is plagued by several complications.

one of them is the time problem. The concept of
margínal cost, being related to the abÍrity of an ent,erprise
to varlz its inputs within specified períods is essentially a

flow-concept. since d.ifferent types of factor inputs are
variable wiÈhin d,ifferent time periods, the practical

47 Íbid.. , p. rB 6.
I . 48 

rb¿d.. , p. 1Bg.
49thi" is. the rogical obverse of Ëhe definitíon of a'marginal cost-pricer as that, "price equal to the val_ue oft,he resources that must be used. to prorria. the ="rrri". intot.he f-uture. " See, Lansing , op. cit. ,' p . 4 5 ;
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definition of marginal cost is dependent upon the selection
of an arbitrary time period. rn the case of railways, for
inst.ance, several major time-period.-def,ined interpretations

; of marginal cost exist; j-n a short períod labor is the most
: variable in¡rut and expend.itures on this factor constitute

the principal element of marginal cost; in an i.ntermed.iate

,, neriod. cargo vehicles and. then tractor vehicles also become

' variable; finally, in the longer period, Èr'ackage and

i administrative expense can also vêry with output levels.
ord.inarily the sorution to this problem would be to

use long-run marginal cost as the criterion of rate-making.
i

i 
By referring to the time interval in which-all factors are

I variable and by set.ting rates Lo conform with long-run
'

i 
*argi.nãl cost (which is defined. in terms of this time

I interval) the firm operating under cond.itions of perfect
compet,ition maximizes profit (or, as the case ñay be,

Iminimizes loss).50 fn Èhj_s situation, ,,Long run marginal 
i,.,.;.:,..::: ;...cost ordinarily will be the same as full average cost , ',,',,,,.,,,..,,,.,,,

¡,,"t 
t".¡-. t'includ'ing the cost of facilities that have to be repaired. or ,1,'1,,.,r......,,:,

' Ê1
replaced. ""

The use of long run marginal cost, is, however,

fraughÈ with difficulty: First of all, in the context of 
|.,¡,.1,,1,...ì,
i,r:.. :-'.:.::::.'. i:.: _themu1ti-productfirm(andarai1roadcompanycan

legitimately be incrud,ed. in this category since "ton-miles

. 50_-Brennan, op, eit., p. 179.

i:.: :, t.:: ..:::....
i..; :.: l: ''r : :! , ..--
i.-;: r r.'. r... . f.

51_--Lansing, op. cit., p. 45.
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are far from homogeneous. "52), the measurement of marginal
cost is especíaIry difficult. Not only does the time-
interval problem remain, but it is also necessary to devise
means of assigning the tappropriate' portions of joint and

common costs (more about these terms wirl be said later) to
individual movements. The end. result is that when common

costs occur "marginal costs are then indeterminate; and even

when there is only one product, they cannot be very precise-
ly determined.,,53

Another consequence of adherence to long-run
marginal cost - were it capable of being calculated with
reasonabÌe accuracy - as a pricing críterion is that "rr.r, "
policy would deprive carrier management of pricing
flexibility. This is a two-ed.ged. argument. rt is often
pointed. out with reason that ,,short-run marginal cosÈs are
substant.íaIly below totar cost,s.u54 rn such a situation it
can be considered desirable to ut.ilize v¡hat would. otherwis.e
be f idle capacity" by pricing below rong-run marginal cost
unt,il such time as the amounts of fixed inputs can be

52 tu¿d. , p. s4.
53litt1., op. eit., p. Lg4.

' qâ,

- "Meyer et aL., op. eit., p. 6. Sampson and. Farris(op. 
"?!., p. 46) cite an estimate that, oni-y about one-Èhird.of railway total cost,s is variable with volume. An estimateby the Macpherson commíssion of 4oz can be inferred in thefollowing statement: "The equitable contribution allowed bymaximum'rates should not be less.than 150? of ronn-ronvariáble costs." _\l?u"t conrníssion on ryinsportation iott.*r,Queents Printer, ]-96L), VoI. I, p. 102).
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adjusted to reduce or eriminate t,his "excess capacj-ty."

Under such circumstances the relevant short run marginal

cost becomes the rfloor' for rate establishment. In fact,
some theories of resource allocation propose t.hat short-run 

,,,. 
,

t_marginal cost, be the criterion of rate-making as long as

excess capacíty persi"t".55 rn ad.d.iti-on, prices corre- :

sponding to short-run marginal cost are the mj-nimum ., ,, ,
! :- : :

practical prices which firms faced with the prospect of not '::ì':

being able to impose higher prices (whether for competitive ,',1 1,

or other reasons) are like1y to tolerate.
,

Such a procedure (i.e. the use of short-run marginal
'lco=t as a prícing guid.e) has several d.rawbácks. Were all :

'j
:

prices to be set belorv long-run marginal cost, the result 
i
i

for the fi-rm would be a shortfall of total revenue as 
i

l

compared. hiit.h total cost, a sj-tuaÈion which has serious I

limplications for a firm's abilit,y to att.ract replacement or . ,

growthcapita1.ontheotherhand',âDYattemptbythefirm

to remove a financial d.eficit caused. by this pricing ;'1,,,.,,:

practice can have unfortunaÈe repercussions. For if rates . '"i.ì,,

,, 
,: 

.

on certain movements are raj-sed, to t,he point where the
receipts not only cover the full costs of these movements

but also provide sufficient revenue Èo subsid.ize t,he : ,: 
:

ii'''i:'' lcontinuance of those movements (e.g. backhaul) which do not
(because of their lovr prices) generate enough revenue to
cover their futl cost,sr protests of economic discrimination

55_--Lansing, op. cit., p. 46.
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arise. In other words, if a carrier seeks to establish a

comprehensive scheme of j-nternal cross-subsid.ization
supported by price díscrimination (often characterized as

' " rvalue of servicef rate making") it encounters the
following risks: first, the scheme (especially if it is
very effective) may become politically untenable; second,

nevertheless ad.mínístrative convenience, inertia, and the
:. pressures exerted by favoured customers can endow the scheme

: wíth considerable rigidity even when its commercial
jusÈification has vanished.; t.hird. and finally, if the

i sffectiveness of existing price discrimination practices is
i

confounded by changes in traffic composition or by changes
l

I in the carrierrs (in this case the example of railways comes

i to mind. readily) 56 *rrket power in various important market
l

, =egments, the whole basis of internal cross-subsidization
can disaPpear wíth the erosion of "contribut,ing" Èraffic.
Thus, whatever the overalr implications of reriance on

, short-run marginal cosË as a prícíng criterion for overall
' resource all0cation may be, it is widely felt that

excessive reliance on short-run criteria constitutes
commercial folly. This is the more dangerous edge of the
two-edged. sword

r. M- D. Little presents two of the main objections
to marginal cost pricing when he says " (a) that marginal
cost,is indeterminate and (b) that the inst,ruction rprod.uce

SíaoyoL connrissíon on Transpoz.tatíon" op. cít.,vor. r, p. 57. itll='¡

I
l.: . l: .
l.::::: .::
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until price equals marginal cost' is administratively
impossible. . .,,57 To these may be adcled. the objection that
in the case of railwâysr where unit costs (i.e. average

,, "osts) can accurately be said to decline over a very
substant.ial range of output with increases in output,58
setting price equal to rong-run marginal cost can cause

chronic losses. ïn other words¡ so long as the long-run
:;

' average cost curve is declining, the 10ng-run marginal cost

I curve lies below it, and t.he use of even long-run marginal
I

cost (not to mention short-run marginal cost) as a pricing
I criterion will prevent total revenue from covering total

, 
aost.

i rs the adoption of average cost as the standard of
ratemaking then indicated.? At least it can be said that

I insofar as long-run average cost. is calculable its use'is
frequently deemed. preferable to the use of long-run marginal

' cost and. (especially) short-run marginal cost for three
: Íeasons. First the use of average cost. may not only be more

convenient in the accounting sense (although average cost in
the multi-prod.uct context present,s cerÈain d,if f iculties ) but
may also discourage potenÈialry hazardous pricing practices.

' secondly, the allocation of resources secured by average

cost prícing need not, in practice be any v¡orse than that.
forthcoming from marginal cost pricing. Finally - and most

' 57¡.irt1e ,'op. eit. , p. Lg7 .

58t.y.o et aL., op. eit., p. 4.
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importantly - average cost prici-ng satisfies the important
criteria of commercial viability. specificalry, the sale of
each of the services offered. by a firm at the true average

total cost of that service ensures t,hat the fírm will be

able to cover overall Ëotal cost r,,rithout resorting to the
wholesare use of price discrimination and internal cross-
subsidizatíon. Thus Little's conclusion thaÈ "nationali-zed.
ind.ustries should at Least aim to cover total costs',59 can be

applied a foz,tíoz.i lo private enterprise (whether regurated.

or not). In this connection a cursory mention of the
question of profits (note Little's emphasis on the phrase

'at least') should. be made. on the one hand, a hearthy

level of profits is d.esirable to attract or generate

internally the capital necessary for growth or moderniza-

tion, especially in the railway ind.ustry which is quíte
capital intensive and tend.ing to become more =o.60 on th"
other hand, the prevailing low rates of profits in rail-
roading can be interpreted. as indicating excess capacity in
the ind'ustry, thus putting the need for growth in doubt.

The preced5-ng discussion yields no irrevocable
policy prescriptions. From it one can do no more than

conc,lude thaÈ v¡hile marginal cost (in one or another of its
variant's) is the pricing criterion best, suited. to certain
theories of resource arlocation, most convenient in many

59r,itat. , op. cit., p. zor.
60s.*pror, and. Famis , op. eLt., p. 333. j',,i

i:.:. .:
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competitive si-tuations, and most likely to íncur the favour
of users, average cost remains the pricing norm most

consistent with the need,s of Ëhe rail$rays. fn practice,
however, the correspondence of actual rates with theoretical r,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,

-:.:...- . :,-.,:. :_. :

norms is uncertain since the figures ad.duced. as true costs
are the products of the operation of accounting conventions

, on f inancial flows. At this point, therefore, an .l ., , ,,

: examination of actua'] costing procedures and. problems is ¡:':

,, esirable. i,r...,.-,..¡.;.,.t,,,

rdeallyr no matter what its intentions vis à vis the 
I

:

, =etting of prices, every firm wishes to know the exact,

',futurecost'swhichit'canexpecttoincurthroughthe
.ontinuanceorinitiationofanyparticu1arservice

L characteristics of conventional accounting render 
,

I Several

tfre attainment of this objective exceedingly difficult. One 
I

i of them is the time bÍas of business accounting. Although 
:

past costs form a valuable basis for estimating future
¡ l- J . lt:t::tr:'"tt:t-t'

,j cost's, their extrapolation "may be of limited pertinence to ì',':',,:,,.i':,',',",',

, the future ru6L even when the fupieaL past is consid,ered.. ,..,.',t,,:'.:,,..,,,:

Support is given to this contention by an examina-

t,ion of the principal railway expense categories. rn

I analysing costs, three different time dimensions are ,.,.,,'.,,,,i.,;, ,.,,.,

'l uiscerni¡te. Referring to their stud.y of railroad cost 
i':t"'-i"i"'iiti

characteristics, Meyer et aL. state:

' 614. ,,. Banks and Associates, op. sit.t p.15g.
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Costs of three dífferent time dimensions are
distinguished in the analysis: (1) d.irect
expenses that vary closely with the quantity of
output ì (2) costs that vary with the principal
fixed inputs and, d.epending on the particulãr
character of the input, are fixed for varying
periods of time; and (3) threshold costs that
must be meÈ before the lowest 1evel of marginal
costs can be attained. It is worth noting. .
that almost all railroad operating costs fal1. into either the first or tñir¿ caiegory; that is,
costs are either d.irectly variable with thequantity of output or otherwise are almost totally
fixed. threshold cost.s. U,

The derivation of meaningful d.istance-related cost,s from the
thírd category therefore depends on t,he adequacy of
depreciati-on techniques, v¡hich unfortunately can be among

the most arbitrary and distorting in rairway accounting.

T-he nature of the relationship betv¡een output (or

d.istance) and. cosÈs is thus conditioned by three factors.
The first of them - which initially might not seem to be a
legitimate interpretation of the term 'rerationshipr - is
the extent to which railway managements believe costs are or
should be variable with output. This factor will help
determine rvhich categories of cost wilr be adopted as

pricing criteria in an unevenly competitive environment,

i.e- which types of cost will for practical purposes be

consid.ered most immediately variabre with output. rn this
area accounting convention possesses critical power of
decree, since it d.etermines not only the form and accuracy

of the informati-on conveyed., but, also herps to impart a

l::::.:r':::

62M.y"r et aL., op. eit., p. 4s.
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certain time bias.

A second important circumstance lies in the fact
that not all types of expense are indeed variabre with
distance in a manner conducive to easy price formation.
This is so for several reasons. rn the first place, many

expense categories are intrinsically unrelated t.o distance.
An excellent example of this is the phenomenon of 'terminal
costs' which v¡hile unaffected by the distance component, of
output does contain variable elements related to tonnage.

secondly, there is the question of discontinuities. vfhile
the amounts of certain types of expenses (e.g. fuel) can be

responsive to even small varíations in output, the
relatively large discrete units which characterize
various other cosÈ categories (e.g. vehicles of propulsion
or carriage) preclud.e such responsiveness. Third.ly, t,he

operation of joint costs (e.g. those occasioned by usually
inevit.able return journeys) poses conceptual d,ifficulties
for those seeking to deduce the costs of cert,ain movements.

The final question is that of the proportionality of
direct,ly assígnable variable cost to output. This quesÈion

is best illustrated graphicalry. Ïtere it possibre to assume

a co,nstant proportionality of variabre cost to output (most

importantly : to the mileage component of output) the
following type of cost - output relationship could arise:
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Cost

Output (mileage)

Two features of this d.iagram are noteworthy. First of arr,
the intersection of the function with à:posítive cost
fj.gure at zëro output indicates that a certain level of
cost must be covered before any particular transfer is
performed. The phrase 'terminal cost, is commonllz used to
denote this situation but in fact, it compríses all. elements

of properly determined tthreshold' cost which are

assignable to each particular shipment but, invariable with
mileage. secondly the constant slope of'the function
ind.icates the apparent.ly reasonabre assumption that, 'rine-
haulr costs are directry proportional to distance.

However, "most transport stud.enËs' and practitioners
agree that line-hau1-per-unit costs generaltry d.ecrease as

distance increases."63 Therefore, ,,one cannot safely assume

that all line-haul cost,s are directly proportionaÈe to
distance."64 rn ot,her words, the above d,iagram must be

modified as follows:

63s.*p"on and Farris, op. cit., p. 184.
64-.

-LbLd..

i:.1
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Cost

Output (mileage)

Given this basic reraÈionship (i.e. that between

d.istance and. average fulI cost) a number of important
qualifying factors remain to be discussed. The first of
course, is competition. Two approaches can be taken to this
question. on the one hand. it is possible to assume a cost-
based transfer price structure in which certain competitÍve
circumstances constitute aberraÈions. fn drris'case the
basj-c rate-distance relationship would, be the same as that
depicted. in the second cost-d.istance diagram above. How-

ever, wherever competition occurred its effects wourd. be

refLeeted by a jagged.ness of the curve at the appropriate
mileage point. For instance, íf cqmpetit,ion were to force a

substantial rate reducti-on on certain movements so that ttre
raÈe over x miles were lower than that over x-5 miles and.

also than thaÈ over x*5 miles, t,he curve would. dip
significantly at that point X.

,. on the other hand. , if rate-making criteria other
t,han cost are adopted, the average cost function d.epicted.

above becomes irrelevant because it does noÈ even

constitute a necessary standard. of minimum rates. such a

development could be the consequence of the pattern of

1... .'

|-f .: :.
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reaction to unevenly pervasive competitj-on. As a result the

rate for the performance of Y t.on-miIes of transfer service
is not predictable, being d.epend.ent on (a) the erasticity of
d,emand for the item being transported, and (b) the degree of
competition (intra-mod.al or inter-modal) in the carriage of
that item between the shipment termini concerned.

A readily conceivable variant of t,he effect of
competition on rates is the situation in which current
competition is prevented from operating by the influence of
regulation. Tv¡o types of rate regulation, both of which

exist in canadian experience, are possible. one is the

estabrishment of certain rates by legislative enactment.

(e.g. the Crowsnest Pass Rates); the other is the

d,iscretionary power to approve or d.isapprove carrier-set
rates given to legalIy constituÈed. supervisory bodies. Both

of t,hese types of regulation can arise for a number of
reasons, including: first, the desire to preserve or alter
certain trading relationships; second., the d.esj-re to promote

regional economic development by the manipulation of trans-
fer charges; third, the necessity of conforming to
international conditions; and fourth, the right of
regr.alation granted by a ,carrier to government as a quid, pro

quo for certain other benefits. Although it applies to a

great part of the canadian rat,e structure, regulation often
serves merely t,o sanction pre-determined. rat,e changes (whose

d.irection and magnitude may, however, have been condit,ioned.

t-i:
?:)::.'
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by a regulated. environment); thus íts power and. directness
is often less than it.s formal extent might suggest. This is
especially true since the recent passage of the Natíonal

Transportat,íon Act.

A final factor affecting the relat.ionship between

carrier charges and distance is administrative expediency.

Railway rate strucËures are customarily d.ivided into
mileage blocs (of varying lengÈhs and containing

indetermÍnat,e numbers of stops), and all points within any

single 'bloct (or míleage interval) as a rule receive the
same rates on Ëhe same commodities. This practice o$/es its
orígin to the hisÈorical fact that neither-costing knowled.ge

nor market experience have offered precise general guidance

as t,o what the relationship between rates and d.istance ought 
l

to be. Thus no practicable system has been d.eveloped t,o

automatically ad,just rates to distance. The alternative has i

been the erection of a structure of ind.ividually determined.

rates. The sysÈem of mireage blocs has therefore arisen in
order to prevent an excessive proliferation of rates wherever

the attendant increase in clerical costs was unlikely to be

offset by the extra revenue attribut.able to a more elaborate
rate. structure. fn other words the limits to rate
proriferation i,ì/ere established by a rather clumsy batancing
of marginal revenue and marginal cost.

: ' " Even were, costs to' provid,e an unanbiguous Euide to
proper rate:disÈance relationships, many factors of the kind

l: tj-at:.:li:
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mentioned above !,iould conspire to frusÈrate the

application of such gui-dance. This does not mean, hovrever,

that certain general.izations cannot be made about the

relationship between rates and distance. For instance,

currie presents a specimen of a class Rate (in this case,

class 100) as developed. under the "Uniform Sca1e of
Mileage Class Rates. . ." promulgated by the Board. of
Transport Commissioners in 1955:

Table 1

Distance
(Mi1es )

Length of
Mileage Block

(Miles)

ïncrement per
I4ileage Block
(Cents per 100 Ib)

Itlinimum z 20

Over 20, up t.o 6.0

Over 60, up to 100

Over 100, up to 200

Over 200, up to 1500

Over 1500, up to 2700

Over 2700, up to 3300

20

5

10

25

25

50

100

Minimum: 50

5

5

10

9

16

L4

fhis table well depicts the exj-stence of mileage brocks of
d.iffering sizes. Ivloreover, a recast,ing of the same d.ata

provid.es the following table whose function is Èo illustrate
the manner in which rates rt,apert (or, in other word.s, the
way in which per ton-mile rates d.ecline as the haur length
increases):

l:::,:
i:-.:
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Table 2

Mileage Rate in Cents
Rate in mills
per Ëon-mile

20

40

6o

80

100

200

300

400

500

1750

10 00

1250

1500

2000

2500

3000

50

70

90

100

110

150

186

222

258

348

438

528

618

798

958

1102

500

350

300

250

222

150

t24
111

103

93

88

84

82

80

77

73

The only other major factor whose mention is necessary in
order to understand the actual nattrre of transfer rates is
aberrations, which, whether caused by competition or
reguration, tend to d,isrupt the relat,ively simple patÈerns

suggest,ed by curriers tables. For exampre, the longer is a

line, of railway, the more likeIy it is to have several major

terminars on its length. Thus, d.epending on carrier pricing
policy the rate on any conmodíty movi-ng t,o or through any of
of these terminars may be radically influenced, by the cost
(e.g. transhipment expense or intermed.iate terminal expense)
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and competitive circumstances which the existence of these
t,erminals present.

The preced.ing discussion of the actuar charact.er of
transportation rates has considerable relevance for locat.ion
theory and t-hose economic policies which might be derived.
from it. Together wi-th two other factors it does much to
vitiate the intermediate-point locational propensity
mentioned previously. These two other factors are, first,
the fact that any multi-input, multj_-output firm is subject
to varying príces (which in turn affect relative quantities)
for all it inputs and outputs, and second., t.he fact that the
economic rsurface of the earth' is not uniform but is
variegated by many forces, one of the most important of
which is the differing degree of developmenÈ of the transfer'.
network. I{henever it is possible Lo vary relative inputs
and, outpuÈs, Hoorer65 has proved. that material source or
market orientations are favoured. over intermed.iate points.
rn combinati.on with the influence of the somewhat arbitrary
pat'terns (at least from the viewpoinË of many firms) of the
transfer network and. of the rate structures whose ad.herence

to strict distance as the pricing criterion is irregular,
Èhis,.tendency is strengthened to the point where it i_s even
possible to say that !'the id.eal location for a production
process on the basis of transfer costs from a single

uu..n. Hoover, op. cit., p. lg4.
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material source and to a single market wirl generally be at
either the source or the market rather than anywhere

between ."66

Because of this, the configuration of the transpor-
t,at,ion network and. the transfer rates offered by its
component firms can confer significant commercial

ad,vantages on certàin rocations. These locational
ad,vantages enjoyed. by initially favoured, areas or communi-

t,ies often tend t,o be reinforced. and become cumulative. rn
ad.dition these advantages can be more pronounced in an

economy d.ominated. by monopoly or o1igopoty.67 Their extent,
furthermore, can be influenced. by the general revel of
transfer raÈes and. the pattern of di-fferentials between the
rates corresponding to varying distances. For all these
reasons, rates, Èhe basis of their formulation and the
relatíonship among them, are contentious issues. The

regulatory process is often the focus of this contention.
This chapÈer contains three significant points

connected. with the exploration of this paper,s hypothesis.
First, it indicat,es that cost is not the only variable
infruencing the fornration of transportation rates. second,

in considerable detail it suggests that even when pressures

66-.- - rbid. , p. 31.
67_-'Brennan (op, eít., p.

purposes of .oligopol1z product,
locational d,if ferencãs- is much
other product differences. "

27 4) notes that, ',Forpricing the minimization oflike the minimization of
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to tie rates to costs triumph, there are major d.ifficulties
associated with the definition, identification and

measurement of cost. Third, it emphasízes the preced,ing

chapterIs argument that the locational impact of the

transfer system is transmitted by transportation rates, not

transport,ation costs. To this end the chapter suggests some

of the .circumstances which vítiat.e cost as an unambiguous

guide in the quest for the social optimum in transportation
rates. Finally, it is possible to infer into the

discussion of bipolar and cumulative locational influences

the argument that the mere basing of transfer rates on costs

wou1d. not necessarily prod.uce a more geográphically d.is-

persed pattern of economic actívity. This point. is of
particular interest in Canada because the dream of economic

' decentralization is frequently associated with the crusades

for railway raËe reform
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SOME TR.ANSPORTATION TMPLTCATIONS OF ì"' : :::].'J

MACRO-ECONOT4TC POLTCTES

. Precedj-ng chapters have sketched. in theoretical
,. ,

.!.' terms the part played by ÈransportaËion in and. its
,ji significance to the overall pattern of economic acÈivity.

Transportation also influences the manner in which this
economic pattern changes. To the extent that transportation
instigates or plays a major dynamic role j-i the evolution of
the economic system, precision in the understand.ing of its
dynamic influence is desirable. This aspect of the

l

economic significance of transportation is susceptible to
l

; theoretical presentation in at least three particulars. The
I

i first invorves manipulatíon of quantitative economic
..i l..,,:,1,,,.,.,ir,,ri,,-ii variables includ.ing levels of aggregat,e d.emand. The second ::::::':;::,í;;':i|,:

,,' ¿eals with the related question of technological change.

And the third. item involves certain questj-ons of economic

development associat.ed in part with the first two. Each of
. thes,g three policy related areas will be treated. on a

:.j

theoretical basis in subsequent paragraphs.

rt is now generally recognized t,hat, the economy of
an: ad.vanced nation is not self -equilibrating. Most

7T
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reButabre economists concede that the total amount of goods

and. services demanded can diverge from the total amount of
good.s and. services t.he economy is capable of producing over

a given span of ti¡re. The traditionally vaunted

equilibrating mechanisms of price and interest rate
fluctuations d.o not function automaÈical1y or satisfactorily
to produce a d.esirable balance. rnstead, of these mythical
guardians of economic eguilibrium it has become accepted. in
theory and in practice that deliberate manipulation of the
components of aggregate demand. can serve as the balancing

ingredient. Through the use of its wide range of fiscal and.

monetary tools and. through its concomitant'influence over

levers- of demand in the various sectors of its economy, a

national government has the power to exercise a consid.erable

deg::ee of control over Èhe short-run or long-run balance

between aggregate supply and aggregate demand.. That, the
syst,ematic application of this power has become an accepted

function of government is d.emonstrated. by Galbraith's
sËatement t,hat: "in the wake of what is now caLl-ed. the
Keyaesian Revolution, the state und,ertakes to regulate the
total income available for the purchase of goods and

servi ces in the economy . ,,68

For example, in Canada since l¡Iorld War II efforts by

the nat,ional government to influence the rever of aggregate

, 68' --J. K. Galbraith, The Na¡ IndustriaL State (New york:
New American Library, !968), p. 15.
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demand. in t.he national economy and. its regional component

sub-economies have become customary.69 one of the primary

ostensible goals of these efforts has been to stabilize
aggregate demand at a point satisfactorily close to the

economyts full employment potential, i.e. to procure (and

hopefully to sustain by regular manipulation from period. to
per-iod,) a condition approximating fuil-employment

equilibrium. In the sense that it links current attainment
with existing potential within a relatively brief time span,

the pursuit of fulI employment in any given period can be

considered a short-run matter. Along with fiscal and

monetary policy, government transportation policies involv-
ing interventi.on. in the workings of the transportation
system can pray a discernible albeit minor role a role
susceptible to theoretical interpretation.

The d.emand. for transportation services is a

significanÈ component of aggregate demand. rn its efforts
to influence the level of aggregate demand a government may

have the power and inclination Ëo influence the leve1 of
demand, for transportation services. The most obvious way of
doing so in the relatively short run is by causing price
leve1 changes. Tf with.the instrument of transportation
pricing policy t,he government can change the leve1 of,

spending on transportation or on the goods and, services

' 69rhi" topic is discrrs="ä irrt'd"táil in, 'E.orro*i"
Council of Canad.a, Finst Anru,taL Reuia,t (Ottawa: eueenr sPrinter, 1964).

L-::-::.
t-. -: ,--.
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which are complement.s or substitutes for it, the rarger
objectíve of influencing the overalr leve1 of aggregate

demand may in some measure be accomplished. rn simpleit
terms the degree to whích such initiatives will succeed.

depends on the significance of the transportation funct,ion
and system in the particular êcooorrty:, the elasticity of
d,emand. in the various markets for tränsport"tiorr, and the
abilit,y of theigovernment to control transportation prices.
Even if the effort is not conspicuously successful, it is
apparent that in formulating transportat.ion policy the
government must be concerned with more than the immed.iate

needs of the transportat,ion system and its'customers. Under

circumstances where policies of cont:iolling aggregate demand. -

achieve prominence, decisions as to tþê quantitR quality t 'or--'

price of transport services which it is wiÈhin the public
prerogative to make are likely to be mad.e with a view-to the
level and. stability of spending in the economy as well as to
the interests (however d,ef ined ) of the purchasers (direct or
indirecÈ) and suppl5-ers of the services.

Public authorities charged with devising transporta-
tion polj-cies consistent. with the direction of aggregate
demapd are faced. with decisions beyond. those associated. with
the current level of spend.ing on transfer services.
ultimatêly, the question of equilíbrium is not simply one of
balancing demand wiÈh a d.iscernible and static supply limit - ..

There is an important d.ynamic implication of the

' .1' '.-
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equilibrating process. It arises when investment comes into
play as a crucial demand. variable subject to manipulation.

From Ëhe policy stand-point investment has two

irnportant characteristics. First, gross investment is an

element of aggregate demand and hence susceptible to
manì-pulation in the interest of , let us sây, full employ-

ment. Second., net investment augments the economic capacity
of the area in which it occurs and, therefore shifts the
targets at which economic policies are aimed. In both these

senses investment. in the transportat.j-on system is simi-lar to
most other types of investment.

Tn their treatment of advanced couritries like Canada,

even the most basic mod.ern texts agree in emphasizing the
importance of investmenÈ in bolstering aggregat.e demand..

thus, when samuelson says that "the important factor in
causing inc.ome and employment to fluctuate is investment,,T0

his assertion is prescripÈive as well as d.escríptive. The

influence of investment expend.iture directly on the
mercurial capital goods industry (here the accelerator
principle should be borne in mind) 71 end indirectly, through
the multiplierr on the entire economy is of great

significance. To the extent that investment policy is
perceived as an essential part of polj-cies to regulate
aggregate d.emand. and to the extent that government is

' 7 osamuelson and. Scott , op. cit., p. 237.
7L_ ..'-Ibid.., p. 278.
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particularly able to control investment levels in the
transportation system, transportation investment can become

a pivotal element of the economic equilibrium strategy.
rf net investment occurs, whether as a consequence

of deriberate attempts to control aggregat.e demand, or
autonomously, there arise profound dynamic implications.
Net investment increases the current prod.uctive ability of
the economy. This accreti-on of capacity implies a self-
renewing disequiribrium, especially if the economy is
chronically subject to a "def1at,j_onary gap" and. if
invest¡nent policy is regularry used. to combat that ten-
d.ency.72 Given certai-n assumptions about the permissible
size of the public sector, the capital output ratio and. the
propensity to save, a certain rate of growth becomes a

necessity rather t,han an optj-onal goal, and, the economyrs

need for investment can be insaÈiable.

lvhen much of the net investment is concentrated in
the transportation system the resulting increased capacity
has special d.isÈingui-shing characteristics. rn part Èhese

charact,erístics are expressed by the associated, concepts of

72rrri" phenomenon has been analyzed by manyeconomists. rt corresponds largely to ÀIvin ãanseirs
"warranted growth', concept. f,oóking at the symmelric,counterpart of investment, savings, Ga.lbraith expresses theproblem thus: "here is the paraãox of savings: the stepsrvhich insure that they will be used serve alÁo to increasetheir supply. The more effectively t,hey are offset byinvestment the higher wiltr be the l-ncomã and the moresavirígs t,here.wíll be. " op. cít., p. 55.

t.:_-
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tproducers interdependencer and'external economies, . Both

these concepts are discussed here strictly to clarífy the
character of transportation investment.

rn the most general sense a cond.ition of producers

interdepend.ence exists rvhenever the activities of one firm
materially influence the activities of another firm or
firms. Refining t,his theoretical generality, Tibor
scitovsky ind.icates two principal categories. The first
exists "whenever t,he output. . .of a firm d.epend,s not onry
on the factors of production utirized by this firm but also
on t.he outpuÈ. . .and factor utilization of another f irm or
group of firms.'73 This category of producers inter-
dependence is direct in character and. technological in
oiigin

The second category embraces "interdepend.ence among

producers Èhrough the market mechanismr,,T4 and is manifest
"whenever the profits of one producer are affected by the.
actions. of ot,her produce=s. "75 rn thís category the nexus

is pecuni-ary, but iL is not direct in the sense that
"direct" implies circumvenÈion of the market rnechanism.

That this type of interdependence is ubiquitous is

'' 73r. Scitovsky, ,,Tr¡ro Concepts of External
Economíes, " in A. Agarwala and S. Singfr (eds. ), The Economicsof uyle-rdeuelopment (l¡ew york: oxford university press, L963),p. 298.

,7 4 rb.íd..", p. .,3 oo ;

75- . "J.þ1d..
i: :: r:

iì:'..1
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demonstrated by the following passage:

Expansion in industry A may also give rise to
profits (í) in an ind.ustry that produces a factor
used in industry A, (ii) in an ind.ustry whose
product is complementary in use to the product of
industry A, (iíi) in an industry whose prod.uct is
a substitute for a factor used. in ind.ustry A, or(iv) in an industry whose product ís consumed by
persons whose incomes are raised by the expansion
of industry A.lø

:_
To both these categories of producers interdepen-

dence Èhe someÈimes vague term "external economies" is
applied, since, "It is agreed that they mean services
rendered free (without compensation) by one producer to
another .u77 There iare, in other words, technological
external economies and pecuniary external economies.

Because technological externar economies occur only rarery.,
they are in Scitovskyrs treatment, - as in most. general

discussions of economic development problems - customarily
ignored or submerged in the rarger category of pecuniary

external economies.

From a poricy standpoint the signifj-cance of inter-
depend.ence and. external econolnies lies in the facÈ that they
exemplify "the Pigovian divergence between private and

social marginal net product."78 Although they entail social

76rbid.., p. 305.
77 rbid., p. 2g5.
78P. Rosenstein-Rodan,,,problems
Eastern and South-Eastern Europe,
op. cít., p. 248.

"'""ot"t',i1'.,i1¡¡¡ì¡l;',".l

..::l.i'1.:.1.i:::;i

tion.of
Singh,

of Ind.ustrializa-
" in Agarwala and
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benefit, external economies do not directly benefit the

firms in whose operations they originate. In theoretical
terms the situation is one in which social marginal net
prod.uct exceed.s private marginal net product. put another

way, the divergence creates a policy problem because ,,when

an investment gives ríse to pecuniary external economies,

its privaÈe profitability und,erstates its social
desirabílity."79 Thus, where external economies are in
evid.ence and where ost,ensible private profitability guid.es

investment decisions (whether in the public or the private
I

sector) investment will like1y be deficient by social

I standard.s. According to Rosenstein-R.od.an t.his deficiency
, fras several aspects: a lesser rate of investment, a smaller

absolute amount of investment; and a different pattern of
investrnent.

Scitovsky summarizes the problem by saying "profits
in a market economy are a bad guid.e to economic optimum as

far as investment and industrial expansíon are concerned;

and they are worse, Èhe more decentralized. and.

d.ifferentiated. the economy."80 This denunciation suggests

the justification of a role for government in undertaking

and. 'guiding investment - a role which is recognized. in the

concept of social overhead capital.
So wid.e and. widely current, an idea as social over-

,'7q '-Scitovsky, op. cit., p. 304.
Sos"itorrsky, op. eit. , p. 305.
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head capi-tal is often carelessry or vaguely defined. rn the
lat'ter sense Hirschmants effort ís worth citing: "soc [sic]
is usual.ly defined as comprising those basic services
without, which primary, second.âïy, and tertiary productive
activities cannot function. The hard core of the concept
can probably be restrícted. to transportation and. power.,,81
More specifícally, socíal overhead capital is generally
considered to possess one or more of the foI10wing
attributes:

it is relatively ind.ivisible into sma1l units;
it is characteri sed by increasing returns to
scale over a significant range of output;

: - it is associated with external economies
/aclespecially in the broad or ,,pecuniary,, '

categor,y cited by Scitovsky) ;

its provision by government. i-s'trad,itional.
clearly in the case of canada's railways alL. four of the
atÈributes are to some ext,ent evid,ent. some of the major
poricy implications.of each of these attributes are worth
considering.

lfhether by virtue of ind.ivisibility or increasing
retuças or bothr S2 investment in railway transportation

8Ie ui==chman, The stratega of Economic DeueLopment (NewHaven: Yale University press, llSA), p. g3.

. ; . 82rh" two attr.ibut,es are. frequently treated, ascorol,lary.
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usually entails the expenditure of vast sums over

substantiar tíme periods. The risk is high. shou-ld the
current size of the railway transfer service market be

insufficient to fully exploit the potential of increasing
refurns, def íci-ts may aríse. rn canada most railway
construction and much railway operation have benefited from
various goverïlment, subsidies or guarantees.

Net investment increases an econom)¡r s productive
capacity and can alter the geographíc distribution of thaÈ

capacity. The nomínal or isorated prod.uctive capacity
increase caused by any particular investment project can be

consid,erabry amplified by external economies accompanying

the project. This amprification may be perceived without
being precisery measured. or exactly und,erstood.. significant
benefÍts of the external economy varietlt have long been

attributed. to canad.a's railways and. this attribution has had

policy consequences.

Beyond the immediate productive capacity increases
imputed. to a d.irect social overhead capital investment,
further increases can occur. one investment can resurt in a

series of followers: the d.isequilibrium created. by the
init'i-ar investrnent can result in a s.equence of subsequent

investments tend,ing to restore equiribrium. Hirschman, a

leading proponent of this Èheory of development, depicts the
process.as follows:

:
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developrnent has of course proceeded in thís wây,
with growth being communicated from the leading
sectors of the economy to the foIlov/ers; the
balanced. growth that is revealed. by the two still
photographs taken at two different points in tíme
is the end result of a series of uneven advances

. The advantage of this kind. of seesavr
advance over "balanced growth'r where every
activity expands perfectly in step with every
other is that it leaves considerable scope tó
ináueed investment, decisions and. t,hereforé
economizes our príncipal scarce resource, namely
genuine decision-makin9. r,

To those who, like Hirschman, believe that "the
essence of development, strategy consists ín maximizing

induced decision making" this theory is understandably

attractive. Moreover, it is of great comfort to those

convinced of the value or sanctíty of the mixed. economy.

In certain ways social overhead capital seems

eminently suited. to be one of the readers in Hirschman,s

process. The main advantages claimed, for social overhead.

capital are probably genuine but definitely not unqualified.
First it is by now in canada a virtualry undisputed righÈ 

.

(or a"s some would have it, duty) of government to closely
supervise if not actually conËror social overhead. capital
investment, especíaIly in the hitherto crucial area of
railway transportation. To the extent, then, that socía1

overhead capital can assume a role of leadership, government

can provide the animus of development. The problem, however,

is that the ability of social overhead. capital investment to

83Hir="h*.rr, op. eit. , pp. 62-63.
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secure a forlowing is unsure. Hirschman himself note.s that
defect when he concedes that "soc capacity is essentially

qÃpermissive."oo Therefore even a substantial social overhead.

capital investment such as the instarlation of a modern

railway system cannot guarantee that any subsequent enduring
development will have whatever specified quantity, quality,
or geographic d,istribution. To ind.uce is not to compel;

according to some, not to compel is tö fail.
The fact Èhat such social overhead. capital as

transporÈation infrastructure is characterized by signifi-
cant external economies is considered to be anot.her

devel,opment lead,ership advantage. Not only does the
apparent availability of external economies constitute a

major part of t,he initial ind.ucement to invest, but from a
social poj-nt of view a sufficient volume and kind. of induced

investment may ultimately internalize the external economies

and. thus eventually restone that barance between private
profitability and. social desirability which is theoreÈically
disturbed by external economies. Hirschman voices thís
cóntention:

Èhe expansion of ind.ust,ry A leads to economiesexternal to A but appropriable to B, while the
ponsequent expansion of B brings with it, economiesexternal to B but subsequently internal to A.r,

Despite all this, there is a problem. The presence

84rb¿d,.t p¡ 93.
85 

m¿a. ¡ pp . 66-67 .

it
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-of external economies may accelerate the rate of investment

but it can have objectionable effects on the geographic

distribution of that investment. The regional d.ispersion of
investment and econonric activity can be impeded.. Hj-rschman

also recognizes this major weakness of the permissive

approach.implicit in the reliance on government-guid.ed

social overhead capital as the investment leader:

. investors spend a long time mopping up alI the
opportunities around some "growth pole" and neglect
those t,hat. may have arisen or could be made to arise
elsewhere. What appears to happen is i-lnaE the
eæterruL economies due to the poLes, lhough t'eaL, aye õ.
e ons is t ent Ly ou er- e s timat ed. by' th e Z.ororirt" opuoâtoo 

" 
.o 

o

In the case of transportation this condition is
exemplified in the cumulative nature and geographic

concentraÈj-on of transfer advantage noted by many rocatíon.

theorists and. mentioned earlier.
under certain circumstances the single operation of

any of the cited attributes of ind.ívisibility, íncreasing
returns or externar economies might of it,self justify a

substantial degree of government intervenÈj-on in the ra,ilway
category of social overhead capital. rn canad.a the even

mgre powerfur attribute of tradition often guarantees

intervention which might not otherwise occur. For over a
t'

centúry railways have been esteemed an integral component of
our conmunications system which in turn has been deemed to
possess special military, political and social importance in

41.ì.t

86n¿a., pp. rB4-185.
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addition to its fundamental econornic significance.
Trad.ition has been perhaps the most persuasive attribute of
this type of social overhead capital in Canada.

This chapter has presented yet another area of goals
which control over railways might be used. to attain. The

accompanying discussion of the circumst,ances associated with
these goals implied. that cost-based rate regulaÈion could be

considered secondary to or incompatible with them. This
implication emerged clearly from the d.iscussion of
externalities versus internalities. $Iherever efforts are

mad.e to exploit, externalities it v¡ould. be questionable to
base rates solely on privatery incurred morietary costs

.l



CHAPTER VTT

ÎRÀNSPORTATION AND TECITNOLOGTCAL CHANGE
.

Besides being a significant item of social overhead

capital a major transportation investment such as a railway
system 'is the embodiment of a certain technology.ST Froo
policy-makers technology demand,s attention because it is
capable of influencing the way in which the pattern of
economic activity .h.rrg"".88 ïf technorogical change is
d,efined as the time process by which relatively greater
output can be obtained from the same relative amounts of,

inputs its economic implicatíons arè clear
The ciose theoreticar relat.ionship among invention,

net investment, innovation, and technological changê is
wid.ely recognized,Sg although various theorists differ in Èhe

matter of emphasis, frequently using schurnpeter as the focus
of their disputes. I'lhether and. under what circumsÈances

87c"lbr"ith offers t.he following typical
"Technology means the systematic applicãtiãn ofor other organised knowledge to practical tasks"p. 2'4) .

and Scott,

definition:
scientific

(op. cit. ,

op. cít. ,
88_--For instance, see Samuelsonpp. 223, 246, or 283.
89_--For example, Íb¿d.r p. Zg0.. '': :

B6
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technological change instigates or merely t.ransmj_ts the

impulses of economic "progress" it is evidently a variable
of some importance. Even the basic texts sing its praises.
Samuelson, for instance, says that "scientif j_c and

engineering progress has been quåntitatively the singre most

important factor for growth in the ad.vanced countries.,,90 '

He attributes to technologicai advance both prepond.erant

responsibility for American prod.uctivity irr"r.u.=."91 and the
ability to offset t,he tendencies to d.iminishíng returns and.

profits v¡hich would tríumph in its u.b".rr.".92 The Economic

council of canada echoes these convictions. rn its First
Annuar Review the council asserts that in this count.ryrs

economy the infruence of technology incorporated in labour
is intimately linked wíth the influence of technology incor-'
porated. in capitar and. that t,he combined influence is of
great sig'nificrrr"..93 rn the same vein the council,s Fourth
Annual Review (L967 ) attributes more than one-half of recent
and projected real output per person employed to a,,resíduaI,,
factor of which technology is an importanÈ element.94

9orbr:d., p. 7g5.
9rtbid., p. 7Bg.

' ' 92 rbí.d. , p. 77 6 and
93_'-Economic Council
94--'Economic Council(Ottawa: Queenr,s,,prïn.ter¡.

and þortion of exþlanatory
Appendix ".A'".

p. 784.

of Canada, op. cit. , p. 155.

of Canada , Fou.yth AnnuaL Reuía¡
1967 ) r, p;..95. The relevant t,abIe
text are worth noting: see
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lvhen technorogical change in t.he sense defined. above

occurs in the transportation system whether through capital
investment or through improvements in the quality of labour
or management, cost savings can result. Abstracting from

the market power of the operators of the system t,hese

savings offer the alÈernative possibilities t,hat greater

output can be provided from a given 1evel of inputs t or
that the same level of out.put can be secured from a lesser
appropriation of societyts scarce resources. To the extent
that transportation is a factor of production and. to the
extent that consequent cost savings ara p."=ed on,

technological change Ín the transportation'system can create
cost savings purchasers of transfer services. Fina11y,

because the economic influence of transportation is'so
pervasive, technological change in the transportation
industry can conceivably spur technological change else-
where. Thus, policymakers have a three-fold interest in
transportation technology; because it influences costs and

efficiency in the transportation system; because it
r-nfruences costs and. efficiency in user industries; and

because it influences the general technological climate.
,. The bulk of this chapter admittedly plays a small

rore in advancing the argument that cost-based rate control
is not the sole theoretically justifiable raj-son d.'êÈre for
transportation (railway) regulation.. rn fact the chapter
suggests that the benefits of technorogical change in

1,.-.:.1



transportatj-on are transmitted to the rest of the
when transportation industry cost levels influence
rate leve1s. this transmission does not, however,

the tyÍng of each individual rat,e to cost.

89

economy

transfer

require
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: CHAPTER VTTT

TR.ANSPORTATION AND ECONOMTC PROGRESS

Even if it is not possibre to precisely define the
relationship between transportation and. economic progress,

'

iÈ is possible to assert that the relationship will be

accommod.ated, within and. influenced by the structure and

performance of the transportation índustries. An effort
will be made in this chapter to explore certain theoretical
aspects of transportation industries structure utta

performance, with particular emphasis on railway industry
structural characteristics. rn so d.oing it will suggest

several of the ambiguities, undesirable implications and

practicar difficulties attend.ing railway rate regulat.ion
based exclusively on cost.

lrlhat is the relaÈionship between railway transporta-
tion and "economic developn¡ent" - that potently suggestive

otrterm embracing so many conceptions" of utopia? As this

otr-"There ís no consensus among economic theorists
which wouLd permit the d.efinition of economic deveropment interms of a uniquely satisfactory set of operaÈions for
economic advance. Even in its èconomic fãundations d,evelop-
ment theory is therefore more descriptive than prescriptivä.
rn addition many theorists conËend tñat the ecoãomi_c aspect,of d.evelopment is inexÈricably bound. to social, cultural andpoliticaT aspects, and can' only be und,e.r,stood, in their

90
I 
r,..

f.
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Part has attempted to show, it is demonstrable that
raílways can accomplish or contribute to the accomprj-shment

of the folIo,¡¡ing things:
(1) the locatíon of economic activiÈy or changes j-n its

geographic distribution;
(2) changes in price levels;
(3) influencing the stat,e of technology;

(41 changes in the quantity or quality of investment.

All of these thíngs are significant but neither
individually nor collectively need. they constitute "economic

development" as rong as the essential críterion of that
concept is the requirernent of a significant and. enduring

increase in real per capital income. rt is even debatable

that railways' accomplishments necessarily promote economic

growth. The fact remains t,hat there is more than enough

evid.ence to indicate a reciprocal relationship between the

development of the transportation system (including its
railway component) and the generar progress of economic

activity. This fact musÈ be given prominence by regulators
and policy-makers.

other chapters notably those connected with rate
fornnrlation and rocational models contain allusions to the
state of competition in the market for t,ransfer services.

1.,: : t.:
l:;".:'

combined context. For instance, R. Nurkse, probLans of
capítaL Acanru\ation írc'ïJnÅ.e deueLoped countries (oxford.: Basi1
Blackwell, 1953), p. !57 | offers the conviction that "the
ad,vancement of the backward. countries is far more than an
economic problem. " i:..
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The transportation market is not monolithic. rt is readily
d.ivisible in a number of ways. One way is to d.ivide the

overall market into its component mod.al markets. of these

the market for railway services has great prominence. In
Canada it is characterized. on the supply side by monopoly

and oliçropoly.

Monopoly is an economic phenomenon with a d.istinct
meaning. The same can be said for the allied. phenomenon of
oligopoly. Both their meanings are d,escribed by an

estabrished bod.y of theory. Elements of this theory are of
great value in understanding the transportation policy
i¡nplícations of monopoly and. oligopoly.

.i
Monopoly is the market situation in which there is a i

singtre selrer. The theoreËical economic significance of
this situation lies in t,he pov¡er of the seIler, the

monopolist, to control his price and. output. To the

economist this povrer is expressed. by the famili-ar obrique

L demand curve, the market demand curve beJ.ng the one facing

the monopolist. .To Èhe layman and. his elected. representa-

tíve this po$rer can also signify a type of market dominance

with poÈentially serious social and. poritical overtones.
,. Economic theory'asserts that "the monopolist

simultaneously determines both output and. price.,,96 Such

behaviour can be found objectionable for two reasons. First
it' cgn, but need. notr prod.uce profÍts which, either in their

ra:-r:"'a I

96Bt.r,rru.n, op. eit., p. 223.
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amount t or their rate ¡ or their d.uration, society considers

excessive. As Brennan says: "Ability to exert control over

the product price does not guarantee the monopolist a

profit. whether profit is made or not depend,s upon the
relationship between demand. and the monopolistsr cost

cond,itiorr". " 
97 The second reason is concerned. with resource

allocation. Mention has already been made of the

allocating function of prices - a function whích obtains
even when the price-setter is a monoporist. To the extent
that the monopolist is guid.ed so1ely by the d.esire to
maximize his. profits and to the extent that he possesses

accurate knowledge of the cost and. revenue'curves he faces,
he will choose a: produce output to the point where his
marginal revenue equals his marginar cost. At the same t.ime

the monopolj-st will use his knowled.ge of his demand. curve to
serect the price on that curve at which the ent,ire amount of
output prescribed by the conjunction of marginal cost and

marginal revenue will be absorbed by the market. Because

the oblique nature of the d.emand curve connotes the
d,ivergence of marginal revenue from average revenuer price
will never equal marginar revenue if the conventions of
monoBoly price t,heory are observed.. Thereforer âs long as

the monopolists' output decisions prod.uce an equality
between marginal cost and marginal revenue, price will
seldorn equal marginal cost. FurtherÍnore, price will equal

o?' ' rbid.., p. 225 .
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average cost only under peculiar circumstances. This

discrepancy between price on the one hand and. marginal

revenue and'someÈimes marginal cost and average cost on the

other creates conditions of resource allocatíon which offend.

against those theoríes v¡hich stress as the basis of optimal

resource allocation the equality at least of price and.

marginal cost let alone also of marginal revenue an,il average

cost. rn other words economic theory suggests the likely
failure of monopory to conform to certain theoreticalry
derived normative stand.ard.s of resource arlocation.98 of
these standards more will be said, but it, is the tendency of
monopory to prod.uce less and charge more tlian they allow
This tendency has prompted. Brennan to say that even in the

long run "it is accidental that profit-maximizing orrtput is
also opt,imum output. " 

99

In theoryr prices, output and profit are not the

only aspects of monopory that might þe expected. to clash

with accepted norms. One might also contend that it will be

in the interest of the monopolist to retard technological
progress in his industry. what is worse - or at least less
read.ily defensible is the contention that monopoly and its
attendant abuses are avoid,able economj_c phenomena; that a

monopoly is artificial - a combination produced and

maintained by conspiracy and d.epredation, and. having no

' gSsinger 
, op. 

-eit., 
p. zr.

oo-'Brennan, op. eit., p. Z2A.

l'.:'.: .:.
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justification beyond the avarice of its creators. .As a

popular historical generalization this accusation may have

some validity; as a specific indictment of Canadars railways
it is wanting. Allud.ing to the already cited concept of

, "natural- monopoly", Brennan says:

However, it is not necessary that competition be
prevented by a conscious device. The size of t,he
market may not be sufficient to support two
profitable firms. An add.itional firm might force

, total revenue below tot.al cost for both firms.l'O

, In the case of railroading t,his tendency to ,trnatural

monopoly" is reinforced by the ,,natural,,101 barrier of

ì capital requirements which are high not only in absolute

terms but also relative to market size. Thus to the extent

i 
anat any railway.enterprise is a natural monopoly íts
exístence cannot be accurately represented as a parasitic

I

, "onspiracy and íts actions are not necessarily economj-c or
I

=ocial transgressions.

To the policy-maker hoping to apply it, the theory
of monopoly therefore presents many practical ambiguit,ies. i:,,,,,.:,

: 
t,. 

..rt is simply noÈ sufficient to perceive that a particular i,..,;.,
'' :

railway is the only rail carrier serving a certain market,

Many ot,her questions must be asked and. answered . ff , as

appearances would indicdte, the railway possesses a 
i,::,,,,,

monopoly, is it of t.he "naturar" variety? whether or noÈ 
l);r:;:':

100- . "-'-ïbid., p. zLl.
. 10r-.--'Ibid., p. 253.

l.:.
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the monopoly is "natural" by what normative standards should

its profits and the quantity, quality, and price of its
output be judged? If the standards are beíng violated, to
what extenÈ are the vioraÈions uniquely attri-butable to the

monopoly, and in any case, to whaÈ extent , by what means,

and at what cost are they remediable? rt wilt be shown that
monopoly theory can do líttle more than suggest !h"
quesÈions, its ability to answer any but the first being

limited.

Similar perplexity attend.s oligopoly, a form of
structure prevalent in Èhe railway industry. euestions
about price, output, innovation, and normatíve sÈandard.s

raised with respect to monopoly must also be applied, to the

operation of oligopoly. l.{any of the questj-ons are the same,

but the answers need noÈ be.

Economic theorists assert that the difference
between monopoly and oligopoly is not just a matter of

. L02numbers The theory of monopoly is d.et,ailed, explicit,
and essentially unitary¡ that of oligopoly, d.isparate and,

sometirnes conÈradictory. For that reason oligopoly theory

102N"rr.rtheless theorists are by no means unanimous
in ascribing significant, distinction to oligopoly. Galbraith
(op: bit., p. 195) minimizes the differences betwèen monopoly
and oligopoly by saying, "The conflict between the legal
condemnatj-on of monopoly and Lt's de faeto acceptance, in
slightly imperfect form as oligopoly, is stark." From apractical viewpoint his statement certainly has merit, and
is.' attested b1z the growt,h of intermodal compet.ition in. the
tranÉportatioã worlã

ir: -:',
l':::; ,

IIi
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is also of interest in this chapter.

An oligopolistic industry contains a relatively
smal1 number of firms. Firm size is therefore large
rerative to overall market size and. the stern discipline of
the horizontal demand curve is missing. rmplicit in this
condition is a d.egree of latitude in decision making for the
ind,ivid,ual firm. Actually "decibions of sellers are 

:

mutually interd.epend.ent.,,lO3 This interdependence

influences the economically significant d,ecisions made by

the firm.

rn the area of price and output theory oligopolistic
ínterdependence is expressed by a number of alternative
hypotheticar mod.ers.104 Each of t.hese models postulates a,

different scheme of price determination, but the common

thread. linking all of them is the absence of that inexorable
competitive pressure pushing. price towards a floor dictated.
by cost (rvhether marginal, or averêgê, or both).105 To the
policy maker as well as the regulator this situatj_on has two i

implications already encountered in the case of monopoly.

First, especially if some form of collusion enters the price
determination process, orj-gopoly is open to the accusation

" 
1o3Br.rrrr"rr, op. cít. , p. 23s.
1045.., for instance, Singer , op. cit., p. gL et seq.
lOsu*phasis on such non-price compeÈitive d,evices asprod.ucË differentiation is a.famiriar featurê ,of otigopoly.

I :: ._

i,:,':
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of jointly selectíng high prices and profits, and

correspondingly lower output.106 since the terms ,,high,, and

"IoÌ^/er" are relative and implicitly normative, the first
point. is necessarily derived from the second.. This latt.er
point is t.hat the oligopoly príce, rike t.he monopoly price,
neêd never coincide with marginal cost. Thus, when

samuelson says, "rt is not the profit a monopoly makes that
constítutes its great,est evil, but rather its tendency Lo

set too high a price in relation to social marginal cost
pricirgr "l07 this same charge can frequent.ly be levelled
against oligopoly.

O1igopoly also stand.s accused, of inhibiting
innovation. Although schumpete::;s contention that large
firms are great innovators is well known, many theorists
argue the opposite case. lrlitness singer's remarks in this
connection:

But it can be argued with equal cogency that in
concentrated industries in which the 1eading
companies have substantial market power, .t,hã
environment breed.s stagnaÈíon, it lacks the r ^pressure to develop trà'i piããüår;-";ã-ï;"Jïãt". r0B

As with its performance in the areas of price and. output,

106---e.9. Brennants stat,ement (op. eit., p. 249) that
"lgng-run output and lonqr-run profit possibilities und.eroligong]y depend essenÈially uÞor.r t,he ease or difficultywith which new firms can enter the industry. "

107s"*rr.lson and, scott, op. eit., p. 536.
108^ 

=sLnger, op. cít,, p. 6.
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oligopolyts ínnovation tendency is subject to scrutiny and.

even suspicion on the pr.ina faeie basis that existing theory
suggests no automatic auarantees of socially satisfactory
performance

Just as conspiracy is often inferred in the ad.vent

of monopoly, collusion is often inferred. in the evolution of
an oligopolistic ind,ustry structure. yet, rike a monopoly,

an oligopoly can be more than an artificial creation
sustained for profit in d.efiance of economic and social-
laws. Economic circumstances can justify or at least
mitigate the existence of oligopoly. rn a given industry,
economies of scale may exist over so great'a range of output
that the relatively efficient operation of more than a

handful of firms is effectively preclud.ed. An entry barrier
such as that constituted by heavy capital requirements can

exist with a similar numbers-limiting effect. such

industrial circumstances could suggest that there is such a

thing as a "natural oligopo1y,, as well as a ,,natural

monopory. " rn neiËher case can Èhe policy-maker approach

Ëhe industry with the preconceived, notion that st,ructural
reform (fragmenÈation or dismemberment) must be the remedy

for alleged malfeasance.,

vühen the railroad ind.ustry is discussed, allusion is
frequently made to both monopory and oligopoly. This may

seem paradoxica.l, because an industry structure. cannot be.

both simultaneously. The solution to the paradox lies j.n
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definitions of the market. Þrhile there is evíd.ently an

overall market for rai-Iway transfer services, this
encompassing market can be conceptually and. practically
d.ívided. ínto any number of sub-markets on a geographic or
commodity basis. Thus, while oligopoly may prevail in the
overall market, monopoly may reign in certain sub-markets.

For the same reason a particrli.r railway enterprise
may operate in a considerable number of id.entifiable sub-
market's, experiencíng oligopolistic conditions in some, and.

possessing monopoly power in others. since arbitrage of
transfer services is impossi-bre any such enterprise
exercising .monopoly power in more than one'sub-market will
be strongly Èempted to implement a policy of price
tldiscrimination in those sub-markets in which the élasticit.y
of demand for its service differs. singer offers the
folrowing depiction of Èhe stand.ard theoret.ical model of
price d.iscrimination. 109

1094..o*p.nying the d.iagram is his d.escription ofits operation, uíz:
The horizontar addition of the marginal revenuecurves MR=_and MR6 gives MR* and the horizontaladdition öt o. .nã ó6 givesED;. - Ti.-" prof ir-maximizing ouEput foã t,he disðriminating monopolistis determined b1i Ëhe intersection of thã marginatbost curve for Lhe entire output (MC) and thá
combined marginal revenue curîe tún¡i . À troiizontardotted and dashed rine connects all-three diagrams

. at the lever where t.he marginal revenue óf thed.i-scriminating nnonopol ist in maiket A is equal to
.. its marginal..revenue in market B and its cdmbinedmársinal revenue curve (un.) is .qü"r ü ¡hå-;äiãi"-aI cost curve for the entiÈe outpr-it (MC). rËfollows from the analysis t,hat the profit-
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a
QUANTITY

to]

Monoporistic price discrimination adds another

element to the already complicated picture of transfer
service pricing, allusion to which has alread.y been mad.e.

rronically, price discrimination both exacerbates and.

alleviates the problems of railway pricing policy. rt
alleviates them because ín those sub-markets where

assuming a satisfactory system of imputation tot,aI revenue

exceed.s total costs, the financial resources are generated,

to sustain a scheme of internal cross-subsidization within
the enlerprise. For eirÈerprise management the operat.j-on of
such a scheme effecÈively means that,r €rs long as the firm
lîecel-ves enough revenue from all 'sub-markets to cover its
variable costs in all its sub-markets, it need not tackle

\" :'
l . .t,i.

rñaximizing quantity in market A should. be OA; andin market B, OB. At these respective outputs,the discriminat,ing monoporist wi-rr charge opu inmarket, A; and a lower piice Oe5 in markãt B.*
Singer, .op. eít., pp, 185:186. 
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the complex and practically insoluble problem of
determining true costs in each sub-market and alignj_ng rates
wÍth Ëhem. By the same'token, however, internal cross-
subsidization, with its concomitant emphasis on demand. or

"value of service" in rate-making, can ultimately exacerbate

the problem of raílway pricing by so d.epreciating cost as a
:

pricing criterion that the enterprise graduarly loses touch
with the economic realities of many of the sub-markets

within which it operates. Thus a railway enterprise which

avails itself of monopolistic price discrimination achieves
greater latitude in setting ind.ivid.ual prices, but at the
same time runs the risk of ereeting an ela¡orate .structure

of prices whose purpose is not to establish any definable
sorÈ of relationship between input and output, in the various'
sub-markets but rather to maint,ain the financial hearth of a

syst,em of internal cross-subsidization.
Allegorically speaking, it would not be unfair to

say that in the railway industry, internal cross-
subsidization involves the use by a firm of the monopory

poÌ^rer it possesses in some sub-markets as a crutch to help
support ít in those other sub-markets in which it encounters

origopolistic conditions or inter-mod,al compet,ition. 110

unfortunately, the crutch is wobbry, being subject to two

110rh" particularly capi-tar-intensive structure ofraÍlways with its, implication óf averag'e costs greatly in
exces's of short-run marginal costs, crãates consid.erableopportunities for discretionary competitive price-cutting.
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major \^/eaknesses. one of these weaknesses invorves an

argument in equity. rt is possible to argue that a system

of internal crossjsubsidization wit.hin a fírm entails a

paraIlel external system of cross-subsidization among the
firmrs customers, and. that this external system is unfair or
socially undesirable or bothlll b..u.rr=" those consumers who

pay a price which is high in relation Èo the cost of
prod.ucing the service they consume may be considered. to
subsidize t.hose consumers who pay a relatively lower price.
rn such a case the firm sÈand.s accused of arrogating unto
'itserf arbitrary tax-like powe==r112 which ilây, in add.ition
to implying other abuses, become v¡eapons of unfair

113competitíon. *

The second. major weakness in the use of internal
cross-subsidj-zation as an entrepreneurial crutch lies in the
risk of erosion of the firmrs monopoly base. The extensive
occurrence of such a development is remarkable in the case

lllIt may be both ,'unfair,, and. socially desirable.Phillips (op. cít.) asserts on his page 307 thal "d,iscrimina-ti-on is often socially desirable,' ói-ting as benefit the
ad.vantages of fulIer usage of a service and rower overallprices, and, on his page 131, as reason, ',cond.itions ofdecreasing costs. "

, Il2Accusation is not conviction. phillips (op. eit.)points out on his pages 368-370 that even in the-united.stat,es the legal prohibition of price discrjmination ishighly qualified. on his page ¡oe he specificalry states inthis connection ". . .yearè or interprelation navê failed towitness the development of any clear principles by which arate,sËructure may be judged ãs reasonable ôr utträ-"orr"blã.',
113 _---See, for instance, Singer , op. cít., p. 261.
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of railv¡ays.114 That iÈ has happened wíth dramat.ic impact
in canada is amply documented in the papers of the 1961

DfacPherson Royal commis=ior,lIS arÈhough at that time a

considerable residual base for monopolistic price
discriminati-on and internal cross-subsidization was believed.
to persi-st.116 simirar conditions are discernibre in the
u-s-117 I{hen the foundations upon which a system of
internal cross-subsidization rests collapse the efforts to
sustain iÈ can become desperate and. futile.118

114sing.r,= comment (op. cít., p. 64) on Èhis matteris worth noting: "chamberlin observes t.hat a firm with ad.eclining d.emand. curve may face competition from other firmswith similar although not identical-products. All products
!3y" some.type of substitutes either crose or imper?ect.This continuum of substitute products results in allindustries shading ínto eac.h õtfrer; therefore, the case of.pure monopoly, in which by definitíon all substitutes areexcluded, is impossible. " This observation is pertinent totl" railway's dilemma; their cosÈ characteristiðs may bethose of natural monopoly, but their product charactéristicsare not.

1155". for example , carr t op. cit. , pp. 23-37.
116rtis gan be inferred from Carr's statement (op.cit., p. 53) that "there is good evidence that for sometraffic the raih^rays are not providing the cost competì_tionthey are capable of. . ."
117ptitlips, ap. cít.,p. 3zr.
118rh" Canadían experience of this

consequences is described by e. W. Currie,
Tz,ansþortation Economíes (Toronto: University
L967), pp. 13-14:

collapse and its
Canad,ian
of Toronto press,

.by 1955 and_ certainly by l95g it was becomingclear Ëhat for all practical purposes many non-statutory railway ratesr. âs well as passenger fares,had-nearly- reached. Èheir economic ceitirrg.- Theycould not be increased without d,iverÈing traffið tocompeting agencies or choking off long-haul freight

l,:
i:.

r: t:.:
i.1
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Many as are the objections to it, internal cross-
subsidization - whether supported by flagrant price
or.scrr-mr.natr-on or not cannot readily be discarded.

!Íhatever the justification - maintaining an
efficient level of producËion, broad.ening a sales
base for prot,ection against seasonal fluõtuations,
anticipati-ng future company growth t.he practices
of any firm reflect instances of subsidizátion, in
one form or another, in almost every facet of itsbusiness behavioor. I19

rn spíte of the conceptual homogeneity of transfer services
a modern railway must be considered a multi-product
enterpri"..120 The complexity of cont,emporary railroad
costing and operations virtually compels the use of internal
cross-subsidization. Adoption of Galbraith,s vÍew of prices

because shippers were unable to pay highertransportatión costs and sËirr säri tháir goods
in d.istant competitive markets. The possi6itity
of increase was st,ill further reduced. when theprices of some agricultural products began slowlyto recede from their posÈ-war peaks or were in
danger of doing so. As soon as some freight rates. reach their economj_c ceiling, it becomesapparently unfair and even oppressive to raiseother tolls whose economic ceiling may be higher..
Regions complain abouÈ being put úndei what Én.v
regard. as serious economíc d.isabilities. Thus' whi1e theoretically it may be true that some ratescan be rajsed by sizeable amounts before theyreach thei-r economic ceiling, the level that ispolitícally practical is somewhat, lower.

The existence of a 'kinked' demand curve for some railwayservices courd be inferred. in the concept of an 'economicceílingr for certaín rates
119sing"r, op. c+t., p. 26r.

..: 1?0¡'ar supporting contention see Brennan, op. eít.,p, 2t5. :
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as "instruments of índustrial planning"r2r adds temptation
to compulsion.

rf nothing else the preced.ing d.iscussion of the
monopolistic-oligopolistic structure of the railway ind.ustry
and. its implicatíons yield.s equivocal f indings. ÞIhi1e on

many counts this structure can be objectionable eít,ner per

se or because of certain of its performance ramifications
in many other respects it can be construed to be ej-t,her
inevitable or even desirable. This element of equivocation
suggests the need to answer a further series of theoretical
questions: to what extent can the alreged defects which
inhere in or are logically d.ue to the struiture of the
industry be remed,ied.; to what extent will the rectification
of such defects improve the economic system; and how valid
are the standards by which such defects and improvements are
defined?

The first questíon involves both the "structural"

."nd the "performance" (or ,,abuse,,) approaches to the railway
industry. on the structural side consid,erable attention has
alread,y been given to the concept of naturar monopoly and.

Iíts implications for railway industry structure and. firm
si-ze'.. rt is accepted that canada' s railways f all into the

I,1

121s"" GalbraiÈh, op. cit., p. 19g, to whichreference has already been mad.e
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natural monopoly categoty.r22 That they arso possess a

"public service characteristic,,l23 which in large part helps
exprain their regulated. status may contributing to public
tolerance of their size and. Èhe concentration of their
industry - two economic attributes which in this context are
widely felt to be inevitable if not benign. Although carr.
and. others are quick to extorl the virtues of ,,small firm
decisj.on-making "L24 increasing size can be attended by more

than crumsiness. rn an industry characterized. by the need

to commit large amounts of capital over lengthy spans of
tíme great fírm size can be virtually ind,ispensable. rt,
might even be possible to apply to railroad.s a paraphrase of
Galbraithrs contention that "the size of General Motors is
r-n service not of monopoly or the economies of scale but of
planning."L25 For these reasons changing the number or size
of the firms ín the rairway industry cannot be relied. on to
have automatic benefits. Theory offers little encouragement

to anyone who would advocate a structural panacea.

casting d.oubt on the advisabilit,y of structural

122thi" is certainly t,he inference to be drawn fromthe following statement by Óarr (op. cít., p. 44);' ".t,ruck transportat.ion is not subj ect to any marked. economiesof scale.beyond a medium-sized. óperation and does not fitclosely into the trad.itional pattern of natural monopoly intransportation. "

123tt"y.r et aL., op. eit.., p. 5.

l-25^_1 r---^ r , ,salbraith, op. c.tt., p. 87 .

l: l.
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revision need not, logically vitiate measures taken to
influence the behaviour of the components of the existing
ind.ustrial structure. However, when one accepts the
monoporistic or oligopolistic structure of the railway
industry and attempts to pursue the social goals one has set
for it by taking a "performance approach,, to its activit.ies
one is faced at least to a certain d.egree with the problem

of determining whether perfectly compet,it,ive resurts
especially the attainment of paretian welfare optíma can

be extracted from a situation in rvhich cornpet,ition is absent

or highly circumscribed.. rn the area of price and output
quant'iÈy one might d.emand. the settingl26 of prices in
closer conformity with costs and therewith ad.vance the
proþósition that, societyrs resources will consequent,ly be

better a11ocat"d¡L27 to d.o so is to succumb to a fallacy,
for to approximate stand.ards in this case paretian ones

is not to satisfy them. Although the rreasonableness' of
prices or rates is an id.ea conventionally tied. to the
conceþt of competition, samuelson is quÍck to point out that

126*h"ther by the direct method of regulaLoryintervention or supervision with respect to certain þricesor classes of prices or by the indirãct method of roiniaaingcertain rate-making practices such as outright collusion
127rh.r. is an extraord.inary temptation to tinkerwiËh railway rates not only because inteinal cross-subsidization is rampant in ttre industry, but also becauseshort-run marginal costs are substantiariy below arãrrg"costs. Carr \op.-eít., p. lZl poinÈs out lhat t,here is amplescopé in Canada- fôr sucir tinieiing.

i:,'ì
i .:.

i':
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even strict regulati-on which fo,rces price to equal average

cost will not prod.uce a socialry correct allocation of
resources unless average cost equals marginal cost at tvnt

point.lz9 Given the almost insuperable d.ifficulties which

complexities like joint and. conmon costs cast, in the way of
determining railway margínal costs phillips wourd affirm
that "problems of practicar rat,e d,esign d.o not readily yield
to tscientific' prínciples of optimum pricing.,I29 so*"
authors would, go so far as to cod.ify t,he observable and

conceptual difficulties of instituting marginal_ cost pricing
in some industries into an elaborate theoretical refutaLion
of that sort of performance approach.l30 ïn .rry .u.=å, while

128s"*o"1son and Scott , op. eit., p. 532. on their .

page 936 they further assert that taxing monopoly profit
doesnrt eliminate the misallocation, but merety ãtrãnges therecipient of the profiË.

l29pr,illips, op. eit., p. 310. on his page 3gBPhillips alludes to the existence of two rate iegulationstandard.s: one being the "revenue requirement', ãtand.ard,
comprehending total enterprise cost plus a "f,air" rate of.return and employing internal cross-subsidization; the otherbeing the "consumer rationing" stand.ard, which is to be
implemented by marginal cost pricing and. whose "objective isto obtain a socially efficient allocation of resouices. .the most efficient volume, with the efficiency criterion
determined by marginal cost. " Of the two, only the
"consumer rationing" standard can be presumed. to conformwit,h "scient.ific principles of optimum pricing" and, isthenefore by Phillips' reasoning the Ieés practicabre. rtis also by his widely corroboraled observalion the lessprevalent, for on his page 304 he notes that "Differences inthe rates of regulated, industries are more frequently due tod.ifferences in demand.. "

130ror instance this is one of the implications ofGalbfaith's assertion that "there is consi,ilerabre d,ist,ressover how little d.ifference nationalization of an ind.ustry
mea.ns" ( op. sit. , p. 111) .

l:.. -.
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theory can suggesÈ the rnany benefits to be derived. from

influencing or cont,rolling the performance of a firm or an

industry, it cannot always provid.e the tools to obtain Èhem

The two precedíng paragraphs have indicated that
:

even from a theoretical point of view structural and

behavioural complications stand. in the way of obtaining the
putative benefits of pure or perfect competition. I{hat

.::.i.: €conomic influence do these complications exert? More

,,i "pecificaIly, is it desirable to eradicate these complica-
tions in one firm or part of the railway ind.ustry if

, similar complications persist in other firms or parts, and.
i

i would it be desirable to eradicate these complications in

I the entire railway ind.ustry if similar complications or
.

, deviati-ons persist in other sectors of t.he economy?
ir Theoretical answers to these parallel questions are

I provided, by t,he "Theory of t,he Second 8est.,,131 Singer

succinctly outlines the substance of this theory in the

,,j following manner:

, The presence of interdepend,ence among the various', equations in the producer sector and the consumersector has been the basis for an attack on the' marginal analysis used to d.erive the paretian
opt,ímum. Critics of the "classical welfare
economics" have contended Èhat if there is

I ,lntroduced into a general equilibrium sysÈem a
:ì oonstraint which prevents the attainmenl of oneof the paretían cond.itions, the remaining paretian

I

131R. Iipsey and K. Lancaster, ,,The General Theoryof second. Best. " , Reuia¡ of Economíc stuÅ.ies vol. xxrv
(1es 6-57 ) .
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conditions are in general no longer desirabl".l32
The authors of the theory themselves suggest one of the main

policy implÍcations of their theory by saying

there is no a prioni way to judge as between
various situations in rvhich some of the paretian
optimum conditions are fulfilled while others are
not. , .it is not true that a situation in which
more, but not all, of the opt,imum cond.itíons arefulfílled is necessarily, or even like1y to be,superior to a situation in whích fewer arefulfilled. "I33

sínger translates t,hese suggestions into more practical
terms by concluding thaÈ:

The second best position can therefore be one inwhich some firms have marginal revenues greatly
in excess of their marginal costs and. others häveonly a slight d.eparture, v¡ith the remaining firms
having their marginal revenues falling shoit oftheír marginal costs. "I34

Briefly speaking, the ans$/er to the parallel guestj-ons is
thus no. The "second best" assertions require littIe
clarification. They d,eclare that if one accepËs pure or
perfect competition as a normative stand.ard. its functioning
can brook no compromise. vfhenever aberrations mar its
symmetry, its werfare implications suffer and. ,,Resort must

be made to value judgements as Èo the favorability of income

132_.---Singer, op. cít., p. 21.
133-.IJI-psey and LancasteTt op. cit.,
134_.-- -Singer, op. cít., p. ZL. Thíswith equal force to the questj-on
by a single firm.

applied,
sett,ing

p. 11.

argument could be
of multiple rate
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distribution, individ.ual preferences and. social
preferences. "135

one need not, however, accept the theory of the
second best to question the value of trying Èo create a

competitive structure in or trying to d.raw competitive
performance from the rairway ind,ust,ry. As a normative

1^-standard, competition is defective.136 et its best pure

competition provides a basi.s for measuring static
efficiency. Even in this limited role it malz be deficient
in some respects, such as the provision of collective good.s.

But static efficiency is onry one of several i_nrportant and,

potentially conflicting success crit.eria for an economic
system. others cited by Balassa includ,e dynamic efficiency,
growth rate' consumer satisfaction, and. income distribut,ion.
The d.eficienci,es of competition in satisfying the dynamic
efficiency criterion Iie in the areas of technological
progress (which may be slower, less smooth, and of lower
quality than under other economic regimes), recognizing
external economies, and suscept,ibility to severe economic

fluctuations. The deficiency vis à vis growth rate involves
the question of the savings ratio (which may not be as high
und.er a competitive regime as under others). Deficiencies

135_ ,---Ib¿d.¡ p. 24.
13 6_---A useful summary of some of its detractions maybe found in B. Balassa, "Success Criteria eor econã*i"Systefns" in BornsËein (ed.1 , Cornparatíue Econpmíc Systems(Homewood: Irwin, 1965) , pp. Zjtg.

:-j.:,:1 :: :-:-,.:it : :.: i : .

l:: : ::::.::.,
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respecting consumer satisfaction are harder to find. (and

more subjective in definition) because consumer sovereignty
is a promi-nent characteristic of pure competition. But
defíciencies in satisfying the income d.isÈribution criterion
can be d.iscerned in the areas of d,ynamic efficiency (with
which it int,eracts) and. social eguity (a value jud.gement).

Awareness of this range of deficiencies has prompted. sÍnger
to säyr "The pure competition moder is neit,her a description
of reality nor a normative standard. tolvard which. .policy
should strive .,,137

The most signi-ficant conclusion obtai_nable from the
preceding d.iscussion is that economic theory provid,es no

firm automatic ground.s for condemning the present
origopolj-stic structure or performance of the canadian
railway ind.ustry. Reference need only be mad.e to three
previous quesÈions to confirm this observation. rn the
first place many of the a11eged.138 d.efecÈs which inhere in
or are logícally d.ue to the structure of the ind.ustry can be
corrected. only with difficulty and. at considerable sociat

37sirrg.r , op.. eit., p. 22. His speci-fic referenceis to anti-trust,policy but r believe his remarks to havemore general applicability. His assertion about thå neces_sity'.of resorting to va1'uè judgements n.= already been noted.
138sin9. r, 

_ gp. cít. t p. - 23) emphasizes the subjectiveelement in these allägations-when he þoints out irrãi whileit is conventional_Èo argue Èhat a moäopolístic inaùstrystructure underproduces in comparison to a competitivest::ucture', t.he plausible counter-argument can be advancedthat the competitíve structure overirodo""= i"-;;;åri-"o. tothe monopolistic.

t:.
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cost. second, the "rectificat,j-on" of such alleged d.efects

need confer no social benefits.l39 And third., the normative
standard, (or model) by which such defects are alreged and

rectifications defined is of questionable validit.y.
Although examination of the relevant theory d.oes

dispel some of the myths about rairroad.s (e.g. the
convention Èhat a railroad. is an artificial and intrinsi-
cally evil monopoly) it fails to provide an unambiguous

picture of what the railway industry should be structurally
and how it should perform. Beyond. this, t,he examination
forcefully implies that these complex, interrerated
problems cannot be solved simply by tying rair ràtes to
costs, and that the attempt to do so could d.o as much harm .

as good

l:. :.-
f:

139-r, fact Singer (op. eit., p. L7) suggests that thereversion of an industry to a more competitiúð structure
cor¡Id. be socially undesirable.

,$.;.
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CHAPTER ÏX

INTRODUCTTON

The first part of this thesis served to explore the
'first half of the.dual' hypothesis. The proposition test,ed. .,,,;

\Á/as that. economic theory cannot be said to justify a scheme .:'':"'

of railway regulation whose primary airn is to create or ..,,,
::1 :r:

perpetuaÈe a system of rates based on cost. successive
chapters discussed. the organization and output of the
transportation system, rocation theory, and the relationship 

l

between transportation and certain other forms and aspects 
l

ofeconomicactivity.Theread'erisreferred.tothese
'chapters for their detairs and, conclusions. Meanwhile

attention will be transferred. to the second part of the
hypothesis, which asserts that, the evidence provided by

canadian regulatory experience cannot be said to justify a ],.,...r.

,,',, ischeme of railway regulation v¡hose primary aim is to create ,,.,',,:,,,.:.:.:.::1

or perpetuate a system of rates based on cost

'¡[hile the preceding parÈ dealt with certain aspects

i
of economic theory closely related t.o transportation 

i..:..:::.

regulation, this Part will be concerned, nore with the 
'1;"'1"';'

'specific historical and. statutory contexÈ of railway
;

regulation in canada. r.ts approach is .therefore more

i.. ...-

116
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inductive and empirical than that of its predecessor and it
will focus on the evolution of raihvay regulation and policy
in this country, taking note of actual situations and

events, and of their ostensible causes and effects.
For two reasons no compreheàsive attempt will be

made to provid,e theoretical interpretatj-ons of all the
.i

eventé to be related in this chapter'. the first reason is
that in many instances the rerevant theory had not yet been

forr,rulated. or v¡as not known or und.erstood. by the persons

invorved. rn those cases in which tl. consciousness of
theory d,id. not play a prominent role in decision-making,
t,heory cannot form a major part of their historical
exposiÈion. The second. reason is derived from the numerous

equivocal aspects of t,heory cited in ihe first part. To the'
extent Èhat economic theory provides rveak or ambiguous

stand,ard.s by which to understand or judge event.s and

policies its right to inclusion in a historical analysis is
diminished. rn the historical context theory has been a
frequenÈly neglected and. impe::fect tool.

Ho,.r are t,he purposes of railh/ay regulation in canad.a

to be d,iscerned? rt is a fundamental þremise of this part
that.the key to understanding is to be found. in Èhe

historical forces which contributed t,o t.he origj.n and

developmenË of regulation and. regulatory policy. Having

identified regulatory purposes one is better equipped to
analyse particular regulat.-rry poricies, which can bear the

li,-I| :'
l:::ì
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same conceptual rerationship to purpose that tactics bear to
sLrategy. Exproration of the history of regulatory
purposes in canada therefore is doubly significant: it is
intrinsically int,eresting and it helps to irluminate
specific regulatory poricies and, their immed.iate objectives.

rmportant questions of d.efinition attend the
problem of isolating Èhe hand,ful of fundamentar regulatory
purposes from the rest of trle comprex history of regulation.
How fundamental is fund,arnental? The ansrüer tend.s to vary
with the level of analysis used to distinguish t.he

irrelevant, or the peripherar from the germane and. the basic.
Economic theory can provide t,he criteria used i-n the

process of scouting and defining the fundamentar purposes of'
regulation. But the intrusion of theory can tend to
obscure and oversimplify important historical factors. As

an example of this tendency one can cite the assertion by 
i

i

Meyer et aL. that ',regulation is essentially a substitute for i

competit.ion in the protection of the public interest,,,140
As a summary of the purpose of regulation this staternent
cannot' d.espite its large element of t,ruth, accurately be

applied, to canad.ian transportation history, not only because
it ls too general, but arso because it neglects several
major historical infIuenc"".141

i.';.j .1 ,

It'::..:,i :ì_'-,¡''

1401t"y"r, peck, Stenason and zwick, op. cít., p. 1. 
l

. . IAt_--rn_fact the guoted abstraction suffers from tv¡o :analyti.cal defects. First, it implies that the lessons of 
i,,,
l,'
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Although it Ís possible to err ín the direction of
simpricity, it is also possible to err in the direction of
complexíty in d.efining purpose. Àr, example of the rat,ter
class of error would be to assign unigue and. primary

significance to eveïy regulatory policy and decision in
spite of the fact, that so many such d.ecisions and. policies
are no more than tactical derivatives of more basic and

durable purposes.

Theory can simplify and fact can amplify. Finding
the middle ground between the overly general and. the
excessively specific is thus the defihitional problem facing,
anyone who rvould. seek the fund.amental purposes of railway
regulation in canada. The solution to the problem is
necessarily arbitrary. The writing of this part has

required. such a solution and it has been to select the
framework provided by C. F. phillips.

A useful concept of regulatory purpose is contained
in Phillipst suflrmary account of the functions of u.s.
regulatory commj-ssions :

1. commissions have sought to prevent, excessive(rnonopoly) profits and unreasoáable (ineguit.able)

the ,static competitive model apply in an unqualified mannerto the confused dynamics of a dèvãloping economy. second.,it implies that intelrigent^ awarenesè oi the thäoreticalbenefits of competition or the recognition of the conse-quences of its absence obtaíned within the ranks of policy-
makers in canadars elrlv years. Both these d.efects preventit f1om being c'ompatible ivíth the facÈs of canad,ian
experaence.

i.r.r
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price discrimination among customers, commodities,
and places. 2. Commissions have tríed to assure
adequate earnings so that the regulated industries
would continue to develop and expand, in accordance
with consumer d.emand'. profits, however, have not
been guaranteed.. 3. Commissions have sought toprovide service to the maximum number of consumers.
In some instances, competitíon has been limited topermit internal subsidy (Iow-density routes may be
subsidized by earnings on high d.ensity routes)l rn
other cases, the governmen! has given d.irect (cash)
or ind,irect (facilit.ies) subsidies. 4. commissions
have often promoted, the development of an industry
or ? region. Again, subsid,ies have been given to
achj-eve this objective, as in the case of local
service airlines, and water carriers or an industryrs
rate structure designed to prornote the industrial
development of a region as in the case of some
differential rates in the transportation industry
5. Commissj-ons, in some instances, have been
concerned with ensuring maximum public safety. This
has been an important objective in the proviËíon of
transport services, particularly in the air and moÈor
carrier ind.ustri.". 

142

With some re-ordering and. a few modifications this balanced. "

approach is suitabry'expressive of canadian hj-storical
circumstance.

Bearing Phillips' guidance in mind the format of the
ensuing discussion of purpose will comprise five categoriés.
The first will deal with the political, social, and military
considerations which contributed to Èhe deveropment. of
railroad regulation in Canad,a; it has nò exact counterparÈ

in Phillips' scheme. Tþe second. category will Èreat the
complex of issues associated v¡ith monopoly; it corresponds

to Phillips' first category. The third wirl consider the
problems invo.lved.. with maintaining the f inancial health of

142"r,ittips, op. cit. , p. L24.
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carrier ent.erprises; it. is the equivalent of phillipst

second category. rhe fourth category will involve questions

of service maintenance; it corresponds to phillipst third.
category. The fift,h category deals wíth matters of
regional development; it ís equivalent to phílIips' fourÈh

category. Finally it, bears mention that this part will not.' ':

emul-ate Phillips in according separat.e and 
'equaI 

treatment

Èo questíons of public safety but, while in no way under-

esÈimating their enduring importance, will subsume them into
other parts.

Before category by category treatment can proceed,

two qualifying comments are required. The first is ttrat
nrajor incid.ents, policies or other regulaÈory miresÈones

will be described. in greaÈest cetail and analysed. mosÈ

thoroughly in the categorlz to which they are judged most

pertinent, although their mention may recur elsev¡here.

Second, because of ediÈorial choices of emphasis, the

several parts wí11 vary in weight,. For example, since the
matter of service maintenance is allíed to the questions of
monopoly and carrier enterprise fínancial health, it is
possible to view that particular matter as being in many

respgcts the derivative'of those guestions and. therefore to
lighten íts treatment accord.ingly. I^Iith these cautionary
notes d.elivered the second part can proceed.

. ' This ParÈ ivill be divided. into five cha¡lters, one

corresponding to each of t.he categories of regulatory
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purpose although not in the order dÍscussed above. Every

one of these chapters will provid.e a selective treatmenÈ of
the signif,icant historical circumstances associated. with the
particular purpose being díscussed., as well as comparative

reference to certain pertinent statutory authority. This

legislative material wirl form the conclud.ing portion of
each chapter, and will be kept together to facilitate
reference. The four major canad.ian rairway regulating
statutes to which reference will be mad.e are the Railway Act
of 1868, (chapter LXVrrr, statutes of canada, First session
of the First Parliament of canada), the Railrvay Act of 1903

(Chapter 58, Statutes of Canad.a, Third. Session of the Ninth
Parliament, of canada), the Railway Act as it existed after
I^Iorld. I{ar rr (chapter 234 of the Revised statutes of canada

]-g52) and. the Railway Act as amend.ed by the National
Trans¡>orÈation Act of l96G-67 (Bilr c-23L as passed by Èhe

House of cornmons on January 27, 1967, during the First
session of the Twenty-seventh parliament of canada). To

avoid excessíve footnoting the manner of id.entification will
be to cite the section number and year: e.g. (section L2,

L966-67) - obviotrsly, many other (e.g. other Raihvay Acts,
Raitrway Charters, subsidy Acts) legislative references cou1d.

be offered, but attention to these four land.mark Railway

Acts is more than sufficient to d.emonstrate the statutory
embodiment of the vari-ous regr.rlatory purposes.
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The justifiable conviction underlying the many

historical perspect,ives providecl in this part is that
canadían railway regulation arose and deveroped in response

to several pressures and in order to pursue several
objectives. The exploration of this complex historical
context is based on the preliminary find.ing (or tent.ative
assumption, if you wiIí) that the implementation of cost-
based rat,e regulation was not among the primary objectives
of canadian railv/ay reguration. An attempt v¡ill therefore
be made to determi-ne whether the id.entifiable primary

objectives øs ueLL as their related, regulatory context are
compatible with or indifferent or ini¡nicar to rate
regulation based. on cost. rf Èhe third possibilit,y proves

to be the case with respect to at least one of the
identifiable primary object.ives, the preliminary finding
will tend to be confirmed



CHAPTER X

MïLITARY, SOC]AI, AND POLTTICAL ASPECTS

It ís customary in some circles to view railway
. .. t, '

regulation as an exclusively economic phenomenon. This
attituder âs articurated by Meyer et aL., has arread.y been

glimpsed. rn ¡nodified form it is also evid.ent in the
following remarlç by B. W. Lewis contend.ing that the purpose

of a regulated j-nd.ustry is "to provid.e the public with as

much and as good. service as the public wants and. is willing
1 4."to pay for. Lewisf contention ís, nevertheress subjec,t

to interpretati-on. on the surface its use of the words

"hzant,s" and "wil1ing" could suggest that .regulation should

be no more than a market substituÈe. yet this implication
is. not necessarily the only one to be drawn. The three
variables in the statement are quality, quantity, and priçe
of output, and. the method by which they are to be reconciled
is not stipulat.ed. Therefore, the possibility of
reconciliation by the politícal (or other economically

'rarbi-trary") process re¡nains open. Andr âs long as this

143". w. Lewis, ',Emphasis and Misemphasis in
Regu-latory Policy" in üi. G. shepherd and F. G. Geis (ed.s.),
utíLity ReguLation: Na¡ Direetíons ii rheory and. eoLíey (wew york:
Randgm House, L96,6), p. Z:.9.

L24
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possibility exists it is conceivable that, goals beyond the
comprehension of a conventional market system could be

pursued. In other words, railway regulation, because it can

., âccomrnodate the pursuit of other than economic aoars, is at
t'

least potent,ially more than an economíc phenomenon.

rn canada this potential has been realized. to a very

,' conditions have found expression as explicit purposes of
1., government railway policy and. have thereby cont.ribut,ed to

the existence and evolutj-on of transportaÈj-on regulation in
' ttri" country. while it is always possibre to detect the

i o*nipotent ínfluence of economic factors béhi.nd military,
I social and political situations, the three latter are

, "officiently distínct to merít individ.ual treatment.
: Military necessity has played a persuasive role in

forming canadian governments i attitud.es to railway
transportation and mj-litary precaution has thereby emerged

,: "" a,purpose - arbeit a subsidiary one - of, its reguJ-ation.

', tt t'he Confederation era the military si.tuation in this
country comprised five basic elements: a vast territory; a

smal1, unevenly distributed population; a lengthy frontier,
,, RUc\ of it landlocked. on a perpetual or seasonal basis; a

i

remote coloni-al defender; and. a burgeoning, Èempestuous

nei-ghbour. The combination of the first two e.lements
(Èerritory and population) made it impract,ical to rely on

local militia levies to provide numerically adequate 1ocal
i..:ì -.'
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'd.efensive concentrations. The third. element (frontiers)
aggravated t,he problem by vastly enrarging the areas in
which such concentrations might be required.. That this
difficulty of concentration was not remediabre by the
application of sea power \^ras d.ue in part to geography and. in
part to Bri-tish policy v¡hich for the seven decad.es

following $Iaterloo'was inhospitable to def elrce expendiÈure

requests. This financial stríngency rvas part.icularly acute
d,urj.ng the minj-stries of Gladstone and Dísraeli, and did
not really begin to relent untir the Naval Defense Act of
1889.L44 These mi-litary factors commended a rapid and.

dependable system of overland transportatión - only the
railroad qualified. And the fifth element (the united.

States) added a note of urgency to the need

rn the laÈter half of the nineteenth century rail-
viays had demonstrated their technj-cal superiority over other
available transportation method.s in meeting a variety of
military needs : in simplest terms; cargo capacíty, speed

and dependability including those existj-ng in this country.
Both the U.S. Civil lVar and the Franco-prussian lvar provid.ed
vivid demonstrations of the military value of railways'. The

appraisal of the railroad's warrior virtues by t.he noted.

1ÃÁ.*' 'valuable cornments on contemporary British navalpolicy may be found in o. parkes, aritish aaitLeships- ¡r,on¿on,Seely Service: l-956) ,. Chanters 36 and 59.
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. military historian, J. F. c. Furler, is most emphatic: "the
genius of George stephenson gave life to the clausewitzean

theory of the nation in arms, for without the rairway the
mass-armies of the second. half of the nineteenth century
could not have been supplied,,.145

The ressons of foreign h/ars were not lost on British
:

North tunerican authorities. There had been a mílitary
aspect to the programne of canal construction which

preced.ed the raírway era. This avrareness of military
imperatives was carried forward and.. exerted, a comparable

influence on railway policy. I{orton d.epicts the situatíon
by telling us that "gfovernment, which in British Ameríca,

had' from the first provided or helped. to provid.e canals and.

locks, for commercial as well as militaïy reasons, must

assist also in the construction of railvrays .ur46 ,hi= viev¡

is shared. by Currie who ranks ,,d,efence', among the main

reasons for governmental provision and. regulation of
transportation systems,L4T ït helped. generate a series of
appropriate policies beginning rvith the Guarantee Act of
L849r ârr important step in the d.irection of supporting

. 
145". F. c. Fuller , The Deeisiue BattLes of the hlestennhlorld (London: Granad.a'publishing, !g7Z) , p. ilg.
L46__- --W. L. Mort,on, The Kingdom of Canada (Toronto:

McClelland and Stervart, J-963), p. 299.
147corri", op. cit. ,, pp. 3-5.
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private construction efforts .148

Nor did military imperatives d.imi-ni-sh as canada
grevr. As the nation extended. iÈself westward it exposed a

lengÈhy and palpabry vulnerable western boundary to its
aggressivery expansionist American neighbour.L49 orrly u.

raílway could provid.e an adequate military shield against
u.s. intrusions into the vast empty spaces of the prairies
and beyond. - and such intrusion hras a persistent threat in
Ëhe years following the Arnerican civil ¡¡ar.150 This
potential military threat was aggravated. by u.s. rairway 

Ìbuilding which enhanced the mobility of that countryrs 
larmies. Yet the onry tangible military usé to which the cpR 
i

Iwas put. in its early years was the =onir"==íon of d.omestic i

rebellíon - the sad tsatoche affair of 1gg5.151

canada's rairivay system also provided. rogistical
support to the national effort in both In7orld tvars. ït did
not emerge unscathed. The pressure exerted, on the
precarious finances of certain canadian raih^ray companies by
rirst vforld lvar condit.ion-s (prominent among them being
inflation) spurred. the wave of public acqui-sitions which

148MorÈon, op. o?t. , p. 2g7.
' I49Morton, op. cit. , p. zgg.

150- . "-JþLd. I p. 313.
151* .,-JþLd.. , p. 37 0.

ì-:--1--.-"i :':.:i.;
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eventually prod.uced the CNR ,I52 and. emphasized. the
indispensable nature of railways in times of military crisis.
In the latter connect,ion Morton says of the Union Government

of 1916 that "rt was designed, by its creators.. . .to be a
new government; a government of iiatj-onal concentration with
a special commission to fight the war (and) to d.eal with the
reorganization of the countryts railv¡ays. .,,153 A some-

i

what similar but more prolonged and subdued railroad.
upheaval attended. the second. I^iorld ïlar. To t,he extent that
that conflict contributed to inflationary pressure and

acceler:ated. equipment attrition it sparked the sequence of
events which culminated in the lg67 NaÈionál Transportation
Act. our railways have thus been both the weapons and. the,

victims of war

There is certainly enough historical evid.ence

indicating that military considerations persuaded colonial
and. national government,s to intervene in railway matters to
a much greater ext,ent than they otherwise might. have. The

weight of this evid.ence sugg-ests that defence-associated
motives should form part of one impgrtant category of
reasons for the regulation of canad.â, t s railways. Although
canadian transportation. legislation contains limited
reference to military factors there can be no doubt that

L52rb¿d. , p. 423.

;: ì
t-.:.:::

. 1s3_ ..-rbid., p. 427.
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military necessity and precaution berong on t,he 1ist, of
regrulatory purposes. This specif ic purpose is ultimately
reflected not only in the geographic and financíaI
characteristics of the railway systern but also in the scope 

::::..,:,:

of regulatory authority. The statutory material contained
in this chapter dsnonstrat.es this point. Also, it must. not
be forgott.en that the powers to deal with emergencies and. ,,1,.,:,

l'j,tt,,t,tapprehended emergencies and Èo legislate f or the general '.,',1'

-,::-:good of Canada conferred on the national government by other ;,,,,-¡,,.¡,

statutes loom in the immediat.e background to reinforce any

restricted regulatory powers. Adjustments to further
strengthen transportat,i-on regulation and pólicy to l

accommodate milii.ry goals are always possible. 
i

rn the sense t.hat statutory evid.ence is sonewhat
iscanty, the social reasons for (and by extension, the social 
i

purposes of) railway regulation in canada are almost as 
I

difficult to glimpse as the miritary. These social reasons :

are nevertheless of consid.erable significance. A railroad it,,,'t',.,.,

, .',, ', ,"
system came to bind the colonial settlements which i',""',-,',,'.:

eventually formed canada together in a fashion r,¡hich had.

more than econornic implications. The communications

advances accompanying the advent of Èhe rairway created. a i,,,,..
l:.:":::;-revolutionary social bond between people and corununities.

so dramatically did rairway transportation enhance the
mobility of people.as v¡el1 as goods that it d,:ierv a d,egree
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of public attention transcend.ing even its great economic

importan...154

Railway magic was abroad in t.he 1and. Most of North
America was inf luenced by it. tr{atthew Josephson d.escribes

hysterical celebrations attending the completion of many

American railways even those built at exorbit,ant cost wittr
lhe connivance of the brazenly corrupt.155 simirarly
Phillips characterizes the pre-lg7o American outlook by

saying that "people generally looked on the railroad. as a
great benefact6¡. "156 From his canadian viewpoint Mort,on

refers to "the great movemenÈ of the century-unificaÈion by

conrmerce, railways, and the spirit of natiônality.,,r57
Glazebrook also mentions this optimi-stic ethos which in the
imagination of the ardent conjured up visions of ,,canad.a,s

century. "158

That Ëhe railroad contributed, materially to changed.

social circumstances in canad.a and to the new atÈitudes

154ta" effect was most pronounced. in l¡ïestern canada.Glazebrook indicates that "the Èuilding of railways fromLake superior to the pacific coast, revolutionizedconditions in that, area. . . " G. p. Glazebrook, History ofTz'anspontation in canada., vorume rr (Toronto: Mcclelland. ãndStewart,, 1964) , p. 26.

, 155S"a, for example, M. Josephson, rhe Robbe, Barons(New York: Ilarcourt, grãce and. Worlä, l-g34) , p. 91.
156prritlips, op. eít., p. 443.
l57Mo.torr, op. eit., p. 3og.

' lS8cI.rebrook , op. eit. , pp. 11 g-I20.
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which t,hese changes engendered is anply demonstrated by the
following passage:

rn the continentar provinces of ontario, guebec, and
New Brunswick, the provincialism of British North
America had been overcome largely by the magic ofthe ner^¡ means of transport, the railway, which meant
so much to Èhe mainlanders. . .But in peninsular
Nova Scotia, where there was no railway magic atwork. . .opposition to Confederation v¡as open,
organised, and in control of the province.i',

Tnnis offers a somewhat more analytical interpre-
tation of the social and economic impact of railways:

The history of the canadian pacific Rai-lroad. isprimarily the history of the spread of western
civilization over the northern harf of the NorÈh
A¡nerican continent. The add.it,ion of technical
equipment descríbed as physical property of the
canadian Pacific Railway company was a cause and
an effect of the strength and characËer of that.civilization. The construction of the road wasthe result of the direction of energy to the
conquest of geographic barriers. The effects ofthe road vlere measured to sone extent by t.he
changes in t,he strength and character oi thatcivilization in t,he period following its
construction. 

1 6 O

rn fact the frequently outrageous railrvay frenzy
which gripped so much of the population had. a sorid. basis in
accomplÍshment. Analysing the comparable American situation
Mumford assigns to the raih.ray system much of t,he

responsibility for the urbanization of the united. states.
Witnèss the follorving comment: "Between 1920 and 1940 the

¡.i..;r¡"Í1x1:;l¡¡¡,l.ifi i:f ii.t;::lìi:..::¡:i:l

lsgMortor,, op. eit. , p. 32g.

(Torónto: University åf ràronto press, LgT]r),
Paaifíe Raì.7:,tay
p. 287.
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united states stil1 had one of the best (raiI) passenger

services both regional and national¡ on the planet.
(which) because of the urban concentrations they made

possible, lrere the essential underpinnings of profitable
freight and express operations.,,161 urbanization has been

one of the most pronninent social trends operating in canad.a

and the united states in the last hundred years, and,'rail-
roads have contributed mightily t,o it. wid.espread. popular
railway enÈhusiasm v/as symptomatic of - among other things
the railroad system's ability to promote social integration
on an unprecedented scale.162 The harnessíng of this
abilíty was one of the foundations as well-as one of the
promises of confederation. ït constitutes yet another
persuasive source of governrnent concérn for the d.estiny of
Canadars railways.

The political reasons for (and. hence, to a great
extent, the purposes of) railway regulation in canada are

161L. Mumford,, "ïn praise of Trainsr,, j-n Hatpers,Vol. 245, August, L972, pp. 22-26.
162rh. fact that railvray economics abetted theconcentration of locational advãntage and promoted. urbanagglomeration was not universally bãneficeãt in canad.a.EvenÈua1ly, it, came to be realized that socj.al_ integration

based on increasing urbanizaÈion had ad.verse consequencesfof Some regions. By contributing to the growth oË a ne\^¡urhan society the railroad system-helped. cieate social and.cultural distinctions which ãccompaniã¿ and in some casesaggravated those regional economiè grievances which sound. arecurrenÈ theme in canad.ian raílway history. Even whendimly perceivdd this sociar .ott""qú.rr.ã of 
- raii*.y" ;

undoúbtedly influenced the atmospliere in which iàóùr"tio*evolved and helped bolster the nátional irnpulse tó iegulate.

l;.r,:.
l -:
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numerous and significant. Whi1e almost every type of
pressure on public policy is channelled through the
po1itíca1process,t.hereareneVerthe1essthreecategoríes

of reasons whose content, is primariry poritical. The first
category involves the role of transportation regulation in
interprovincial poriticat relations. The second category
deals in parallel fashion with international relations. And

political attitudes, and circumstances ínfluencing the
relationship betv¡een government and enterprise comprise the
t.hird category.

confederation was a series of political bargains
between the consenting British North American colonies.
Railways were a crucial element in Èhese bargains. Among

the important negotiated terms of canadian union were t,hose-
providi-ng for the construction of interprovincial railway
ri-nes- Although the initial provision of railroad
facilities is not per se a regulatory matter, the governrnent,

regulation of the subsequent operation of railroads built
purs¡rant to politícaI agreements is necessarily cond.itj-oned

by the political circumstances of their construction. For

that reason the political purposes of canad.Ían railway
construction inform the' poritical context of regulation.

I'ihen one acknowledges the intimate association
bêtv¡een the politics of railway constructioh and. the
politics of railv¡ay rîegulation,; one can trace the rooÈs of :
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the latter to the years preceding confed.eration. currie
mentions our tradition of governmental provision and.

regulation of transportation which, he says, d,ates from "the
earliest days of settlenent."l63 l,lhereas ín earlier tines
the colonial power had taken much of the initiative ancl

borne much of the expense (especially where rni-litary
considerätÍons' were prominent) the responsibílity began to
d.evolve increasingly on resident governments. rt was

energetically taken up by the canadas (ontar.io and euebec)

in their effort to surmounÈ the difficult,ies created. by the
united Kingdomts abolition of the corn Laivs in 1946. Morton

d,epicts the process in the f ollowing manner:

cast out from the Eden of t.he protected Brítish'market into the depression of L947, t,he colonies
groped their way past the lines of annexation to apattern of colonial protection, railway
construction and reciprocal trad.e with the unit,ed
States. As the imperial ties slackened the
continental ones tightened. The full pattern
appeared in the Grand, Trunk Railway begun in 1953,
and the Reciprocity Treaty of 1954.L64

' This "pattern" of weaving transportation policy into
the fabric of economic and porítical policy proved, so

rewarding this first time that it became a precedent to be

followed throughout canad,ian history. To the magic of
raitrroad.s hras atÈributed much of the success of the v¡hole

policy combination. Advocacy of railway construction becarne

l63corriê, op. cít,, p. 3.
' 164Mort;on', op. cit., p. L62.
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fashj-onable to the point of transcending party rines. rn
his descriptj-on of politics in the colonial canada, Morton

notes

the great railway boom in which Tories like SirAllan McNab combined with Reformers like william
Hamilton Merritt, the inspirer of the first
vlelland. canal, under the slogan attributed to sir H.Allan: 'rRaihüays are mlz politics".165

The political prominence and promise of the raih^rays

had effects both insÍd.e and. outsid,e the cânad.as. vrrithin,
the influence of railrvays became entwined vrith pressures

which d.id not recognize the boundaries of upper and Lower

canada. rn thís connection, mention can b1 mad.e of the

"canad.a Fírst" sentiment, with its yearning for a canadian

north-w""t r 
16 6 Galt's campaign for ,,f ed.eration,, among

BriËain t s coloníes ,L67 and. the ï,vatkin recofirmendation - of
fundamental signifi-cance because it, implied. a major

shifting of trad.e routes and commercial focus to an inter-
colonial basis.168 Many of these pressures became more

intensé and. more overtry political with the lapse of
Reciprocity. Referring to the situation in upper and. Lower

Canada at that ti-me Morton contends that
colonial democracy by ensuring t,he survival of theFrench canadian nati-ona1ity, mad,e it necessary to'creaËe the institutions of-a prural or bi-nationaL,society. .This necessity waé reinforced after
1857 by Ëhe need to form some pattern of economic

16s_ .,
' lP?4: r..

L67-"..
Jþ1,d. ,

p.

p.

P.

p.

293.

309.

L66- . -JþLd..,

168- . -
Jb1.d.. ,

307.

3L2.
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expansion more profitable than that of the Grand,Trunk Railway and the Reciprocity Treaty had, provedto be- The new formula was an rñtercolõnial änd aPacific Railway, and the development of Brit,ish
American trade in the northern iralf of thecontinert. I6g

Thís passage offers convincíng evidence of the influence
which the prospects of d.irected railway transportation had

on the polit,ical choices which: shaped the d,estiny of what
v/ere later to become the central provinces'of canada.

outside upper and Lor¡¡er canada (and with the obvious
exceptíon of Newfound.land. and. the previousry noted
obst,inacy of Nova Scotia) the call for railway construction
also became a reliable polit,ical d.evice. Most of the other
British American coroni.es were affected. by pressures
associated with railway magicr prêssrlr€s to whÍch they v¡ere

all eventualry to succumb.l70 To the extent that it came to
be berieved that a railroad system could confer benefiÈs in
the areas of dependabilit.yr prosp€rity, defence and social
cohesion these pressures became more politically
influential. L7 L

169_-"Ibid. , p. 272.
170rh" fact that railway-oriented pressure forcolonial union triumphed over vigorous potitical counter_at'taÇks in some quarÈers from u.s. rail interesis iãstified

-to it's popular strength. on his p.9""-rz2 and, rz3--(op. eit.)Morton relates that while the Ameiióan rairwãy *ã""v n"ahelped finance the victorious 1g64-65 campaigi of iÍr. anti-confederationists in New Brunswick, canad.ian fund.s herpedreturn.::..pro-CoSfederarion ritly resim" i" i8eã: 
,-' L7L_- -paraller references to this phenomenon can befound in preceding paragraphs aearing-with sociar factors.
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Duri-ng and af ter the u. s. civil war political forces
(many of which \,vere influenced by or connecÈed. with
railwáys) within the various colonies converged to produce

the sequence of negotiations whi-ch culminated, in
confederation. Among other jointly acceptable proposals
v¡ere those involving trade and railway links, whose

acceptance now extended. beyond the canadas. rn fact,
Glazebrook. offers the following interpretation of the pre-
confederation concensus: "The political necessity of t,he

railway was acceptable, whatever might be its íntrinsic
meríts."!72 As a consequence, the euebec conference passed.

resolutions calring for an rntercoronial railway and. improved

communications to the north-w.=tr173 and, at the London.

conference t,he rntercoronial was made a sine qua non of
union .17 4

Morton reduces confederation to its strategic
essentials by analysing it as a politicar exchange in which
the other participants trad,ed. on upper canada I s d,esire for a

Pacific Railway to secure an rntercolonial Railway and.

constitutional guarantees for the French in Lower

I r:.'

72el^r"brook, 
op.

r - --' ¿ 
''zbíd. , p. g.

174Morton, op. eùt. tmentions the earlier (1962)
negotj-ations which centered
Tmperia"tr guarante.es'.,

eit., p. 9.

p. 323. On his page 314 Morton
ïntercolonial Railway
on quesËions of costs and
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canada.lT5 oversimplífied as this view may be it neverthe-
less focusses attention on the political impact of railways,
whose mark is enshrined in the B.N.A. Act.

rnterprovincial bargains invorving railways were not
fulfílled simply by the provision of physical facilj-ties.
Therefore, the consideration of the d,omestic poritical
reasons for Canadian railway regulation cannot be Iimited to
discussion of B.N.A. Act provisions. This assertion can be

supported by reference to post confed.eration railway
affairs. The hi-stories of canada's major railways are
illustrative of some of the regulatory consequences of Èhe

political terms of union.

As mentioned, 
".r1i-"r176 inconclusive negotiations

d.irected, to creating an rntercolonial Railway linking the
Canadas with the Maritimes vrere conducted five years before
confederation. so crucial was it Ëo the poritical union of
New Brunswick and. Nova scotia with onÈario and euebec, "The
rntercolonial. . .was a public work, built and operated by

1 '7'7government. "''' The federal poliÈicians of the d.ay $/ere

under no d.elusions that the line could operate without
subsid.ies. Glazebrook points out that in fact the

'' l7srbíd., p. 302. Those in canada opposed, to theconfederation proposals saw them as machinaiions of-theGrand Trunk Railway, which at one time entertained. trans-continental- aspiraLions (ibíd., p. 321) .

'1760r, information provided. in,Morton, op. cit. r,p. 314.
L77rb¿d.., 

8,. 33r.
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legi-slature was fully warned that either the ïnter-
colonial rvould have t,o be subsid.ized. to al1ow artÍficially
low rates or else it would. not be used sufficiently to make

it pay."l7 8 
"l="orhere 

he identifies the three factors
responsible for the decision in favour of 1ow rates, namely:

first, the need to observe the spirit of confederation
I

agreements (i.e. the railroad could. not, for political
reasons, be allowed to languish); second, the need, to meet

water transport competition at many points (a proposition
which serves to confirm the high politicar as opposed. to
economic content of the inítial d.ecision to build the
line) ; and third, the event,ual need to meet the competition
of the shorter canad.ian pacific route through l,faine.L79 Not
surprisingly, therefore, Morton observes that the rnter-
colonial never mad,e a profit.l8O yet bearing in mind its
polit.ical origíns one cannot in fairness hold profitability
tc be the prime criterion of its success or failure, ,,if the

, road must be regarded, as an essential parÈ of confederation, :'

its success is measured in Èerms of the varue of i

Conf ed.eration. ,,18I

once established the precedent of poríticarly

l,!.,:,,,t

Ì':'

' l8lclazebrook, 
op,, eit,.r p. 24.
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sanctioned and. subsidized. low rates in the Maritimes
endured. For example, the L926 Duncan Royal Commission v/as

to recommenð, a 20? rate reductíon in the regiorrlg2 and

consequent 1egíslative provisions were to remain on the
statute books for decad"".183 'y"t, for the Maritimes, the
railways never lived. up to thelexpectations which had.

prompted so much political effort 184

The political history of the transcontinental rail-
road to the Pacifíc had its statutory origins in the
British North America ect.185 Although it was eventually
to prosper in the form of the cpR, the pacific Railroad had

as one of iËs prímary initial purposes the forging of a

tangible bond linking what was to become Inlestern canad.a to.

the conf ed.erated East.18 6

18 2Mortorr, op. eit. , p . A4s .

8'3ror example, see the sÈatutory material containedin ChapÈer 2.5.
l84trris d.isappointment was due in part to the rail-ivay abett,ed development of Montreal, vancouver andChurchill: Glazebrook, op. cit., p. Lg7.
185s". the statutory references at the end of thischapter. o

186G1"".þrook (op. eit.) offers severar observati-onswhigfr suggest.the surpassing importance of this poiiti".rmotiüe. on his page 45 he comments on the abund,ance of out-landish schemes proposed to provid.e a pacific railway. Andon his pages 47 and 4g he imþties that, in view ði irr" smallpopulaÈion west of Lake supeiior ci-rca rg7o, the vastexpenditures on the pacifiè Railway- represent over-biddingfon the. a.llegiance of British Cof.uir¡ia_ , . i ;
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Despite all its political significance the cpR was

not considered an unmixed blessing in the areas which it
traversed,. Even before its completion discontenÈ about the
cPR began to create political frj-ction between the federal
goverrlment on the one hand, and the províncial government of
Manitoba and organised agricurture on the other. More

detailed information about the sources of this d.iscontent
will foIIow, but Èhe mere facts that Manitoba chose

deriberately (and successfully) to d,efy otÈawa's railway
policy,187 and that the Farmerrs union level-Ied frequent
protests against that same policyl88 confirm t,he highly
political status of Canad.a's railroads.

The nat,ional political group which most conspicu-
ously iniorporated railway development inÈo its public
platform h/as the conservative party.189 The conservativesl
partisan success in espousing in repeated elections that
combination of railway and. other policies known

collectively as the National policy was emulated after lg96
by the rival Liberar party.190 This Liberal adoption of the

187s.", for instance, Morton , op. c4t., pp. 373-37g.
L88n¿¿., pp. 366 and, 373.

'' 189oi".rrssing the implications of the pacífic
railway for John A. Irlacdonarã's conservative regime, l4orton(op. ait., p. 344) says, "The railway itself , as a nåtionalundertaking and an economic enterprise, would win thegovernment powerful moral and polit,ical support.,'

1g0-, , 
'''Ibid., p. 346.

I::
I::
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National Policy recorded. the political concensu=I91 on the
national value of railways and testifies to the polit,ical
significance of rairways almost thirty years after
Confed.eration.

rn facÈ, interprovincial political relationships
(in the guise of federal-provincial relations) exerted. an

enduring influence - one with regulatory implications - on

railway transportat.ion. rn this respect it must be

remembered that polÍticaI consj-d.erations bore substantial
wei-ght in shaping sensitive railway location decisions which
affected the relative commercial prospects of Toronto and

Montrear,L92 and ín determining the terms of the crowsnest
Pass Agreement (which affected, rates). Of the latter's
impact on canadian rairr^/ay regulation Morton says, ',Railway
regulation. . .hras thus maj-ntained by sectional political
pressures as a complex of sectional compromises.,,l93

other si¡nilar situations are also worth noting. The

years preceding Ïforld war r witnessed. efforts to comprete

further transcontinental railway systems. The involvement
of the fed.eral government in these efforts - which

19rA notorious exception to this concensus werelfestern Farmers. Morton (op. eít., p. 435) indicates thattheii st,ruggle againsÈ it did not äulminat.e until Lgzl..
192s." , for example, Morton , op. eit., p. 304.
lg3rbid., p. 443. More wilr be said later about theCrowsnest Agreeme¡t;
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eventually were to produce much of rvhat. is norg the cNR -
\^/as complex and. in some ways bizarre. political
considerations vrere apparently prominent in prompting the
Liberal goverrunent of the d,ay to permit, encourage and :

i'¡,'.,,
assist these ambitious railway development proposals.
Glazebrook suggests that one of the Laurier regime's
motives for approving and prornoting Èhe two additíonal 

;:..:ì:;.::-::

systems (the Canad,ian Northern and the Grand Trunk pacific ¡,"',.
l

i-n conjunction with the National Transcontinental) was to i,¡..,,

redeem the Líberal party's image of having opposed, the
Canad'ian Pacific Railway and thereby the welfare of lrlestern l

i

Canada.194Latersti11t'heconstructionduringtheinter-

ü/ar years of the Hudson Bay Railway has been credited to 
i

political pressur..I95 Even contemporary opinion 
'

lrecognised this influence, which recognition is expressed by 
ì

Glazebrook as follows: "tr{hether it (the railway) was a 
,

triumph for economic principles of transportatíon remained
i

to be proved,. "19 
6 i""i"'

.': ':"'

As Canada grer^i and, changed.r so did the political t.',,,,,.,,
': :a

context in which railvray policy existed.. Roughly the first.
fifty years could be characterized, by what Ûlorton carls ,,the

'' L94e!^r"brook , op. cit., p. L2s. j::.i
:

195¡¿orto 
rLt op. eit. , p. 447 .

196gl.".brook t op. eít., p. r91.
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\^/ork of ad.d.ing railway conmunication to political union.,,r97
After the First Ïrlorld war, a drastic change of focus

occurred,. In Morton I s word.s :

The work of nation-building for r"¡hich the national
authority had been made so strong was in fact
completed. There was no such need for railways asthe pre-war years had seen. The development ãr the
northern frontier T¡las a task for the próvinces.
The new urban and industrial society, the new motor
traffic with all its demands, strengthened.
provincial raÈher than national pov¡ers and
revenues. lgg

But thj-s change, however profound, must not be construed. to
mean that the railways had. lost their political
significance. Reference need only be made to the Rowell-
sirois commission Reportl99 to ind.icate the conÈinuing

interest'ofthefedera1governmentinusingnationa1

institutions for natíonal purposes. This interest can be

presumed to exist tod.ay and to justify the maíntenance, if
not the use, of substantial regulatory po\^/er over Canadian

raJ.lways.

Tnternat.ional political considerations also played. a
role in shaping canadian'railway policy and its regulatory
component. Even before confed.eration the ecripse of

, "'Morton , op. c,ít., p. 354.
' 198¡bid.., p. 437 .

199of thi.h Morton ( op. cit. t p. 47g) says, ,,The
Report, in brief recommended Èrrat the wealth prõd.uced
nationally ,should be taxed. nationally and redistributednational basis. ., . "

ona
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recently completed Canadian canals (circa 1g5O) due to
competition from the Erie canal and American railways gave

political impetus to d.emands for a vigorous railway
construction prograrTìme. rn ad.d,ition to provid.ing for the
canadian carriage of canad.ían cargo, raj-hvay construction
occurred with the hope of providing transfer service to
U.S. shippers. As Morton puts it, ,,Canada clearly had to
add railways Èo its canars, if it was to continue to compete

for the carrying trade of the American ïüest,.u200 one of the .1,.,-,

results of these pressures and aspirations hzas the Grand

Trunk, the largest rail system in pre-1967 British North
America. The difficulties experienced. by the Grand Trunk
reveal some of the politÍcaI implications and consequences

.of this countryrs early railway history.
The emergence and spread of railways in the canadas

created a serious politÍcal problem with international over-
tones. rn the first place the officialry sanctioned
American ambitions of the early coroníal lj-nes were not
fulfi]led.201 Glazebrook mentions ,,the evident fairure of
the canad,ian trunk rines to secure such a portion of
American business as would repay t,heir generous

expenditure. . ."202 The phenomenon of economies of scale,

2ooMorËorr, op, eit. , p. 2gg.
2O1Jo".phson ( op. dt., p. 51) mentions the U.S.protective"tariffs of :1862 anA lge¿ which \{ere. instrumental :in this failure.
2o2c!^r"brook , op. ei.t., p. l.

::
i:,
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which applied even to the relatively primitive raílways of
the mid-nineteenth century, meant that this "failure'
resulted in significantry higher average costs for lines
deprived of anticipaÈed. u.s. traffic. The reraËively large
Grand Trunk systern was particurarly hard hit. by the dearth
of American custom. rts reacËion was to escape high average
costs by seekíng opportunities elsewhere in British North
America. of the firm's management Glazebro,ok. says that
"havj-ng failed in their original design of taking traffic
from the American west, Èhey turned to the alt,ernative of a

through route on Britísh Territory .,,203 ïn this instance
pursuit of the economic objective of cost reduction (never

satisfactoríly to be achieved by the Grand Trunk) can be

seen to reínforce the poritical objective of creating an

indigenous railway system (in this case the important
transcontinental link in anticipatj-on of which the Grand

Trunk had purchased control of the Hudson's Bay company).

For the politi-caI authorities of the day these
adverse cost conditions creaÈed. the following enduring
d.ilemma: to bear Èhe consequences (i.e. the necessity to
a1low higher railway rates or to provide more subsidies) of
higher costsr or to seek to reduce them (i.e. by

conËemplating some sorÈ of poritical or economic union with
the U.S.). The fact that the choice betrveen these
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alternatives was essentially a political one rnust be

remembered when the history of canadian raj-lway regulation
is analysed.2o4

rnternational political concerns (involving rair-
\^/ays) originating well before confederation survived it. by

many years. This particular aspect of our railway history
is derived from more than the apprehensions of office-
hord.ers. Advocacy of transcontinental railways appeared in
the 1860 Republican party election platform, and the
subseguent Republícan vj-ctory $ras soon greeted by a massíve

program of rail subsid.ies.205 The years that. followed.

witnessed a rapid growth ín territorial extent and ambiti-ons

of American railroad systems. Morton reports that much

post-u.s. civíl war annexationist pressure came from
American railway interest=,206 and that the Canad.ían pacific
felt obliged to protect its position by helping sir John A.

z04Mortor, (op. eit., p. 376) emphasizes thispolitical element in his comments on t-he conceptuallyrelated . coflrmerciar union d.ebate in the 1gg 0 t s; "Forcommercial union or_anarysis clearly meant the adoption ofthe old American belief that the Noith Americ-r, 
"oi.tinentwas destined to be united under repubrican g'overnment.Political union wourd not of togicãl necessity follòwcommercial union, but the lattei would destro! the indus_trial development without which canada could. åot hofe tobecome a modern nation with North Arnerican stand,ardË ofeffiöiency and por¡rer. A canad.a so weakened would certainly

become politically subord.inate to the unit,ed states."
2o5,lo".phson , op. eit., p. s2.

" ' '. ' 206Mor-Èon.¡ o!. cit'., p.' 33r.'. Allusion hâs arread,lzbeen'made to the infiuence exercised. in-ñãw-Ë-rü"ã*i.r.politics on behalf of U.S. railways.
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Macd,onald defeat the forces of reciprocity in the election
of 1891. the mílj-tary need for railways ín lfestern canad.a

has alread.y been mentioned.; in view of the danger of
American absorption or rail penetration of that region there
existed a political need. as well. rn other words, in the
west as welr as elsev¡here in the new federar staÈe of
canada railway policy (and hence regulation) has been of
political significance not only because of its internal
effects (i.e. the provision of inter-provínciar bonds) but
arso because of its external implications (i.e. the creation
of a type of barrier against immersion in the united.

states ) .207

rnternational financial considerat,ions arso had,

political repercussions which militated in favour of public
regulation of railways. Because the railr^¡ays ïrere such vast
und.ertakings for the meagre economy of colonial British
North America a substantial portj-on of the capital sums

required for their construction had to be raised in

207"rr.r, in the 1920's one of the purposes of thepost-vforld war r raíl construction boom wás ãnti-American.As currie !op. cit., p. B) says of this episode: "A1r thisphysical plant was built with the triple-objectiv" orred.ucing the cost of t,ransportation, openiné ,p thecountry, and keeping trade flowing along canadian routesrathér than through the U.S., Thioughout Canada,shistory it has been considered politically important thatthis country be self-sufficient in transpórtaiion.

l,i :... l;
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financiar rnarkets beyond our bord.ers .208 The burden of
canadars railway debt was thus an internationar one. since
the'fear prevailed that the fate of this d.ebt could
materially affect the terms und.er which other canadian

institutions (including canada's governments, which had

underwritten so much railway construction) received. access

to foreign capital markets, there evorved yet another
political constraj-nÈ on railway policy; it was d.eemed.

poliÈically advisable to prevent railway conditions from
adversely infruencing the nation's internationar financial
standing. The burden of canal and rairway d.ebt was a

recurrent governmental problem even before-confed.eration
To alleviate this burd.en, a d.ual-purpose use of the tariff
was made; besid.es its traditional use as a revenue producer

it was also d.eliberately employed to enhance the traffic
potential of the transportaÈion system. of the cayley and

Galt taríffs in the colonial canadas Morton therefore says,

"Eor the first time duties in canada \^rere raised not only to
increase revenue but to give 'incidental proÈection' to the
new industries which had sprung up in the 1g5ors with
prosperity and the coming of the age of iron and. bteam with
the,raih{ay. "209 These.uses of the tariff persisted after

2ogto cit,e but
early as 1862 offered
ïntercolonial would be

one example, the United Kingdom as
Èo guarantee the loans with which theconstructed.

j

dt., p. 311.
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L867, which fact prompted. Glazebrook to state that ,'the

early tari-ffs of the Dorninion v/ere low, but within ten years
they had begun to climb steeply. As a source of revenue the
the tariff helped to finance the railways as in the ord
province of canada,' and. as a protective rneasure it
contributed. to creating and. directing traffic.,,210
Political concern about. railway d.ebt achieved renewed.

promínence during the First lforId. vlar. Discussing the
series of public railway acquisítions which laid the
foundations of the C.N.R., Glazebrook cites the following
mot'ives: "the maintenance of an ad.eguate transportation
system, avoidance of a d,islocation of creditr protection of
Ëhe governmental investment in the companies and some degree
of permanence in the soluËion.,,2rr MorÈonrs evaluation of
the rerative importanee of these various moÈives may be

deduced. from the forlowing passage: "The great issue was

not so much the national ownership of railways as the
preservation of .the nat.ional cred.it .,,2L2 certainly, the
examples in this paragraph illustrate the gravíty of the
international political considerations underlying canadian
railway regulation.

,. Government enterprise relationships comprise the

21oe1u".brook, 
op. sit., p. 15.

2rrrbíd., p. 156.

i, I .._ :

r '.':-
t:::.'

2L2- - '---Mortolrt op. dt., p. 433.
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final grouping of politicar reasons for canad.ian railway
regurat,ion. Thís group can be subd.ivided into two areas:
one embracing the political aspects of the ownership and

management of this countryrs raj-lr¡rays; the second. dealing 
,,1,r.,,

with certain political circumstances affecting the
administration of national railway policy

Because of the railwayst status as national 
,.,,,.1

instiÈutions of coloniar origin the matter of their ovrner- ''.::'"

:.. - ,:ship and control was of great political significance. The ;,,:,:.,.,,.

fundamenÈar question was the extent to which private enter-
prise would be entrusted wíth the task of build.ing and.

operating canadats rairways. rts resolution was to generate 
i

much political controversy and its resuLt rvas to be i

curiously equivocal
j

canada inherited from its colonial predecessors a :,

fairly elaborate policy of financial assistance to private
enterprise carriers. MenÈion must be made of a minister of 

:

t'he combined. government of Upper and Lower Canad.a, ,'the 
.'.,'...',',.'',

,t rt,i.,"r'supple and' clever Híncks who originated. Èhe legislation :,.-',,t,:,,,'.. ': ...
which made the state the underwriter of privat,e railway
development in Canada. u213 That important d.epartures from
this.precedent were made for political reasons is of ,,.-,..,,.,

consid,erable economic significance. i:'';;!"'''

Political circumstances afÈer Confederation ensured

l: ::
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t,hat the hospitality accorded, to privately organised rail-
roads was neither automatic nor unconditional. vlhether or
not private enterprise operation possessed superior economic

merit apparentry ulti-rnately counted for little in the
poritical arenas in whích early transportation policy
decisions h¡ere mad.e. Even before the nevrly formed country
of canada launched the transpbrtation projects which the
terms of union prescribed, the political if not, the
economic - suitabirity of private companies to irnprement

them wa.s suspect. Many persons had interpreted confedera-
tion as a machination of railwalz interests.2L4 When this
skepticism was voi-ced by parliamentarians and. directed
explicitly at the Grand grunk215 it may be construed as a

premonition of canad.ian political ambivalence on the
guestion of carrier ownership.

.This ambivalence is evident in the history of Èhe

ïntercolonial. The sysÈem emerged. as a government

operation - a publíc utility of sorts but this aspect of
its fate was by no means certain from the starË. Inlitness
the following:

ït is a somewhat remarkable'fact that it was notunÈil after construction had begun that a d.ecisionwas reached as Lo rvhether the ràilway should, bednder public or private ma,nagement. As late as the
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end of 1870 Macdonald sti1l apparently contemplated
havíng the Intercolonial operated by Lhe Crand.
Trunk.2'6

Nevertheless as the prospect of private development failed.
to materialize satisfactorily, t,he d.ecision in favour of
public operation was confirmed. In fact, political
unanimity prevailed. on this particurar issue, however,

reluctantly. In Glazebrook's word.s: ,,lleither the
conservative nor the Liberal party welcomed. public ownership

in principle, but both v¡ere obliged to have recourse to it
in default of an alternat.ive; and the Liberals chose public
ownership for the rnt.ercolonial, but perhaps again from

necessity.n2LT From these political and ideological
circumstances, the rntercolonial ernerged as a "public
work. "218

Not so the CpR. Tn the matter of ownership a

different solution was found, for the transcontínental
railroad to the pacific. "From the start it was intended.
that it should be built and. operated by a private company

rather than the government."2L9 The primary reasons for
reliance on a private venture seem to have been simply the
willingness of private entr:epreneurs to undertake the task

2L6- . "--Tbid. , p. 19.
zl7rbíd. , p. 6r.
218¡tortont op. ..?it., ,p. 332.
2L9c:-ur"b:rook , op. eit. ¡ p. 48.
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and the generosity of government, whether direct (e.g. money

or land) or in the form of t.he opportunity of exercising
'monopoly po\¡ier. This aspect has been described. i-n the
following terms:

The Cabinet had already decided that, unlike the
rnËercolonial, the pacific raírway would be built
þy . prívate company. The construction of the Iine,
however, would. be subsidized by rnoney grants and z2oland grants from the fertil-e ¡ãrt of-tñe prairies.

simpS-e as the decision to entrusÈ the transcontinental
railway to private ent.erprise may seem in retrospect it was

fraught with political complications. of the Liberal prime

Minister who succeeded. Macdonald. after the election of Lg73,

Morton says:

Mackenzie. . .had sought to get construction of the
lPacificl railway sÈarted in J87 4 by a private
company. In the lensuing economic] depresdion none
came forward. He then abandoned the conservativepran of having one company buird the whole line withthe aid of grants of land and money. Inst,ead. he
proposed to call for tenders from contractors forfour different sections of the line, and. to aidconstruction by a land grant of 20,0oo acres a rnile
and a subsid.y of $10,000 a inile. The government
míght take over all or any of these seõtions on
payment. of the cost less the land grants plus ten

. 
per cent of the remainder . 22'

rf nothing erse this episode íllustrates the imminence of
any degree of pubric intervenÈion. The id.eological line

22oMortorr, op. eit.,
some of the early promoters
interests played a part in
governnent of the wisd,om of

-. : - -22r_---rbíd. , p. 353.

p. 346. Scandals connecting
of the CPR with American railway

persuading the national
this course of action.
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between private and public ent.erprise was of fluctuating
political validity in Canad.a' s early d.ays.

All in all canadian governments have preferred to
assist railways rather than to construct, own and. operate
the*.222 yet even in those situations where no recourse \^¡as

taken to public ov¡nership, political influence was capable
of being exercised, albeit more sporad.ically and more

tenuously through the medium of government assístance.223
Because abuse of bond financing \¡/as the source of so many

American raílway scand.als the subsidy approach found favour
not only because it tapped a large.and depend.able flow of
resou.rces, but also because its use seemed. more likely to
avoid political embarrassments. speaking against the u.s.

:

styre of railway financing and. in impricit support of the
canadian subsid.y method the cpR promoter, Lord. Mountstephen,

is quoted as saying:

The other plan, and the one r should, have followed
.would have been to limit the borrowing of

money from t,he public to the smallest posslble point
and a legitimate prof it entirely to t,he growth- of. the country and the development of the pioperty. .
' '224

canádían
private

222cl^r"brook 
.(op. cit., p. 93) mentions thatgoverruîents refused several 0ffers of sale fromrailway companies.

223&or" d.etai-l on the
is provided elsewhere.

224chur"brook.,'

l:'
['ì:.:

ubiquíty of public assistance

l.:-:ri

t...) .

op. eit,, p. 74.
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His views are in remarkable harmony with those of
successíve governments which, while keenly concerned about

the growth and, health of the national rail system, were not
pred.isposed to assume total control.

conventional noney and rand subsidies \^rere not the
only avenues of rairway assístance explored. by the national
government. The National Transcontinental scheme

represent,s a peculiar combination of pubric enterprise used

to bolster private enterprise. Because so many of its
principal features are explicable only in political terms
the national Transcontinental affair is worth consid.eration
in some detail:

The National Transcontinental from Moncton toWinnipegwas.tobeconstructed'outofpub1icfund's
under the supervision of a board. of thiee
commissioners appointed by the governor in council,but the Grand Trunk pacífic Railway company was toapprove of the specification. on comptãtiôn theNational Transcontinental was to be lèased. to.. .that company. . .for. . .the fifty year term.
The situation was parad.oxical. on the-one hand thegovernment section was to be built as a part of theGrand-Trunk_pacif ic, wöuId. be operated Uy tfre
company, and to all intents and purposes would.
become a part of the Grand Trunk syËtem. On the. other hand., the National Transcontinental wasascribed the role of a coInmon highway for thosewestern railways which had no eastern outlet. rt
hras in these terms that Laurier described it, to the
House of commons. "rt is our intention that,this road sha1l be kept and. maintained under oursupervision so Èhat all railv/ays may get the benefit,of it. . . " This is a curious statãment. In thefirst place, the government und.ertook constructiononly because the Grand. Trunk was either unwilling orunabre to d.o so; in the second place, the canadián: 'Northern had completed. its line- to Lake superior;

Ì.' :

i- -
i.: _
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and in the third place the line was to be handed
over to one, not all, of the vzestern raílways.225

several aspects of Èhe National TransconÈinental are
particularry difficult. to reconcile with Èhe best economic

interests of the country. In this regard. the just
criticisms which may be directed, at it includ.e: fírst,
t'hat the ("bridge") portion above Lake superior was

redundant,' second, that, its eastern portion represented an

expensive duplication of the government-owned Intercolonial;
and third, that it ignored. the real needs of vtesÈern canada

by failing to serve the ports at rhunder Bay or churchilL.226
Politícal in concept,ion and extent the National Trans-

continental must be counted, a triumph of politics over

economl_cs.

The National Transcontinental was one of. the

ancestors of the canad.ian Nationar Railways. The political
circumstances surrounding the birth of t,he latter
demonstrate once agai-n that in matters of such national
importance as railways the federal government was both
dêtermined and flexible in its search for a workable
policy. The crisis which precipitated the formation of the
cNR,was the impending cprlapse of the privately owned. Grand

Trunk Pacific and canadian Northern syst,ems, a collapse
which wourd. have disrupted canadars transportation effort in

, 225_ . -..-,. ---Ib¿d., p. 132-133.
226_ . --- -þi4. , p. 131-132 .
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time of war, and would have injuriously affected the

countryrs credit. one of the pri-ncipal purposes of the
union government of 1916 "lvas to deal with the reorganiza-
tion of the railways."227 Essentially, three solutions to
railway over-build.ing and financial instability faced the
political authorities of the d.y; one was to provide
further aj-d to the raíl systems experiencing difficulÈies,
the second was to a1low the beleaguered. companies to fall
into bankruptcy (a course of action which Glazebrook

surmises would have resulted. in the provincialization of
È,heir operations); and. the third. was to nationalise and.

operate in the manner of ïntercoronial.228' ultimately the
third provided the basis for political action the organi-
zation of the cNR. Following standard government practice, '

a Royal commission was employed to Iend. moral strength t.o

and deflect criticism from the rèsu1t. Although many of the
Drayton-Acworth commission's proposals fell on deaf ears,
its recommendation "that the two systems, the Grand. Trunk

and the canadian Northern be united,, formed the basis of the
amalgamatj-on which grouped. Èhose two systems along with the
governmenL owned Intercolonial and National Transcontinental
undçr public control. f,he willingness of the national
government to contemplate and carry through the acquisition
of the two pri-vate systems incorporated. into the cNR

' 227worton, op. cit, , p. 427 .

228 Glur"brook t op, cit. , pp . 151-15 2 .
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certainly underscores t,he politicar importance of
transportation policy and its regulatory component.; it also
demonstrates that .the preservation of a certain ind.ustrial
ethos was not a significant priority.

Even after the basic composition of canad.a's rail
network had been estabrished with the foundation of the cNR,

political factors continued. Ëo have a bearing on the
railway ownership question. western canadian political
opini-on, expressed in part by organized. agriculture, has

since vÍorld lr7ar r advocated public o\^/nership of rairroad.r.229
The Progressive party loudly denounced int,er-war proposars
to d.ismantle the cxR230 .rrd during the Depressíon the
nationar government felt obliged to resist conflicting
pressures either to absorb the cpR and amalgamate all the
country's railwâys, or to permit the cpR in effect to lease
the facÍlities of the cNR in return for a negotiated share
of the net revenue of the combined operatiorr.23l rn fact
it is accurate to say that structurar intervention.has
occurred only when polit.ical urgency, has so required. The

economi.c performance of the nation's railway syst,em - or of
its several component.s - does not ever seem to have

'. 229^---See, for instance,
and 432.

230_---Ibid., pp. 442-443.
progressives. . .r¡rere devoted'ownership. "

Morton, op. cit., pp. 44Zt 423,

He notes that "Theto the principle of public

l--.'

23lctazebrook t op. eit., p. zor-zos.
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prompt,ed such intervention by itself .

rn addition to the political decisions establishing
the rerationship between government and enterprise on the
canadian railway industry, a separate group of polit,ical
influences beset the implementation of those decisions. The

tendency of this latter group was to insulate t.he government

against scandal and to delegate functions which courd
produce ad,ministrative or poritical dif f icurties.

As early as the harmonious subsidy period. preceding
confed.eration apprehensions about the nature of the
relationship between politics and.. the railway industry
arose. Morton reminds us that "Ministers of the crown sat.

on the Board of the Grand Trunk and it took even the clear,
Grits and the Rouges a little while to realize lhat such a
practice jeopard,ized the public interest .u232 sir,ce that
time successive canad.ian governmenÈs have been sciupulous in
d.evisÍng buffers to interpose between themselves and the
railroads.

Precautíons v/ere taken to insulate
the InÈercolonial against controversy. ,,To

political favouritism, the construction of

the building of

avoid charges of
the railÌÁ¡ay v¡as

'. 232yrotton, 
. ?p. c,it. , p. 2g3. ït is.worth notingthaË sir G. E. cartier was a raílway lawyer and. that sirH- Hincks; the originator of the suËsidy-policy waspersonally implicated in the 1954 Grand, riunk ãnd rand salescandals.

ì': r
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placed und,er a board. of four connmissioners ,,233

Arthough this measure may have served. to d.eflect criticism
it d.oes not seem to have eliminated und,esirable practices.
rn ttris respect Glazebrook quotes the Toyonto GLobe Eo the
effect that "The Intercolonial (is) a great national
scandal and the Grand Trunk a seething mass of public

)?a.immorarily. uo-,= He also notes that responsibility for the
rntercolonial was assigned in Lg74 to the Department of
Public works, a reversion to a more d.irect style of
control.

The construction of the National Transcontinental
lnras also af f licted.with diff iculties which engendered

political controversy. "No friend of pubric enterprise can

fail to be embarrassed by some aspects of the story of t,he

National Transcontinental.,,235 But its problems were

swal'lowed up in the Èurbulent pre-world. T{ar r era and. the
eventual formation of the cNR, and its experience had no

particular regulatory impact.

vÍith respect to the prívate sector cpR a more

indirect approach had to be taken. rn Mortonrs words, ,,The

charter díd empbwer the Governor-General ín council Èo limit
net, ,earnings to ten per.cent on capital, but it made no

233ch""brook, op. cit., p. 1g.
234-- . --- -fbid., p. 49.

- '23sclazebrook, 
op. eít., p. 139.

r: , .

1,
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other provision to protect the public interest .,,236

However, because the pacific railroad was a national
institution and, because it. had consumed. so much political
energy and, public money it could. not long expect to remain :::
immune from some degree of governmental supervision.
Irfention has already been made of the intervar of Liberal
rule during which the federal government assumed management 

,,..,

of the line's construction. rn lggo, after Macdonald's

return to po$¡er a Royal commission was constituted to
investigate this ínÈerva1. The R.oyal com¡nission was

critical of the preceding goverrunentts record. of involvement
in railway operations on the grounds of poor personnel

- choice (patronagg) , sporad.ic polj-tical intervention ,

careless tendering proced.ures, and. extravagance and

corruption.23T These find.ings bolstered. the nandate of the
private company formed. in lgg0 to build. the pacific line,
and sounded a warning of expediency rather than principle
agai-nst future government forays. on the other hand ,

d.iscontent, wit.h the monopory power rvhich the cpR was

eventually to enjoy 1ed to poliÈicar decisions to aborish
some of the statutory privileges accorded, the company r23S

'' 236Mottor,, op. c,it., p. 362.
237Gr^r"brook , op. eít., p. 70.
239_ ,,---Ib¿d., p. 115.

1....-
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to widen the regulatory po\^/ers of the privy counc ir,239 , and

in part, to participate in the Crowsnest pass agreement.

The ad hoc approach exemplified in the two

ì preced.ing paragraphs was not deemed. sufficíent. Early i_n
:.

Canadars history the national government recognised the need.

for a formal institutional link between itself and the
raj-Iroads. This recognitíon was first given substance with

;:

" the appointment of the privy council railway committee. rn

',r his comments on the Railway Act of 1868, Glazebrook notes
that "For the continuous supervision of t.he private

I r.ilway companies a special bod.y was set up, the railway
i .ommittee of the privy council. . .rvhose párticurar duty it
: was to ensure the safe operation of the railways. . .ïn 18g6

I the control of rates, which up to that time had. been left to
i

free competition (with the exception of maxima seÈ in some

of the early charters) was assigned also to the
l, committee.u240 Beyond these quasi-political control
," ¡nsasures, the governmenÈ elaborated and bureaucratized its
:

': povTers over the railways , by establishing a Department of'::

Railways in 1B 7g.24r A year later responsibirity for canals

239_,--'rb¿d- rt should be noted Èhat the expansion ofthe privy council railv¡ay committee's powers to embracerate'supervision occurred a scant year after tir.-.ã*pletionof the CPR.

240_ . -- "Ibíd. , p. 93.
24I* ... , :'-Ibtldli p.. .72... ì .. r ... .. .: . .. . .:. . ì.

l r.:
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vras given to this department, an early step in the d.írecti-on
of multi-modal transportation authority.

Although it endured a quarter century, the Railway

committee of the privy council was not. an artogether
satisfactory regulatory device. criÈicisms of its arreged
defects eventually resulted. in officiar scrutiny.
Glazebrook notes, i,

ì

' an inquiry made by professor s. J. IrtcI,ean. Hi-s tworeports' presented in 1999 and 1902, made definitecriticisms of the railway commítÈee on the groundthat it rvas political as well as administrai,ive, wasnot sufficiently expert or permanenÈ in personnel,
and did not travel about thã country .242

The form and funct,ion of the board. were t,hr¡s shaped. at least'
in part by the judgement that. the previous committee format
hiasinappropriateforhand1i.ngcertainpo1itica11y

sensitive administrative functions. rn substantially the
form suggested by the R.oyar commission, the Board, of
Railway commíssioners was to'survive unt,ir Lg67, arthough
in 1938, its jurisdiction was expand.ed, to accornmod,ate

certain other forms of transport which fell within the
fêd,eraI sphere, and its name .consequent.ly became the Board.

of Transport Comrnissj-oners.

, The development, of mechanisms to provid.e some

degree of policy and even admini-strative control over
private sector rail operations was not the only problem
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facing the politicar authorities. The d.esire to own and

operate railroads was definitely not the primary motive
behind the national governmentrs acquisitíon of the
canad.ian Northern and the Grand. Trunk pacific. yet these
acquisitions forced the government to d.evise a method of
controlling its vasË nerr.properties. The Drayton-Acv¡orth

Royar commission, whose reconunendations comprise part of the
organisaÈionar policy base of the nati-onal government's

venÈure into transcontinental railroading, was unequivocar in
its attitude towards direct government management. The

Ro1zal Commission's report read.s in part:
we know of no country in the world. where a demo-cratic state o'rns and operates its railvJays inwhich politics have not injuriously affected. t,hemanagementoftherai1waysandtheraj.1wayshave
not had an injuríous influence on polit,icã.243

Because of these voiced, fears, Drayton-Acworth recommended.

that the cNR (which was finally round.ed out with the 1919

acquisition of the Grand. Trunk) be "operated by an

independent commiss j- or..,,244 More specif ically, ,,the

commission proposed, that the Board, of Trustees which was to
nanage the system shoulC be permanent and self_
perpetuating.n245 This was not to be. Currie tel1s us

that', "fnstead the Boarå or Direct,ors (as this body was

)^?
Jþ1-d,. r P.

) A,A-'.'Morton,
24s _gurrae,

t-

1.:':,:
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op. eít.,

p.

p.

433.
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called when appointed) had fifteen members who were

selecÈed on a basis of regional representation - a method

whích necessarily gave weight to other consid.erations as

well as those of business capacity or technical
qualifícation .u246 rhis government decision on management

composition effectively served notice that v¡hile the cun

would not necessarily be subject to transitory political
whim, nor would it be accorded the commerciar latitud.e
available to a completely free enterprise. The recurrent
need. of the cNR to resort to parliament for fund.s to cover
its deficit has reinforced the element of subservíence.

The Drayton-Acworth Royal commissión was anxious not
only that railway management be immune from political
interference, but also that it be alrowed to'operate
according to essentially non-political criteria. As currie
says, "The commission made clear beyond. any shad.ow of doubt

that the government-owned railways were to be run as a

straight commercial concern .u247 B".arrse the cNR was born
with a heavy d,ebt burden this injunction - although
foIlowed. to a considerable extent never had. the fuLl
insulating effect expected, of it.

'. The preceding many pages have concerned themseLves

246_- - -ft¿d.

247-.--''IbU. Insistence on some form or
'tcash nexu'sf' approach to. railway operaÈions
themé of many Royal Conunissiotrsl iircluding
Turgeon and Macpherson Commissions.

other of, the
has.been a

the most recent
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vrith the military, social and. politicar reasons for railway
regulation in canad.a. Besides being d.isparat,e and cumber-

some, these three combined. probably consti.tute the most.

significant category of reguratory reasons. This cartegory

comprises much of the "public service characteristic,,24S
which has led. so many persons t.o questj-on the validity of
apprying commercial criterj-a to nationar transportation
systems. vühen regulation is taken j-n the broad. sense (i.e.
to mean legaIly sanctioned and defined int,ervention wit.h

d,iscernible goals) trris category can be seen to have roots
whj-ch penetrate as deeply into national history as d.o t.he

roots of the railway system iÈse1f. primarily because of
the enduring importance of the military, social and

political factors analysed., the regulat,ion of canadars

railways does not represenÈ a recent addition to the
Ëransportation system it seeks to control in that sense

a superficial layer - buÈ rather an intimately associated.
parallel growth.249 Because of this association, the three

2481,t"y"r et aL., op. eít., p. 5.
2498,r"r, in the United States, where railwayregulation occurred rerati-very later and under whal might becalled d.uress, phillips (op. ãrj., p. f¿f l mentions thatuEconomic, political and sbcial goãts all are interwoven

i"t9' the regulatory process. " FúrÈher on ( ¿b¿d.: ,- pp . 443-444) Phillips depicts the American situation in a äutsherl:
"._ ._.many of the earliest state-granted. railwãy ctrartersuphold Èhe point of view that railroads could bä regulatedin the public interest" but ". . .it Èook a consid.eiableperiod. of abuse o,n -the part of th-e.railroad.s to awake the.public to the need of règulating them.i

1.'
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reasons help exprain the extent, duration and, style of the
regulatj-on they helped form.

A brief recapitulation of the three regulat,ory
attributes of extenÈ, duration and. style is in ord.er. The

various examples of governrnenÈ subsid.ization, construction,
and acquisition of railways do not represent regulation per

sê¡ but they are ind.icative of the lengths to whi-ch

successive national administrations have been prepared to go

to províde the military, social and political benefit,s which
have come to be expected. from canadars railway syst,em. The

somewhat narrower field of railway regulation arose in Ëhis
context and is consequently also of .orr=id.rable extent
rts extent encompasses matters ranging from detailed and

technical safeÈy standard.s to questions invorving the
financial condition and future prospects of entire
transportation systems. Binding the varied strands of
regulaÈion together, and providing them with a coherence and

a rationale which might otherwise be racking is whaË

Grazebrook. has called the "dominati-ng principle. . .a
belief that certain lines of railway rdere essential to the
economic and political life of the country.u250 fhi"
beli.ef , with its evid.ent social and military adjuncts, has
encouraged Canadj.an poliÈica1 auÈhorities t.o endow the rail
regulatory apparatus with greater powers of vigilance and

1...,-.
ii'.:.ì-'..

L: r'. :r' .:

iì;l:i . .r"!l
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2'}el^rebrook , op. eit., p. zrr.
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. control than would have been available if railways had, been

viewed as purely economíc phenomena.

As well as helpíng explain the extent of canad.ian

railway regulation, military, polítical and social
considerations have contributed to its d.urability. rn one
form or .another regulation has been imposed. on this
countryts railways for more than a century. The very fact
that canada is a federal state in which railways are a major
rnational institution makes it likely that the regulatory
functi-on will remain significant even if their relative
economic importance d.eclines or if greater prominence is
assigned to automaÈic markeL forces in controlling the
economic performance of railways. Because railways are
embedded so deeply in t,he national fabric, âDy federal
government which sought to subst,antíally red,uce or
relinquish railway regulation would be incurring serious
risks.

. rn style canad,ian railway regulation has developed
to thê point where it, is administered. on a guasi-jud.icial
basis. Essentiall1z, this situation represenËs a comprornise

between two opposing pulls. on Èhe one hand. the prospect of
dirq,ct government construction or operat,ion of railways has, 

r
for reasons cited' encountered. enough political resistance
to make the enforcemenË of staËutory policy by relatively
aufonomousboardsapo1itica11ypreferab1ea1ternative.on

r.: :..
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the other hand the prospect of extending to free enterprise
as much latitude as it had been accorded in the u.s. was

d,eemed equaTly unpalatable .25r ' Recognition of the'defects
of free enterprise in direct.ing the fate of a naËional rail
system therefore also contributed to the delegation of
regulation to quasi-judieial board.s. rn short, because of
their military, social and. poliÈi.car importance canada's

railways are regulated in a style which ostensibty precludes

interference both from partisan politics and. from narrow

commercial interests.

Before the focus of this part is shifted to other
ostensibly more economj-c reasons for railway regulation,
some finar word.s. of interpretation concerning the mílitary-
social-politicar category are in order. rn evaluating
either a railway system or a particular railway regulatory
regíme ít is possible to consid,er mirítary, social and

political factors in the capacity of social costs and.

benefits. when the evaluation is d.one by weighing social
costs against sociar benefits it is possible to offer either
the contentíon Ëhat a rairway system or scheme of regulation

251_---In dramatic manner Josephson (op. czt.) ]nasdesaribed' t.he three dominant. characteristics of nineteenth
centi.rry .American railway affaj-rs; attempts at monopolythrough merger and purchase; use of preäatory tactics suchas price wars; graft and. poritical connivancä. on his
page 75 he quo'tes Henry Adams as saying: "The generation
between 1865 and 1895 was alread,y mõrtgaged. to fhe raitways
and, no one knew it better than the generátion itself."

,1. .;:.t.. ì:,.: '..:
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rured as to extent of operations solely by privaÈe monetary
costs and benefits is imposing social costs on the natj_on
(e.9. a milÍtarily inadeguate rail system might ímpose the
requirement, of larger frontier garrisons) or the
corresponding contention that suih a system or scheme is
failing to provide an appropriatellevel of social benefits
(e.g. a commercially satisfacËory,rrail network may nol
provide an appropriate level 0f social intercourse). Both
contentions suggest how significantly decisions based solely
on private monetary benefits and. costs can be invalidated by
considering the social benefíts and cosÈs inhering in
cert.ain military, social and political regr,rirements. The

invalidation of prívate transportation decisions (or non-
decisions for that matt,er) has happened with sufficient
frequency to dernonstrate officiaL acknowled,gement if not
precise measurement - of these parÈicular social bdnefits
and costs. This sornewhat haphazard, casting of military,
social.and, political factors in economic terms has not been
accomplished without controversy; rather it has perplexed
legislator and regulator alike. As currie says:

.â, fund,amental and persi.stent problem in the hi-storyof canadian.transportation is-the interplay of two,rad.ically dif f erent . concepts; straight ËusLness
þrinciples on the one hanã and,r""ñ matters asnational unity, the movement of trad,e throughCanadial ports-, the opening up of new areas, d,efence,and avoiding the ruinãtion-of-national credit on theoËher .252

::-:

252clrti", op. eit., p. 3.
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rir other words, although the military, social and

polj-tica1 category accounts for much of the magnitud.e and

persistence of Canadian railway regulation, it also has made

regulation a much more contentious topic than ít might
otherwise have been.

Many secÈions of canadars four major railway acts
suggest the military, political and, social purposes of
railway regulatÍon in this country.

First, certain over-riding and d.eclaratory
provisions must be menÈioned. sect,ion 9r of the British
North America Act with its subsection covering ,,the

regulatj-on of Èrade and commerce,', its subsection covering
"postal service", its subsection covering ',militia ,

military and naval service, and defencer,, and, its residual
provision constitutes the original source and ulti¡rate

. sanction of the national governmentrs po$¡ers of railway
regulation. section r45 of the same Act which stipulates
the const'ruction of t.he Intercolonial Railway, signifies the
initial political and social sígnificance of railways, and.

establishes constitutional precedent for d.eeper government

involvement in railway affairs.

'. The railway act's themselves also contain declaratory
provisions- The Acts of 1903, Lg52 and 1966-67 each contaín
a clause (Section 6 in each case) declaring any ,,railway

whoIIy or partry within the legislative authority of the
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Parliament of canada. . .to be a work for the general
advantage of canada." The absence of such a clause in the
1868 act is probably due to the fact that it would have been

superfluous in the post-Confederation era of railway fever.
All four railway acts accorded special rights Èo

railway companies in the matter of selecting and surveying
routes and. in the matter of acquiring right of way and fac-
ilitating construction. rn the former case each act
(Section 7(L5), lB69; Sectión 118(a), I903; Section
L64(1) (a) , L952; and section 164 (1) (a), 196 6-67) empowered

railway companies to enter any crown or private land 'to
make- - .arrangements. . .necessary for fixing the site of
the Railr¡iay. " Il the latter case each act (Section g,

1868; sections rE2-174,1903; sectíons 202-246, Lgs2; anaj
Sections 202-246, Lg66-67) enabled the railways to resort, to
expropriation of parcels of-land of certain minimum

dímensions (which varied from act to act) required for line
and depot use. while expropriation procedures have differed
(the 1868 and r9o3 acts called for three arbiters; the Lgs2
and l96G-67 acts, one judicial arbiter), either cabineË
(secti-on L22, r903) or iegulatory coilrmission (section L7o,
L952,¡. and Section L7O, 1966-67) approval of major rail line
location has been mandatory, as well as cabinet permission
for the use of Crown Land. (Section 7, 1g69; Sections 134 and.

135, .1903; sections, r92 and 194 ; rgsz;. and. sect,ions Lgz and
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L94, L966-67), and regulatory commission approval of station
location. comprementing the expropriation clauses in
exped.iting railway construction was a provision (section
!4!, 1903) requiring the granting of access of railway
construction material over any land.. For the same reason

railway companies were empowered to ,,divert highways and.

waËerv/ays" (Section L64 (1) (I) , Ig52; Section 164 (1) (1) ,
1966-67).

Military, social and political purposes may also be

construed in various railway actsr provisions regard,ing

railway company operations. Railway companies have been

placed under the statutory obligation to accommodate

t,raffic and to provid,e mod,ern, safe and efficient
' facilities for its carriage (Section 2!!, 1903; Sections L62

and 315, lg52; and. Sections 162 and 315, Lg66-67). The more

recent acts (Sectj.on Zg0, I9S2; Section 2gO, Lg66_67 ) have

even empowered t,he regulatory conìmissions to order the
opening, and by implication, the operation of railways.
Every act provid.es for the consÈruction of network-filling
branch lines under increasing amounts of reguratory
supervision (Section 7(L7),1868; Section 118(R) 1903;

Sections 185 and 1Bg, L9S2; Sectj_ons 195 and 1gg, 1966_67)

while the role of the railway companies in the national
communications syst.em was enhanced. by provisions allowing

' 'the' consËruction and. o.perat,ion of, telegraph and t,elephone

ta ! .-
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facilÍties (Sections Ig2 and 193. I9O3; Sections 164 (1) (O)

and 372, L952; and sections l-64 (1) (0) and 372, 1966-67).
ïn recognition of the railways r special st.atus as national
institutions it was eventually d.eemed necessary to require
them to pay competitive or "fair and reasonable,, wages
(Section 247t L952; Section 242,1966-67). And finally in
tribute to the essentiar nature of railway transportati_on,
its obstruction was subject to penalties and it.s protection
r^'as assigned to a special class of raih¡/ay constables
(Section 49 and 72, 1868; Section 24L,1903; Sectíons 456

and 457, I9S2; and Sections 456 and 457, 1966_ 67) .

Military, social and. political prrrpo="" ãr.
conceívably also.reflected in a number of statutory
measures creating regulat,ory po\Á/er over relationships among

railway firms- canad,a's first railway act (section 7 (Ls) ,

1868) authorized any line of rairway ,,to cross or unite with
other Raílways" at any point. subsequent Acts perpetuated.
this päovisíon (Section 1Ig (a), I903; Section L64 (1) (e),
L952; and Section 164 (1) (e), Lg66-67) but were more

elaborate in implemenÈing it. Ihe 1903 act (Section L77 |
1903) forbade such junctions or crossings without regulatory
comm'ission approval, while the two later acts empowered

regulatory commissions to approve or order intersections,
and in the latter case to disÈribute consequent costs among

bener-itting users and, carriers (secti.on 25,5. and 2s6, 1952¡
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Sections 255 and 256, Lg66- 67). Arnalgamatíons (Section 153,

1952; Section 153, 1966-67) , joint use of facilitíes
(Section ]-96, Lg52; Section ]-96 | 1966-67) , reciprocal
running rights (Section 316, lg52; Section 316, Lg66_67) and

traffic exchange between carriers (Section 2g4, I903;
Section L56, lg52; and. Section L56, Lg66-67) have also been

subject to regulation. rn the two more recent acÈs the
presentation of obstacles to continuous carriage of good.s

by rail has been expressly prohibited, (Section 345, L952¡

Section 345, L966-G7) and an obligation to provide
facilities for joinÈ movements has been created. (section
319 (+ and 5), L9S2; Secrion 3I9 (q and 5) ; Lg66_67) . These

two acts also established regulatory procedures to d.etermine'
joint, tariffs on movements performed. by several rail
carriers (Section 342, LgsZ; Section 342, Ig66-67).
Although it is legitimate to construe many of the measures

mentioned. in Èhis paragraph as being directed primarily at
the control of monopoly, they all may nevertheress be

associated with the conception of the countryrs rail network
as an indispensible national institution, whose fragmenta-
tion would be at the nation's peril

,. A series of emergency provisj_ons and special
concessíons emphasi-ze the milítary, social and polj-tical
purposes of canad.ian raihfay regulation. Each major
railway Act (section 22 (l and 4), 196g; section 2.32 -.:.1903 i .

i:I -:'
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Section 356, 1952 and, Section 356 (f and. Z) (tg66_67) has

obligated every railway company to devote its "whole
resources" to military police or postar carriage, when

called upon to do so. The 1966-67 act stipulated. that the
rat'es paid in respeci of this emergency carriage be

"compensatory" (section 356 (2), L966-67) , while its three
predecessors empowered the cabinet, to determine renunera-
Ëíon. similar provisions applied. to the emergency use or
construction of railway company owned or operated t.elegraph
faculties (Section 22 (Z and. 3), 1g6g; Section 233, 1903;

Sections 382 and 383, LTSZ; and. Sections 3g2 and 3g3,

L966-67). rn ad,dition, the two more recent acts (sections
350 and 35I, Lg52; and. Sections 350 and 351, Lg66-67)

exÈended, free or reduced raÈe privileges to politicians and

government. employees, settlers, clerics, etc.
To furthe.reinforce the ability of the railway

regulatory system to respond Èo military, sociar and

poliÈi-cal needs, a number of extraord.inary provisions exist
whose effect is to incont.estably establish over-riding
ultimaÈe political authority in all railway matters. one of
the standard railway act clauses (Section 246,1903;
Sectíon 296, 1952; and Section 296, Lg66-67) makes

stipulations about railway company b1z-Iaws, rules and.

regulaÈions to the effect that "A1r such by-laws, rules and,
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regulations, except such as relate to tolls and such as ar.e
o'f a private or domestic nat,ure and. do not affect the public
generally shalr be submitted. to the Governor in councir for
approval - " Approved by-Iaws etc. , v/ere thereaf ter bind,ing
on all persons and each railway company \^ras given special
pohrers to enforce them generarly (sect.ion 24g, 1903;

Sections 297 and 299, LgSz; Sections Zg7 and 2gg, Lg66_67) .
while Èhese clauses may appear to afford. gaps in political
povrers, additi-onal all-encompassing powers of poritical
intervention also existed, empohrering the federal cabinet to
"vary or rescind any ord.er, decision, rule or regulation,, of
the respective regulatory commissions. (séction 44 (2),
1903; Section 53. (t), LïSZ; and Section 53 (1), 1966_67).

These statutory references have been presenÈed, to
suggest the opportunit,ies for the pursui_t of military,
social or politi-cal goals either through or in legitimate
ci-rcumvention of Ëhe regulatory process, rather than to
discuss the exact detai.rs of what these military, social¡ or
political purposes might be.

This chapter has explored the military, social and
political background. of canad.ian railway regulation seeking
evid,ence of this backgroundrs influence on the desirability
of linking rates to costs. such an explorat,íon amounts to a

testing of the latter harf of the duar hypothesis.
' :; ' 'ïn two'respects this chapterr s .contents tend to

':.'.:.
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support the hypothesis. fn the first p1ace, the evidence
suggests that there are few, if âtry, social, political or
military reasons for tying rates to costs. rn the second

prace, the many míIi-tary, economic and sociar factors
mi-litating against the tying of rates to costs are
enumerated and discussed.

i...i r':
l.! ,.11



CHAPTER XT

NATIONAL ECONOMTC DEVELOPMENT ASPECTS

One of the most importanÈ single purposes of

, canada's rail network, the public policy which guid,ed. its:::
t.

' formation and development, and the system of regulation
,,',, supervisíng its operations has been the pursuit of national

economic aoars. Much of the first part was devoted. to
theoretical discussion of the various ways in which raíl
transportation affects Ëhe location and, Ieùel of economic

activity. rhe more historical d.iscussíon implanted Ín. this
chapÈer will be confined. to two closely rerated, facets of
demonstrated significance. The first involves the
geographic extension of the benefits of railway transporta-
tion; that is, the physicar expansion of the rail system.

The seaond. involves the influence of rates on national and.

regional economic activity. The combined ímpacË of these
two facets can be expressed in terms of the paLtern of
cost-distance relationships in canadian rair transpórtation.

,r The ,crucial social and. economic signifícance of this pattern i::.:1..,;i
, : i,,,,, -,.requires that its control (to whatever extenÈ) be

considered a major regulatory purpose

181
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Because t.he revolutionary initial irnpact of
rai1ways253 made the topJ-c of rates less sensitive at the
beginning than it was later to become, and because railway
construction generally precedes rate setting it is
advisable to consider the question of geographic expansion

first- Nevertheless many of the comments about, geographic

expansion - especially the introductory ones - are aiso
applicable to the question of rates.

"Transportation, because of its pervasive function
in a nation as widespread as ours, is often the first means

used in attacking locationar probrems associated, both with
d.ist.ance from markets and. the resource basè,, .254 Because

of the recent origins of thís country, currie points out^

that "the opening up of ne\^/ areas" was an important part of
that function. rt is therefore not surprising that the
advocacy of railway expansion was at one time or anoÈher a
major feature of the poli.cy of each major nati-onal
poliËical party.255 This ad.vocacy helps explain what

Morton calls "the abund,ant rargesse of the railway era,,.256
This era of railway expansion began before canad.ars

253ror instance, it has been sai.d of the impact ofrai.lways in those early.days that "goods moved over longdistânces at príces iniiniÉely cheap:er. . .,, nogaL
conwissíon on ?z.anspontatíon (ottãwa : þueen ' s priniei , 19 61)VoI. I, p. 35.

254 - .-'Ibid. , p. 33...: ..: .' '255-
-i{orton , op. eit. , p. 346.

256tb¿d., p. 27r.
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constitutional birth. For colonial British North America

the principal economic events of the late lg40rs were

increasing disappointment wrth the prospects of canal
transportation and, the diminution of trade ties with
Britain impricit in the La46 abolition of the corn laws.
These two maladies helped. creat,e the atmosphere in which it
came to be thought that "the railway was a matter of
commercial life or d.eath.,,257 Accord.ing to Morton even the
brief experience with accelerated railway development in the
period preceding the Reciprocity Treaty (1g54) was enough to
produce the conviction "that railway construct.ion to
develop the export trad.es was the key to prosperity."258

The relationship beÈween exports, transportation and.

econornic arowth has sometimes been expressed. in terms of the
rstaples t,heory'. Glazebrookts version of that, theoryrs
appl.ication to Canad.ian history i_s worth noting:

The mutuar inÈerdependence of railways and general
economic development is a theme which runs Éhroughthe history of the Dominion, and one which playeåno small part in its creation. To make posËiui" .stable economic structure a sufficiency ãt natural' resources was required and was found. in the wheatand grazing lands of the west., the lumber ofBritish corumbia and. Èhe central and easternprovinces, the fisheries of the Maritime provinces
and Britísh columbia, and. the rich mineral aeposits
'of the canadian shield. and the mountains of eiitisr¡corumbia. These, with the mixed agriculture oi trr"easÈ and centre, formed a basis of staples on whicha superstructure of financial i.nstitutions,

257-.-
Jb't d. ,

258_ . "Jþ1d.. ,

l. rr.

p;

p.
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industrial concerns, and Ëransportation facilitiescould be built. It is possiblã then, to arguethat confederation was not an illogical stei takenby embarrassed politicians, but thé fulfillirent ofan old dream, made possible by the 1inking ofeconomically complementary aréas by railwá"=. rU,
one of the important Èhings about the process d.epicted in
the preceding passage is the instigating role of railways;
to guote :Gf.azebrook again: "The growth of railways did not.
spring from an existíng prosperity but from a belief,
generally he1d, that. canada could progress only if an

adequate transportation system was built op."260

rn testimony to the railways I contribut.ion to
Canada's growth (e.g. one measure is that the countryrs
population grew by 35? between 1900 and tgto261) Èhe 1961

Royal commission on. Transpoitation assert,s that,, .

the railways in large measure paced Èhe d.everopment,and settlement of the nation. Had public andprívate investmenÈ in rairv¡ays been more caut.iousthe rate of national growth 1uould have been ress .262

confederation found the two central provinces with a

fairly well developed rail network. The primary emphasi-s in
the field of railway expansion was in the direction of
establi-shing links with the nat,ionrs periphery. rn fact

259lrur.rbrook ,. op. sLt. , p. 5.
260rbid,., p. 92.
26rn¿¿., pp. 119-120.

, 'l?r"_raL Conmrí.ssíon on Tz,ansportation (oËtawa r.Printer, L96L) , Volume II, p. 36.
Queen t s
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Glazerbrook divides the entire history of ensuing rairway
development into three phases: first, the building of
transcontinental 1inesi second, the provision of branch
lines to fill out the transcontinental system; and third,
the constructi-on of northern lines .263

The initíal transcontj_nental projects hrere the
rntercolonial and pacific railroads. Both these roads v¡ere

supplemented by branch lines. since the growth of the
western branch system entailed much larger geographi-c

additions to the national economy, and. since t.his chapter is
concerned with i-llustrative rather than comprehensive
anarysis, the following comments about the-branch line
situation will be derived from western canadar s experíence.

History shows that in many instances rai-lway
managementrs enthusiasm for branch line construction was

considerably less than governments' or the publicrs. one of
the underlying causes of the Manitoba charters controversy
(which eventualry resulted in the nomínal abotit,ion of the

cPR'sj monopoly privilege) was the cpR's apparent failure to
create a satisfactory branch Line system in that prorrirr"..264
The consequence of this reluctance on t,he part of the
mana,gernent of the large, trunk lines was that branch rine or
'feeder' line function often came to be performed by small
ind'ependent lines (many of whi-ch were subsequently

' 263c1"zebrook , oìp. cit., p. 192.
2641'tortont op. eit., p. 373.

i :,:
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consolidaÈed or absorbed) .

Even in the case of very major mileage extensions
governmenÈ enticements were required. to encourage

construction by the large firms. fn the case of the 330

mile long cPR crowsnest pass line from Lethbridge to Nelson,
subsidies of $11,OOO and 20,OO0 acres of land per mile \^rere

provided .265 putting the impricat.ions of this particurar
geographic extension of canadars rail system ínto economic

perspective, Morton has said:

rn this agreement the development of canadianresources was tied to the encouragement of theeast-west flow of trade.266

ïnstances of public subsidízation of main or
subsidiary rail lj-nes (however defined.) abound. One of the
main reasons \^/as that the prized combinaËion of geographic
and economic expansíon which began as a goal of the nation
and its railways, soon acquired, many of the characteristj-cs
of necessity.

rt would appear that, even in the colonial period.,
t'he reratively ambitious raíIway schemes which arose i.n what,

is now central Canada would f.ace significant difficulties if
confined to carrying the traffic then generated within ÈhaÈ

regíon. rnit.ially, *orà traffic of American origin was

sought to bolster revenues and red.uce average costs for

- , 'u'rt IJ- Harrisr Econpmíc Aspects of the cz,ot¡snest pass
Rates.Agreanent (Toronto: Macmillan, 1930j, pp. Z_Z-.-

l.'::.:.

l.:;1': !:1

266l4ortorr, op. eit., p. 3g4.
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these canadian rail enterpri""".267 Much public and private
money was devoted to thís effort and. the subsequent

fãilure of the canad.ian trunk lines to secure such a
portion of American business as would repay their generous

expenditure v/as a great d.isappointment. This episod.e

suggests the resistance which any attempt to tie rates
strictly to costs would. have encountered.

Efforts at solving the traffic aeneration problem
r¡/ere then directed wiÈhin Èhe bound.aries of British North
America. The two methods adopted were geographic extension
of the railway system and. a protecti-ve tariff poricy.
significant rail penetrations into hithertò economically
remote areas (the ltaritimes and the !üest) began almost
before the ink was dry on the BNA Act. And. the Dominion's
tariff rose steepry in the decade folrowJ-ng 1g67. Besid.es

contributing to fed.eral government railway subsidies, t,he

higher tariffs v/ere instrumental in "creat,ing: and directing
traffie.u268 The two methods were therefore mutually
rei.nforcing, but the chronic row-volume characteristic of
canad.ian railway operations would probably have mad.e cost-
based rates intolerably high.

The pivot,al assumption underlying the selection of
railway extension as a means of generating traffic is

267_."--'Iþ¿d.., p. 29J-.
. ' 268-;---GJ-azebrook, op. cit., p. 15.

l
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expressed by the 1961 Royal commi_ssion on Transportation in
the f oll-owing manner:

The private- and public cost,s of building andoperating the neÈwork were necessary prã-conditionsof national growth, and., it. was assùmãa, would berapid when this growth took place .269

In more modern terms,270 a cooperative effort between the
public and private sectors was to priovide a massive

1',,.;,-ì, .,injection of social overhead. capital which in turn was to be i,f::,:',:

relied upon to produce significant economic growth. The

benefit to the natíon vras to be the grovrth - a most

esteemed commodity in an era barryhooed as the beginning of
"canad,a t s centu ty . "27 

L rhe benef ít to the . managers and/or
suppliers of t,he capital was to be d.erived from the ultímate.
interna1izationofthe1avishexterna1economiesthen

attending railway provision. A contemporary appraisal of
the lat,Èer benef it from railway management I s poínt of view
i-s to be found. in Lord Mountstephen,s record.ed expression of
confídent desire "to have looked. for a reÈurn of our [i.e.
the cPRf sl own capital and, a legit,imate profit entirery to
the growth of the country and. the development of the

269_- - -RoyaL Cotmníssíon on Transpontatíon (Ottawa : eueen r sPrinter, L961) , Vol. I,. p. 36. '
270H.r. reference may be mad.e to those ofHirschmanrs concepts aired. ú the firsi parË.
Z7lcr^r"brook , op, eit. , p. 119.
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property .,'272

One of the significant reservations attached to the
use of soeial overhead capital as the leader in an economj_c

growth sequence is the already noted permissive nature of
social overhead capÍtal in this rore. rn a market context
this characteristic gives rise to the rísk that the
installation of a railway will noÈ automatically be

followed by a determinable quantity or quality of other
forms of investment or economic activiÈy. Although a.
remarkable degree of economic arowth accompanied the
extension of canada's rail- system, the traffic and. revenue
accretions generated by that growth never fully met the
expectations which in part had, originarly spurred that.
geographic extension. Thus, in the Lgzors when canadars
rail network had practically reached its full geographic
extent, Ëhe President of the cNR uttered. the prea that "it
is a matter of building up the country to support the
Railways."273 *i" remarks sound like an ironic paraphrase
of Mountstephents proud assertion; they also point out the
elusiveness of the d.ream of Lou cost-based, rates.

rn examining the relat.ionship between national
geographic expansion (which may be assumed. to be positively
related to rai-lway network extension) and national economic

272'rb¿d., p. 74.
. 27?'rb¿d., þ. 185 .
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growth (which may be assumed. to be positively rerat,ed to
rail traffic generation) boËh as a national goal and as a
rai-l industry necessity it, is again illuminating to look at
western canada ts experience. This experience demonstrates
some of the períls of railway extension.

rn the closing decade of the nineteenth century the
popular pressure for and belief in rairway expansion was

qualified by the desire for increased competition in the
west's rail industry. "The current view was thatr âs the
settled belt was widened, raílways should be estabrished. to
serve the new areas as the cp served, the longer-settred
area in the south. .there was general agreement that one
railway was not enough."27 4 rhi" concensus evoked. a
sYmpathetic response in ottawa275 a response manifested in
the eventual approval and promotion of two add,itional major
trunk lines. of these lines and their append.ages it may

validly be said,: "T¡Títh public assistance ín construction,
service was extended by branch lines into areas where by
strictly commercial considerations no railway would. have
gone -"27 6 r.kirrg this argument one step further, Glaze-
brook has said "The west secured. unlimited competition at

' 274 "''rbì.d. , p. I24.
27\ . . .'Ibid. , p. L25.
27 6-

prrnrer , *;Yli: tftr"T:"n1 
{iT*pontatíon lor:awa: eueen]s,
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the cost of over-building."277 rn view of the cpR's
historic reluctance to buí1d branch Iínes, there was

undoubted.ly some justification for using other firms to
expand the ?üest's rail network, although one of the costs
associated with this increased "competítion" vras a d.iffusion
of control over railway constructj_on plans.

Regardless of the number ôf firms partícipating, the :

ext,ension of railway mileage throughout the prairies did.
play a major role in the expansion of that area. perhaps

the most striking quanËitative indicator of that growth was

the regionrs increase in population from 42o,ooo in 1901 to
!,323,oo0in1911.278DramaticaSthispopu1ationincrease

figure appears, it does not necessarily represent any net
social or economic improvement for the nation as a whole.
subsequent research has strongry suggested. for example,

"that the wheat boom between 1901 and 1911 scarcely lifÈed
canadian NNP per head buÈ merely expand,ed the economy

sideways across Èhe continenE."279 Nevertheless, a strong
association was demonstrated between rairway e*terrsio¡ op

the one hand, and national economíc and, geographic arowth,
if not economic d.evelopment in the fullest sense of the
term- This association,was perceived, and an exagg.erated

277 Glur"brook., op. ct)t. , p. 13 5 .
278Mortoît op. eít., p. 403.

; 27 9s.*oelson, 
o,p'. eit., p . 7 g l.
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notion of its efficacy exerted great influence over rail
policy.

The most spectacular embodiment of this influence
was the abortive National Transcontinental project. To the
reputed power of railways to spur economic growth must be

attributed the governmentrs apparent concepti_on of the
National TransconÈinental as ,,a 'common highway for those
western railways which had no east,ern outlet, .28 0 rh. fact
that the fed,eral government was soon obliged. to rerinquish
its origínar aím of leasing the rine to the Grand Trunk
Pacific .o*p.rry281 does not indicate officiar repud,iation of
the use of railways as instruments of economic expansion as

much as it ind,icates the failure of the resultant expansi-on

to generate sufficient Èraffic to satisfy commercial

criteria of railway operation. rn that ratter sense, with
its emphasis on private rather Èhan social costs and.

benefits, railway over-building certainly does seem to have

.occurred.
Even after world war T., when in Èhe opinion of

*"rry282 the geographic porti-on of the Èask of nation-
build'ing had been virtually compleÈed,, a rapid pace of
branch like construction continued. public pr.="rrr"283 in

28oel"""broolc, op. cöt. , p. L32.
2grrb¿d., p. r5o.
to'"".g. Morton , op. eit. , p. 437 .

283rbid. , p. 446.

i41..-..
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combi.nation with the expansionist inclination of. early cNR

management provided the impetus for the branch line boom

which, especially in trIesÈern canada, was characterised by a

substantiar number of costly "invasions and counter-
invasi-ons" betvreen the cNR and cpR.284 ïn spite of the
previous decade's serious railway crisis, the philosophy.
underlying the CNR's inception ana subsequent involvement in
these events has been interpreted by the 1961 Royal
commission on Transportation ín the following t.erms:

The amalgamation of these rines into a publicly-
owned company with instructions to operãte in Ênenormar commercial manner ind.icates aã assumptionat that time t.hat total traffic eventuarly ivouldgrow t'o absorb excess capacity in the =y=ie* ãã "whole and. national purpose wouta ue furitrãiä¿ -
through that type oi cross subsidization whichthe rate structure permitted. i-n order to supfort .those segments of the system where trafficdensíty was too light .2Bs

Presumably similar thinking motivated, the cpR's participa-
tion in post-I¡Iorld vfar r branch line build,ing. Thus the
idea that a railway, regardless of its cost or extent, was

auÈomatically both the instigator and the urtimate joint
beneficiary of economic arowth proved. diff,ícuIt, to modify,
let alone disper. one legacy of this approach was the
federal governmentr s rgç7 deci-sion to forbid, abandonment of
about 17 ,000 miles of t.rack in l¡iestern canada at a time when

1..:

2g{G1ur"brook 
, op. eit., p. LgA.

j" 28'5- ). - ".- .-"'Aoyài Contnissíon òn Trøtspontation (OtÈawa :' eueen,-sPrinter 1961), Vol. I, p. 25.
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abandonment applications for over 4ooo miles were

outstanding.286 Another regacy of that idea has been the
persistent, difficurties which the major railways have

encountered in their endeavours to tie rates to private
monetary costs, íf only at, the most general level.

' The preced,ing severar pages have provided a series
of examples selected to illustrate the historical imporËance
attached to rairway expansion as the agent of economic and
geographic arowth. The purpose of these examples is not to
establish geographic expansion as a primary or present
purpose of canadian railv/ay regulation but rather to
indicate that it did have its day and, to gíve a crearer

... idea of the economic, political and. social mj_lieu in whích
other regulatory purposes operated.. Among other things the
milieu depicted. herein r¡ras not a sirnple, static one in which
regulatory attenti-on could safely be focussed exclusi-very on
the relationship between costs and. prices. rn particular
the illustrations amplify the context of two of the more
obvious regulatory purposes, namely the protection of
carrier finances (because of the costs imposed. on carriers
by geographic expansion) and service rnaintenance. They also
yiei.d ínsight (again because of the costs associated with
geographic extension) into the foltorving related topic of
rates.

286_-currj.e, op. eit., p. 24.
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Besides provi-di-ng a nation-wide framework by which
physical transfers r¡rere accomplished, the railway system

also provided the prices v¡hich determined for the rail
service u.sers the economic cond,itÍons und.er which these
transfers occurred. Tn canada there has never been a
comprehensive national policy aimed. at the systematic

:.

exploítat'ion of t,he locational possibilíties inherent in the
power of railway rate regulation, whethêr by tying rates Èo

costs or otherwise. rnstead the process of railway raËe
regulation has been at the focal point of the confrict
between a number of rate-making criteria. v,lhile it, is
sufficient for the purposes of this paper to d,emonstrate

that pressure fo: a rairway rate system based, exclusively on

cost was not the sole force animating Canad,ian railvray raÈe

regulation, it is nevertheless instructive to explore the
major pricing criteria with locational ímplications.
Emphasis will be placed on locational aspeets, always

bearing in mind. the association between the location, the
level, and the composition of economic activit.yr âs

discussed, in the fírst part.

Before an historical analysis of some of the
regulatory aspects of rairway rates can proceed, several_

imporËant generalizations about the influence of rates on
patterns of economic activity must, be mentioned. The first
.Part presenÈed a loeat,ionar'mod,erl p:iedicatedon the. cost

lt.:t.t.'
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mini-mization moti-ve. rn this model locational tendenci-es
were determined by t,he influence of transfer rates on the
locational preferences and d.ecisions of transfer service
users- To a very considerable extent the strength of this
influence can be assunned to be directly related, to t,he
general level of rates. roriinstance, when transfer rates
are zero, the distance-associated. costs incurred by user
f irms are also zero. rn this situation Èhe mod,el, s

locational tendencies do not operate because firms,
locations are matÈers of índifference and rocational
preferences have little economic basis. Flowever, as

transfer rates rise and consequently as the distance-
associated cost incurred by user firms comes to form a
larger rerative share of total costs, locatíonaI preferences
(which, as the fírsÈ part notedr so often favour market
orientatjon) have an increasingly significant economic
basís and individ,ual f irmsr locational choices become

increasíngry consÈrained. The first generalization, then,
is thaÈ higher rates wirl tend. to reduce rocational
flexibiliÈy within Èhe natíonal.economy and among its
regions, frequently with cumulative, self-reinforcing
effect

The second generalizat'ion involves some of t,he
criteria by which rates are juclged. The ability of rates to
influence. location operates independent,ly. of the ind.usÈriaI
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structure v/hich generates them. Thus a given rate will have

the same effect on locational preferences regardless of
whether it was set by a purely competitive transporË
industry' a monopoly t or an origopoly, or for that matter,
by government decree. I,rrhere locational infl-uence is the
transfer system's (or its rait component's) objective it is
more difficurt to judge the "correctness,, - or, to use the
more common expression, "reasonableness" - of a particular
rate than when the objective is, say, efficiency. rn so

far as t,he money costs incurred by the t.ransportation
enterprise accurately reflect opportuni-Èy costs, and. in so

far as the opportunity cosÈs, fully incorporate all
pertinent social. consid,erations (however determined) the
cause of efficiency in its rvid.e economic sense is best
served when rates correspond. to cost,s. At least in certain
theoretical circumstances this correspondence can be both
automatic (i- e. when pure or perfect competition prevairs in
the transportati-on ind.ustry) and socially d.esirable (when,

in keeping with the Theory of the second. Bestr pürê or
perfect competition also prevails throughout the economy).

However, even in theory, let alone in practice, there
exisFs no such automatic mechanism to reconcile rates with
Èhe objective of locationar influ.ence. The second

generalization therefore is that, as long as there is any

divergence'in favour o'f the latter between the objecÈive of
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efficiency and the objective of locational infruence, the
standards by which transfer rates are judged become more

controversial. This element of controversiality figures
prominently ín Canadian history.

wit.h these generalizations in mi_nd it is ad.visable
to consi-der a number of historicar observations bearing on

the séveral facets of "reasonableness,' with regulatory
implications. The matter has a complexity beyond. a simple
choice between ,'high" and. "lo\n¡" rates.

Although the Turgeon Royal Commission ad.vocated. "the
idea that railways are to run like the post office, that
they are to make a prof it if t,hey can, but -that the
objective in setting tolls is to cover costs and, also help
the countryrs economic Iife,u28'l the concept of.reasonable-
ness ín rates has frequently been interpreted prirnarily in
terms of carrier financial needs.

volume rr of the 1961 Royal commissi.on on Transpor-
tation contains the assertion that one fundament,al economic
assumption und.erlying the construction of Canadats railroad.s
was that they wouId. face no significant adverse competitive
pressures on their net revenue.2Bg Given the railway,s
tecþnorogical supremacy,which prevailed, in most parts of
Canada at least until the inter-war period, this assumption

287-,-''rb¿d. ,
2Slnoyol

Printer, !961),

j._

p. 15.

Conrnissíon on
Vol. IT, p.

Transp,6v¿q¿¿t, (Ottawa: eueen' s
24.
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appeared plausibre. Because of the economícs of railway
operation (in particular the wide discrepancy betv¡een

marginal and average costs) ttris assumption v/as nevertheless
fallacious because of competitive net revenue inroad.s from
both intra-modal (ie. the nineteenth century rate wars in
central canada) and. increasingly later from int.er-modaI
sources. These inroads created. the need for a definition of
"reasonableness" emphas ízing the adjustment of rates îor the
purpose of protectíng carrier net revenues.

This definition or concept of "reasonableness", and

the attitude to the propriety of rates which it engend.ered.,

is evident both in the formation of the railway rate
structure and. in. the method by which major subsequent rate
increases were add.ed.. fn the first place Èhe rate
structure came to be erected on a found.ation of pri-ce
discrimination and, internal cross subsidizati-on designed to
encourage long-d.istance bulk shipments while simurtaneously
provid.ing adequate revenues to t,he railways. The 1961 Royal
commíssion on Transportation has described the origins,
purposes, and characteristics of the rate syst,em in Èhe

foi-lowing manner:

,The railways. . .obtained a volume of traffic whichmight not otherwise have come into being ã"ã-tiràvdid so wíth the active encouragement of theFederal Government which sav¡ iá trre low-rate policya further means of stimulating the d,evelopmenl orprimary producÈion in canad,a. The rate crassifica-tion slzstem which. developed'on thislbasi-s arrowãaiates to vary from a row of as rittle as one-half
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cent up to as much as ten cents per ton-mile and.they bore little relatj-on to the cost ofperforming the service; a rate was consid.ered.
"just and reasonabre" if it, displayed what seemed,t'o be an eguitable relationship to the remainderof the rate structure. - .rt was a system that
seemed eminently suited to the needs of thedeveloping canadian economy as well as to theneeds of the raih¡¡ays for the maximum volume oft,raffic consistent witrr ad.equate revenue returns .289

Given these historicar circumstances it is reasonable to
infer that the rates yield.ed. by this early structure were
reasonable becar:se the st.ructure itserf was a reasonable
instrument for realizing the specified national go.1"290 in
spite of its monopolistic attributes. coincid.entally many

of the yielded raÈes were low because in tþe early d.ays the
entire apParat'us of internal cross-subsid.j-zation was intact.

Ascostincreasesandthecompetitiveerosionof
some of the high elasticity markets vital to the successful
operation of an internal cross-subsid.ization system

threatened the railway net revenues, series of rate
r-ncreases ensued, having as one of their primary purposes

the restoration of net revenues to a satisfactory Ievel.
The method by which *.lor railway rat.e increases v/ere

applied eventually followed the pattern known as the

,. 289tb¿d., vor. ïi p.5.
290e1thoogh allegations of rate injustice helpedinstigate the rBB0's Manitoba charters epiåooe. eraãeorook(op- c_it., p- 115) says that d,espit,e the rèmediai gesÈures ofthl federal government, "the_real object of the Étruggle wasnot' 9raÍn"9' by the province" for the Éreight ,"i"" iemainedmuch'as they were. i'
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"horizontal method". Because of its importance in canad.ian
regulatory hi-story some features of the operation and

incidence of the horizontal method deserve closer
examination.

rn simprest Ëerms the horizontal method. operated. on
a system of request, review and. approval. The requests v/ere
formulated, and submit,ted by the railrvay companies, while the
review and approval functions were vested. in the reguratory
auÈhority (the Board of Railway commissioners and. its
s*ccessors) . Although the financial need.s of the cpR were
customarily used as the regulatory lzard.stick, and although
the Angus Royal commission recommend.ed the application of
the "rate-base-fair-return" approach to the cpR,291 each
reguest h/as nevertheless considered in ad. hpe fas.hion ,,on

its own merits". currie offers the folrowing brief outrine
of the criteria used in the review process:

Tdhen d.ealing with. . .raÈe cases the Board hadto concern itself with such questions as how muchnet revenue the rail\^/ays should be allorved forinterest and dividends, whether the rate revel_should. be ser by the fin;;i;i-rãqùir"*enrs of. the high or the low cost road, arrd how promptlyrates should be. brought in rine wit.h chängiäg 'costs of operation on the one hand and thã mãrketvalue of goods being shipped on the other . ZgZ- 
-

'. rn the matter oi application, t.he rationale of the
horizontal method was that. it revied, the same percentage

29L-
. (-ütXaêr op. .cit. , p. 15 .

7.
292- . -Jþl.d.. r P.
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increase upon each affected rate and in that mathematical
sense \^¡as therefore "equitable". Lest it be thought that
the horizontal methodrs ostensible mathematical symmetry

made it irreproachabre, three important gualifications must
be mentioned.

The first qualification to the desirability of the
horizontal method is that the increases it produces can be

no more "reasonable" than the basic rates to whi_ch they are
ad,ded. since the basic rate structure hras ,,reasonab1e,, in
the eyes of the carriers¡ so were the subsequent.

horizontal increases. This attribut.e of "reasonableness"
was enhanced by the meÈhod,ts simplicity anci convenience. As

the 1961 Royal commission on Transportation said., ,,The

railways. . .professed Èo know of no ot,her method. which,
v¡ithin the regulatory and institutional fabric, is as

satísfactory to administer."293 The converse of this
argument is obvious

' The second qualification is that Èhe uneven impact
of transport competition mad.e impossibre the uniform
application of granted horizontal increases. As this
competition intensified, this lack of uniformity was

agg::avated to a poínÈ which persuaded the 1961 Royal
commission on TransporÈation to say that "a horizontal
increase is horizontal in name only - it does not appry

. 293_'-Roqal cbntnission on rransportatíon (ottawa: eueenrsPrinter, !9Oi), vol. r, p: 69.
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evenly across the entire rate structure, but is applied.
selectivery. . the less exposed to competition a type of
traffic is the more likely it is to have the fulr increase
applied to i¿."294

An even more fundamental qualification ís the third
one- Even if no competitive aberrations compromised, t.he

uniform application'of a horizontal rate increase, ar1
differentials between rates would be magnified by the same

percentage as the rates themselves. Although the
aggravation of rate differentials can be d.efended as a

manifest,ation of the proposition that higher rate levels
increase the urgency of locat,ional d.ecisions, this
i-nevitable by-prod.uct of the horízontal method further
diminished its popularity, especially where its application
appeared to (or actually did) crea.te or wid,en the gap

between certain indivíd,ual rates and cost,s.

The combined effect of these three qualifications
v/as sufficient Ëo prompt the following cond,emnation¡ ,,The

tool of the horizontal percentage rate increase is self-
defeating for the raí1ways as well as inequitable for the
shippers still dependent on the railways.,,295 The

retention of this tool testifies to the importance of the
carrier protection motive, as iverl as to the apparently low

"n**. . n. 15-16.

i:1':i
l':: i
1t. !:.
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pri.ority assigned to the creation and maint,enance of a

cost-based, rate system

The influence of carrier-orienÈed. stand.ards of
"reasonableness" \n/as great, but not suffj-cient to overwhelm

standard,s associated. with the aspirati-ons and need.s of rail
service users. rn fact the relative importance of the
user-oriented. stand,ards gre$/ with the passage of time.

Í.t is most difficult to precisely define and. rank
the criteria which viould make railway raÈes "reasonable" in
the eyes of purchasers. Nevertheress several major
considerations can be identified, i-nclud.ing: t.he

relationship between rates and. costs for pàrticular
services ¡ or for services in general; the varying
relationships between rates and. d.isÈances; the relationship
between rates and other cosÈs incurred. by raiÌ service
users, and. the industrial sÈructure under which the rates
v¡ere established.

R.egardless of which criteria of ,,reasonabreness,,

prevailed in the minds of rail service users, Èhere can be

1itt1e d.oubt that canada's rail rate structure - both in
its origin and. its evolution failed their tests of
"reasonableness" in many particulars. yet the aT¡/areness of
this failure d.id not dawn. immed,iately.

Vfitness the following:
rn the earliest d,ays of the railways, freight ratesícere not based on well-defined priicip1.".-
rndivídual rates $rere sometimes puÈ iäto effect on

::.:.: . l
). : " :::'
l: :'- :.:'
l:_'
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an experímental basis and, at times special
agreements were worked out between cãrriers andshippers. The innovatj_on of rail transport.
was so superior. . .that little or no cðmplaint(occurred) for the first 25 years. . .therailways v/ere under no compulsion to provide atheoretical jusÈífication ior the ratãs inforce.296

certainly the earry canadian rate structure and, its
subsequent additions (incruding those irnposed. by the
horizontal increase method.) viorated. many, if not all , of
the user-oriented cri.tería of "reasonableness". vthen the
Grand, Trunk pubrished canada's first (1g74) railway price
list t,hen called the "classification of commod.iti-es,,, it was

based mainly on "charging what the traffic-wirl bear .,,297

The subsequent, (1884) "Canadian Freight Classification,, $ras

al so based on "ability to pay" but also incorporated =o*. 
I .

"geographical equalization" in response to adverse reaction
to some of the previous rate relationships which it
attempted. to cod,ify .298 various Railway AcÈ provi-sions
relati.ng to rate structure formation and publication are
mentioned, elsewhere.

Definite cause

discerned in the level
between some rates and,

rates Ì¡/ere promulgated

for complaint was discernible and

of some rates, in the relationships
in the arbitrary manner in which

by apparently unchecked monopolies.

296m¿a., vol. rrr p. 44.
2'97-.-

lb1,d..

2g8-. .,
Jþ'?d.
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The first major eruption of these compraints occurred. (as

related in several other places in this part) in Manitoba in
the 1880's. rn hís analysis of the incid.ent Gl-azebrook

documents a series of aIleged. rate-set,ting abuses. His
subsequent, comments on the public impact of these alleged
abuses are illuminating, and have already been mentioned.
rt is worth noting that reforms in Èhe levels of rates or
the methods of rate d.eÈermination were not among the re-
med.iar measures adopted following the l1anitoba uproar; nor
did the investigations into rate protests (incruding a

Royal Commission in 1888) through the late 1gg0's and early
1890's yierd major changes calculated to make rates more

"reasonable" for. purchasers .299 on the other hand, iÈ is
scarcely plausible to assert that the uproar could. have

been subdued. simply by tying rates to costs.
Although evidence of the monopolistic practice of

price d,iscrimination abounds, it is difficult to gauge the
extent'to which Ëhe general 1eve1 of rates diverged. from the
general Ieve1 of costs associated with Ëhe provision of rail
service to canadian customers. Glazerbrook,s verd.ict on

this issue does not suggest much of a d,ivergence:

'ït, was not that the'canad.ian railways charged. anexorbitant rate per mile, but that Ltre numÉer ofmiles normally Èo be covered was large. whetherfor internal or for export trade the canad.ian

i....

299clur"brook,
op. eit., p. 115.
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producer or manufacturer had. ord.inarily to count,on heavy transportation expenses, whicË fe1lunevenly according to geogiaphic position.3OO

What this passage d.oes suggest is t.he crítica1 influence of
: the relationships among rat.es in determining the

reasonableness of the rate structure from the users' point
of view. Measures of rate reform d.esigned. simply to secure
a correspondence between indivídual raÈes and. costs would:

'i probably not have been viewed, as a panacea.
,,-i,

i That prevalent rate discrimination could rend,er Èhe

rate structure "unreasonable" vtas recognized. in the Rai¡vay

I ott of 1903. Currie notes that one of the primary functions,

i of Èhe Board of Railway Commíssioners established under thisI - -:'*--
, A.t was "to dea1. with allegations of unjust d,iscrimination

þefsclns - n]:¡ae =nz:l n] ¡o, . ,,301i O.tween personsr places, and, classes of freighc.

' rnis jurisdictional extension did. establish user interest

r (or "reasonableness") as an essential factor in the
adjudication of requests for changes in rates, but because

:l of its 'legalistic basis, the process yield.ed. revisions in
the detail rather than the fu¡damental substance of the
canadian railway rate strucÈure. rn effect the increased.
prominence accorded. to the consumer-orienËed stand.ard of
"redsonableness" chipped, away at but did not d.ismantre a

rate structure pred,icaÈed, on price d,iscrimination and.

300_. ..---fb¿d., pr LgZ.
' 3orcorri. 

, . op. er)t., p. 6.
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internal cross-subsid.ization. Thus in 1961 the Royal
commission on Transportation was to express consternation
at "the rairways" continued adherence to. . .this
traditional rate policy featuring high rates on high-va1ue
prod.ucts and low rates on low-valued products. . .,,302

Besides being judged ,,reasonabre,, from the carriers I

'point:of view and, from the userrs point 'of view, 'a,iaih^/ay ".

rate míght also be deemed "reasonable" from societyrs point
of view where society's ínt,erest is defined. in a manner

which different,iates it in some way from the interest of
either carrier or user. The first part explored. in
consid,erable detair the contention that even a smoothly
functioning perfectly competitive market for any service is.
unlikely to achieve a socially optimum allocation of
resources. The implication of this contention for railway
rates is that the rate for a particular service may not be

"reasonable" from a social poi-nt of view even if it
approximates the rate which a perfectly competi_tive market
might charge for thaÈ service or if it. is ,,reasonab1e,, to
both vend,or and, purchaser

Although conjecturally there is ampre scope for
elaborating social standards of rate ',reasonableness,,, this
category of standards does not appear to have had any
significant historical manifestations. Even on those

302-'-RoyaL Cor¡mdssion on Tyansportation (Ottawa: eueenf sPrinter, 1961) , Vo1. I, p. L4 . ' )¿sr
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occasions (e.g. the crowsnest rates or the reduced Maritime
rates) where an evaluat.ion of rates based on distinctry
formurated social standards of "reasonabreness" might be

inferred, the more convincing historical interpreÈation is
that t.he applied. standards represented. either the interest
of a particular regional group of purchasers or a tompromise
between the manifested,'interests of carriers and. users. rn j

effect then, Canadian rail$ray regulation only had to
concern itself with two (frequent.ly conflicting) sets of
standards of "reasonableness", the carrier-oriented and the
user orienÈed.

There can be no underestimating the importance of
the concept (or concepts) of ,,reasonab1eness,,. In
oligopolistic circurnsÈances abetted by uneven intermod.al
competition the concept of "reasonableness" is the essence
of. the regulaÈory philosophy of rate control. Rat,e control
in turn represents the instrument for rearizing and making
choices between the rail transportaÈion systemrs economic
possibilities, incl,ud.íng the vital locational possibilit,ies.
with this in mind the 1961 Royal commi-ssion on Transporta-
tion placed. its emphasis accordingly:

,l{here a given mode of transport has a clear_êut cost ad,vantage (which, lo be àifective, isreflecËed in rates) over all other mod.es in Èhe
movement of certain comr,odit,ies, and. conditionsoccur which limit the number of firms, thecentral problem is the public regulation of thefirms'in that mode. to'piovÍd.e "réaãonabre" rates.Þublic policy in that case has the task of
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decidíng, through applying standard.s of^^^reasonableness, what the rates must be.rrJ
Evidently the situation has required rnuch more than the
linking of rates to costs.

Descript,ion of the statutory clauses relating to
railway line location and traffic arrangements occurs

, elsewhere in this paperr, ês does discussion of rates
policy provisions. However, certain other provisions
regulating rates d.eserve mention because they possess

locational in¡plications in ways mentioned in this chapter.
ïn the 1868 Railway Act the needs of the carriers

appear to have been the main criterion in the regulation of
rate changes and by extensíon, the general 1evel of rates.
lrlitness the following: "A11 or any of the tolls may. .be
red.uced and again raised as often as deemed necessary for
the interests of the und.ertaking" (Sectioh LZ (6) ).

rn the 1903 Act power over raÈe changes and leveIs
was vested i-n the d.iscret,ionary authority of the regulatory
commission. This Act also presented the ,,short and long
haul" clause to which reference will be made in connection
with the topic of discrimination. The r9o3 version of the
long and short haul clause reads: "The Board shall not,

t.

appröve or alIow any toll which. . .is greater for a shorter
than for a longer distance, the shorter being included in
t,he longer d.istance, unless t,he Board, is satisfied Ëhat,

3o3m¿a., vo1. rr, p. 15.
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oi^ring to competitj-on, it is expedient to aI1ow such toll,,
(section 252 (3) ) - some consideration of shÍpper needs ís
evident ín this provision.

Despite mi-nor dif ferences in word.ing, Èhe rgs2
version of the long and short haul clause (Section 3]r7 (5) )

was t'he duplicat.e of its 1903 pred.ecessor. rt was

reinforced by a provision forbídding railv¡ay companíes to
allot or distribute their freight cars in such a manner as

"to d.iscrimj-nate unjustly against any locaIi¿y or industry,,
(section 319 (3) (d) ). Thus in the Lgs2 Railway Act carrier
need continued to be a rate change criterion, but its
operatíon had become ress.automatic and more defensive in
nature: "where an objection is filed with the Board to any
freight tariff that advances a rate previously authorized to
be charged under this Act, other than a competitive rate,
the burden of proof justifying the proposed. advance sha1l
be upon the company filing the tariff ,, (SecÈion 32g (b) ).
The incursions of shipper-oriented criteria into the
process of rate regulation are perceptible in the
constructi.on and. application of the crauses cited. in this
paragraph.

,. Mention will be,made of the rgs2 Act's declaration
of national freight rates policy, which sought a non-
discriminatory tolls structure (Section 336 (1) ). yet while

' making this declaration -the Act contained many exceptional
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and special rates provisions, most of which had. rocational
Ímplications. A major group of excepti-ons to the national
freight iates policy appeared. in Section 336 (4):

Subsect,ions (l), (Z), and, (3) are subject tosubsection (6) of Sectj.on 329 of this Act and tothe Mæitime Freíght Rates Act, and do not apply inrespect of

, . ,(a) . . jcint international rates
Canada and. points in the
America;

between points j-n
United. States of

rates on export and import tariff through
Canadian ports, where in practj.ce such ratesbear a fixed and 1ong-sÈanaing relationshipwith rates on similar traffic through portsin the United States of America;

competitive rates;
agreed charges authorized. by the Board und.erPart IV. of the Transport Act¡

rates over the Vfhite pass and yukon route;
rates applicable Lo movements of freighttraffic upon or over a1l or any of thã lÍnes
9f railway collectively designáted, as the
"Eastern Lines" in Ehe Mayit¿me Fvetght Rates Actas amended by the statute Lou Anenánent (Neufouná.-
Lad) Act, chapter 6 of the statuÈes of ianada,1949; or i

(g) where the Board. considers t,hat an exception. should be made from the operation of tñissection

The L952 Railway Act perpetuated. the legislatively
enshrined Crowsnest rates on grain and flour (Section
329 (6) ), and, as a supporting, measure empowered. the
regulatory commission t,o take necessary compulsory action to
ensure the prompt, and, complete shipment of Frai.rie g.rain

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

-:.'.: :. ì_.:

t....-'...
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- (section 321) . The rgs2 Act provid.ed that no rate from the
Prairies to B.c. or Eastern canada, or from B.c. or Eastern

'canada to the prairies could exceed any similar rate by more

than 33S (Section 337). The Act also províd,ed up to
7 million d'ollars annually to be used for the maintenance of
trackage. north of Lake Superior, the sum to be consid.ered. a
subsidy for the reduction of rates on inovernents served by
that trackage (Section 469). Finally, the Act permj_tted t,he

regulatory commissi-on to sanction "special tolls. . .to
create trade" (Section 349)

The Lg6G-67 Railway Act repealed. the shorÈ and. long
haul clause and, the freight car distríbutión reguirement.
As mentioned elsewhere, most compensatory rates are
validaÈed. simply by filing, although "captive" shippers are
entitled to the benefit of maximum rate controLs.

Echoing its IgS2 pred,ecessor, the L966_67 Act
perpetuates the crowsnest grain and. flour rates and ad.d.s

corresponding provisions covering shipments through
Vancouver, prince Rupert and Churchill (Sections 32g (1) ),
328 (2) , and 328 (3) ) as werr as special rates subject to
subsidy on grain exports through ports includ,ing and east
of Montreal (section 329). Regulatory power to ensure the
prompt and compleÈe movement, of prairíe grain remains
intact (Section 32I).
..'',-.,.,SeveraIotherrateregu1ationmeasureswiÈh:.

r-,:i:_.
i.::.::-.'.:
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to..tiorr.l implications are to be found. in the Lg66-67 Act.
certaín provisions of 1960 and 1962 freight rates red.uction
legislati-on are extended on a subsid.ized. basis for two

years (Section 335 (1) ), as are reduced. coal and coke rates
(Section 335 (2)) and reduced. timber rates (Section 335 (3)).
These three categories of rate reduction are directed. to the
benefit of the Maritimes. Finarly, the Act grants the 'j ' j'i

railway companies the right to maintain certain export
rates in violation of others of the Acts' provisions, but
subjecÈs the "bridge,, (i.e. Lake Superior trackage
maintenance) subsidy to phased withd.rawal.

This chapter has explored. t,he role of the railway as

an agent for influencing varÍous aspects of national
economic activity. Most prominent among the aspects
examined. was spaÈial d.istribution.. The tension between

railway pricing policy and the use of the rairv/ay as a

locational tool was noted and. analysed.. dnough evidence vüas

provided to convincíngly suggest the incompatibiliÈy beËween

tying railway rates t,o costs and t^he historical uses of
canadían railways as locational tools. This evidence
therefore tends to support Èhe hypothesis.

i:'. .:r :r:



CHA,PTER, XTT

SERVTCE MAT}TTEI\I.A}NCE ASPECTS

:

sometimes the goals set for public, policy - and
.j

hence, by extension, for the transportation syètem and its
regulators have not been mutually reinforcing. For
instance, the goal of preserving carrier financial health
can someti:nes clash with another historically significant,
goal; that of protecting communities or segments of society 

l

from loss or diminution of rair service. Although these two
Igoa1sneednotbediametrica11ycontradictory,their

potential dichotomy can require comþromise. rn its second j

ivo1umethe1961Roya1CommissionexpresSeSsomeofthe
:regulaÈory implications of goal confrict: ,,ïf the contrors I

are publj-c, the regulatory authority has the d.ouble, and.

often conflictirg, task of atËempting to limit monopoly or
oligopoly price while trying to maintain revenue require-
ments and, acceptable service st,and,ard".,,304

The goal of service mainËenance has a doubre 
:significance for railway regulatt"l rn t.he first place, by ¡r.i5r_.

sometimes requiring outright inte:rventíon, the pursuiË of

3 04_- - -RoyaL cotnníssion on Transpontation (ottawa: eueen I s' Printer,: 1961) ¿ VoJ_. fI¡ .pp. 15-i6 :

l ::. ì t _:' 
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service maintenance can become an explicit as well as an

implicit goal of the regulatory process. And. in the second
place,'by virtue of its potential conflict with other
goals, it reveals the occasionally arbitrary, pragmatic and.

ambiguous naÈure of public policy, and thereby reinforces
the contention that the goals of raih¡/ay regulation cannot
rearistically be divorced too far from those of public
policy and from those of the rail system.

Although canadian rai-lway policy-makers may have
yearned for compeÈitive solutions based. on the application
of commercial principles, the often intractable probrems of
service maintenance have repeatedly frustrated this hope
rn case after case, the economies of railway operation
with its substantial t,hreshold, costs and, considerabre
discontinuities in variable cost have conspired. to push

' the private (i.e- as to the enterprise) financial loss
associat,ed with the maintenance of a particular service
beyond'commerciarly tolerable limits of inÈernal cross-
subsid,ization. lvhen faced with these cases, canadian
railway policy - whether in its regulatory manífestatj-on or
otherwise - has frequently balked at the prospect of
further reductions even' in d.emonstrably unremunerat,ive
services, especially r^¡here such red.uctions effectivery imply
total cessation of servíce.

'; ': " The most extreme., most.controversial and one.of the

lr :.'1....
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most common varieties of service red.uction is the outright
aband.onment of a stretch of rail line. The economic and

socÍal dilemma attending aband.onment Ís that, ín order to be
withdrawn, a service must first have been provided, and. that
the consequences of rvithd,rawal are not confined to the
supplier. Meyer et aL. effectively express this dilemma in
the following terms:

ït was and is virtually impossible to pred,ict withabsolute precÍsion which nèlv transportationoperations would mature into profitability after atrial períod and which would. not. unfortünateiy,by the time it became obvious which operationswould not pay, many individuals and büsinessã".rr"a
made investments that would be economi-callyeliminated Íf the transportation services írerewithd,rarn.3O5

To a very considerable extent this most extreme form
of servíce reduction, branch rine abandonment, has been
concenÈrated in the prairie region. The advent, of the
railway' accompanied by increasing farm mechanizalíon,
created a revolution in the agricurtural economy of i{estern
Canada-306 The exÈent to which this revolution was

dependent on branch line proliferation is illustrated in the
following passage:

Since it has been calculated that, und,er most
,circumstances, graiçr could not be profitably
hauled more than ten miles to u. ..ir*"y, *u.i' o,

305*"y"r , et aL. t op. dt., p. g.

'''rì::..-.: :.- _.:

3 o 6ltorto tLt op. eit. , p . 4 10 .
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branch lines were needed if the west were to have
more than a narro$¡ belt of set.tlemert.3O7

This proriferation had its origins in Ëhe cpR's monopoly

period. and accelerated. with the irruption of two more

transconti-nental rail projects at the Èurn of the century.
of this acceleration and, its implications for the prairie

I branch líne network Glazebrook says. ,'The west secured

unlimited. competition at the cost of over-buiIding.,,308
Even the raihvay crisis of the vlorld lrtar ï era d.id. not
permanently d.ampen the enthusiasm for railway constructíon.
The then deputy minister of Railways and. canals has been

quoted as describing the post l{orld. Trlar I railway boom in
the following terms: "nehr mileage of the two chief railway

' systems of canadà is being add.ed, Èo at an average rate of
more than a mile a 'day. "309 Much of this additionar-
mileage was built into t¡Iestern canada I s branch line
system.

The authorities were not oblivious to the
implications of the raílway mireage accretions. Tn

apparent' recognition of the fact that many branch lines were

redundant even under the technorogícal and. competit,ive
con{itions prevailing in r9r9r ârr abandonment clause was

written into the CNR's founding staÈute, uiz:

307c1.=.brook t op. Øt.
3ogrb'd., p. 135.
309_ .,- - Ib1,d. , p. L94.
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The company lras empowered by the Act of 1919 to
aband.on operat,ion, with the approval of thegovernor in council and on the recommend.ation ofthe Board of Railway commissioners¡ orr lines onwhich operation and maintenance haå rbecome
unnecessary or inexpedient through d,uplication,or ot.her economical considerations. .',310

Nevertheless this provision d,oes not seem t.o have been used

to any great extent.r 311 nor did. abandonment form a
significant ¡>art of the programme enacted. more than a

decade later as a result of the Duff Royal commissiorr.3l2

vfith the technological ad.vances accompanying worrd.

ülar r there came market changes which aggravated. the pre-
existing branch line redundancy. rn partj.cul_ar the spread

of highways and the growing practicality and flexibility of
motor transport enabled trucks to attract much relatively.
less bulky and more valuable cargo from railways. This
trend only increased the severity of the financial penalÈies
attending many branch line operations.

In spite of these pressures and. t.he urgings of
railway management in favour of aband.onment, relativery
1itt1e was done in subsequênt years to so diminish rail
service. The R. B. Bennett government undertook a modest

310_-,
, ---Ibid., p. I79.

3llMorton (op. cit., p. 446) states that ,,public in-sistence on railv¡ay- servicel competitive if possi¡ru,preveTted anything like a thorougñ-going ratiänalizãtion ofthe lines inherited. from the Lau;ie; Boom. "
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prograrnme of condoning branch rine abandonm"rrtr313 and the
Turgeon Royal commission offered a qualified approval of the
applicatíon of commercial principles (the ,,cash nexus,,

approach)314 to abandonment. d.ecisions, but the ad,venÈ of the
1960's sti1l found the raihñrays with considerable branch
line mireage from which they wished to withd,raw. Neither
had a polit,ically and. socially satisfactory resoiution been
found to t,he underlying dilemma which opposed. the railways,
compraints about branch rine financiar drains to t,he craims
of communi-t,ies about the detrimental consequences of
aband.onm"rrt. 315

Pressures for service maint.enance or agaínst service
reduction therefore constitute an important element of t.he

environment. within which canadian railway regulation has

had to operate. The influence of this environment on

legisrat,ion and, public policy has been of sufficient
strength to justify the interpreËation of service
maintenance as a regulatory purpose.

3l3Mortor, , op. eit., p. Asg.
3 14_- - -Currie, op. eit. , p. 14 .
315So*" support for the latter side of the

]!9ua.nenË may be inferred ín, RoyaL Conmission on Transportation(Ott,áwa: eueeir's printer, 196i), Vol. rïï, p. g7, whichreads in part: "!'Ihile each such withd.rawal õt raitservices would need to be appraised on its indiviãuarmerits, iÈ may be evident ilia the cafacity of the truckingíndustry to absorb the ad.ditional aemänas for services is'Iimíted under current conditions.. "
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statutory measures making direct provision for

regulaËory control over service mainÈenance have appeared
only in recent years. The 196g and 1903 Railway Act,s

contain no such measures. rn the 1952 Act the matter,s
treatment is essenËialry confined to one clause which
read's: "The company may abandon the operation of any rine.. '.: .. : -..of railway wíth the appro'var of the Board, .rrâ no company.

shal1 abandon the operati-on of any line of railway without,
such approval, " (Sect,ion 168). The cond.itions und,er which
the regulatory commj-ssion ("The Board") would exÈend. it,s
approval to an abandonment proposal are nowhere specified.

section 16g of the l'g52 Act was tr¿insferred intact
to the L966-67 A:t. In the latter Act, however

abandonment proced.ures and criteria are spelled out ín
considerable detail. Discussion of proced,ure occurs in
another chapter, but the tregislated criteria are worth
noting in their entirety:

rn determining whether an uneconomic branch rine orany segmenÈ Ëhereof should, be abandoned., thecommission sþalr consider all matters that in i_tsopinion are relevant to the public-interestincruding, without limiting Lhe jånerarity of theforegoing,

(a) that actuar rosses that are incurred i_n the,. operatj.on of the branch line;
(b) Èhe alternative transportation facilitiesavailable or rikely tó be availabre to thearea served by the branch line;

' f ")' the'period of tj¡ne. reasonably- required. for the' purpose of adjusting any faciiiri.=,-*irãiiv-",

l':rr::::: rÍ:rl::t-
l ,r':-':: r.
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j-n part dependent on the services provid.ed
by the branch Iine, with the least
disruption to the economy of the area served.by the líne;

(d) the probable effect on other rines or othercarriers of the abandonment of the operabionof any segments of the branch line aidifferent dates;
(e) the economic effects of the aband.onment of.; the operq.tion of the branch line on the

communities and areas served by the branchline;
(f) the feasibility of maintaining the branchline or any segment thereof aè an operatinglíne by changes in the method. of opãration-or by interconnection with other 1ines ofthe company;

(g) the feasibirity of maintaining the branchline oT lny segment thereof aã an operatingline either joint.Iy with or as part of the'
slzstem of another railway compaáy by thesale or'lease of the line or segmenls thereofto another railway company or by the exchangeof operating or runníng rights between
companies or otherwise, inõ1uding, whèrenecessary, the constructíon of connectinglines with the lines of other companies, and.

(h) the existíng or potenti-al resources of thearea served by Ëhe branch 1ine, seasonalrestrictions on the other forms of transporÈa-Ëion therein and the probable futuretransportation needs óf the area. (Section
314c (3) ) .

This chapter has pointed out that, canadian pubric
policy has generally been reructant to tolerat,e the

t.

exteinal diseconomies attendíng rail service reduction or
abandonment. This posture has been mainÈained. in the face

l;:: -::-
!::-::.-

l:.: :.j:: ì:'
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of pleas from the carriers whose finances are allegedly
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adversely affected by service maintenance. The chapter
therefore supports the hypothesis by d.escribing a

prominent aim of regulation which could. not be achieved, by

the expedient of tying rail rates to costs. No more graphíc
evid.ence of t.his assertion courd be provided than the
clause guoted in the preced,ing paragraph.

i;:. i: ' _ ",. .',



CHAPTER XTTT

CARRTER FTNANCTAL STABTLTTY ASPECTS

canadian railway regulatory agencíes have not been
ca11ed'upontop1ayamajorsustainedro1e.inpreserving

the fj-nancial stability of t,he nations' rail carrier firms.
rn that direct sense the care of the raj-lways' financial
hearth cannot be construed to be a purpose of canadian
regulation. yet Èhe history of canada's overall rail
transportation policy yields numerous examples of official
efforts to protect railways' fi-nancial strength. ïn the
light of these examples, it would, be reasonable to assume

that' bot,h the parriaments which empowered regulatory
agencies and the people who staffed them would. have been
reluctant to contemplate any regulatory poricíes or
actions which seriousry conflicted wit,h the pubric policy
objective of preserving carrier financíal stability.
Therefore in that obligue but important (i.e. because it
suggests some tiniits to the context of regulatory
jurisdiction) sense, financial preservation must be deemed

a purpose of canadian railway reguratíon even if to do so

is to add another touch of vagueness to the boundary between
regulation and, publÍc polÍcy.', The,forlowing paragraphs wirl

224
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attempt, to support this contention by referring to specific
cases of public interventíon in the cause of railway
financial stability.

First, the imporÈant subject of direct assistance to
canadars railways musÈ be explored. The history of d.irect,
assistance is a long one, wi-th major landmarks pre-d,ating

:

confederation. cu*ie riotes examples of governmental
provi-sion of transportation f acilities, a v¡eIl embedded

tradition which had its fullest expression ín Èhe area of
canals.316 ïn the matter of rairways the colonial
administrat,ions proved themselves particularly ready to
extend, support to prívate builders. ïn Morton's view iË was

sir Francis Hincks, a Minister of the crown i_n the canadas,,
who origínated. the legislation which made thestate the underwriter of privaÈe iairwày-aã"ãrop-ment ín canada. His Guarãntee Act of r-g¿g gãrrá'"government guarantee to the bond,s of railw.f= .,pto five per cent interest when the rail*ry ñãa-"compleÈed half the 'construction proposed.. Thesame act empowered the municipalities to uset'heir financial resources to ãssist railwayconstruction .3.,7

lthough t,he rntercoroniar Railway was to be a
publicly owned entenprise its hisÈory also provides evid.ence
of the newly formed. Dominion governmentrs wirlingness to
assi'st railway deveropment. rn the first prace, even before

316c,rrri., 
op.

317Mortorr, 
op.

precgdent, which was' tothe national level for

cit., pp. 3-5.

e-it. ,- p. 289. This policy
be followed in one iorm ór
many years after 1967.

created a
another at
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confederation, (and before the fact of public ownership of
the rntercolonial), the coronj-aI governments concerned.

reached provi-sional agreement on costs and. extracted an

offer of loan guarantees from the united Kingdom.3l8 A

prívate firm would. therefore presumably have been the
beneficiary of substantial assistance pursuant to these
accords.inthe,second'p1acethà.responsib1èofficia1s

v/ere apparently "fuIIy warned" of the sli-m chances of the
line's survivar without subsidies319 and mad,e t,he eventual
decísion in favour of public operation on thaÈ pragmatic

basis320 rather than through a categorical rejection of
commercial criteria. And in the t,hird plaóe, the rnter-
colonial did actually come to require regular funding from
the national government as an article of public poli-cy
Because of these Èhree aspects of it,s history the rnter-
coloni-al differed, from other recipients of public
assistance not so much in the fact or even the for¡n of
receipt as in the cond,itions attached to receipt. As currie
states in his comments on canada's nineteenth century
railway support policies:

rt is particularly worthy of note that this aid
was given outright,. rt was paid. in cash or land,,3nd, excluding the fntercoloniat, the recipienis

318- . -- -- Ibid.. , p. 314 .
319c1u.".brook, op. sit. , p. 10.

'320----Ibid,., p. 19.

'.:; :: - :
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had no furÈher claim on the public treasuryald expected to cond.uct t,heii affairs soteiywíth a view to corporate profit,.32.,

The earliest major and greaÈest singre recipient of
public aid was, af course, the,cpR. From Ëhe outset it had

been a matter of cabinet policy thaË the new rine would be

built by a' private firm helped'by public grants both of' : 'l '- '- , ' :
money and of land 322 over ¡¡s,years this policy was to be

implemented by a seemingry end,ress series of roans .323 Even
during the Liberal years folIowíng the rg73 erection, when

the original CpR. concept seemed, to be in jeopardy, Èhe

principle of subsidization remained in force. I¡iitness the
I

following:

Mackenzie. .. .had sought to get constructíon ofthe railway started in 1g74 uy . private ."*pã"vrn the depression none came rórwai¿. He thenabandoned the conservative pran of having orr.company build the whole line with the aiã ofgrants of land and money. rnstead, he proposed tocall for tend.ers from contractors for iouidifferent sections of the linê and to aid.construcËion by a rand granË of 2o,0oo acres amile and a subsidy of $tO, OOO a miíe. Thegovernment might take over all 0r any of thesesections on paFnent of the cost ress the rand,grants plus ten per cent of the remaind,er.324

Glazebrook indicaÈes that government construction of parts

32lcrrrri., op. cit. , p.
322&ott,on, op. cit., p.
ttt". n. l{orton, op, cít.
32a,ra¿a. Mackenzie. v¡as,

5.

344.

r p. 353.

the' Pri,me Minister.

t,:.'.1:,::,
L..., 'r:
t -,
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of the Pacific railway continued werl j-nto the 1gg0's along
with the private efforts of the cpR.325 Duríng the
construction period many government loans to the cpR (for
instance that of 1gg3) were secured by liens on the main

line although the re1u"t.rr".326 of. the goverrunent to fore-
close gave these loans manlr of the characteristics of
subsid.y. one of the most important forms of aid was the 

r' 
'

subsidy implicit in the "monopoly clause" (Section L2) of
the company's charter. rts nominal rvithdrawal und.er

pressure in 1888 was accompli-shed only with the government's
guarantee of the interest on a fifteen million dollar
- 327J-oan--' another latent form of subsidy. -stilr lat.er the
crowsnest Agreement provided sums of money to the cpR in
return for cerÈain rate restraints, thereby signalling an

exception to Currie's generalization about uncond.iÈiona1 aid
cíÈed earlier. Government aid to the cpR was therefore
significant both in quantity and. variety - a significance to
whích :segulators could hardly be oblivious.

' 
canad.a I s fed,eral government also extended, substan-

Ëial assistance to the initialry ind.epend.ent, private-
enterprise components of the cNR. Through purchases of
seven million dollars in 1913 and thirty-three million in

325lrur"brook., op. e\t., p. g5.
3264n attitud.e discussed by Glazerbrook , op. eit.,P. 87. . :

tt' ,br:d. , p. 115 .
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Lgl 4, the government came to own 4oz of the capital stock of
the Canadian Northern by 1918 ,328 a situation which, in Èhe

context of the times must be construed. as ind,icating a

public d.esire to provide necessary fund.s rather than
necessarily to obtain effective control of the enterprise.
As for the Grand Trunk pacific, it v¡as, among ot.her Èhings,
the inÈend,ed. recipient of one òf ottawars rùost bizarre
assistance schemes . Grazebrookrs comments on this scheme

have alread.y been t.ranscribed. in their entirety (the
National Transcontinental rat.ionale). Once again, these
examples d.emonstrate the rengths to which canadars
governments have been prepared, to go to prdvide material
(cash or equivalent) support to the countryrs railways

vrith the passage of time, the balance in Ëhe more

conventional types of direct government assistance gradually
shifted.. Early in canada's history rand grant subsidies
were very prominent. An abortive proposal was acÈuaIly made

Èo finance the buird.ing of the pacific railway exclusively
by Ëhis method. "rn 1879 the government proposed. to
instiÈute a commission, includ,ing representatives of the
imperial government, who should hold a very rarge amount of
land'. for sale, and the proceeds to pay for the construction
of the railway. "329 Three years laLer ottawa introduced a

328-'--r'b¿d., p. l-62.
''a^^ .l ..
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federal raílway subsidy policy which went a long way to
consolidating this important function in the hands of the
national government and thereby relieving the provinces of
this onerous responsÍbility.330 This effective centrariza-
tion was eventually to be followed. by the discontinuation of
Iand. grants (after 1890), although cash subsidies and bond

l:,. f '.. . :.. '.1

guarantees were retained 331 'ït must be 
-significant 

that
money subsidies achieved primacy over land. grants; among

ot,her things iË can be consídered. a development syrnptomatj_c

of the government's concern not only for the provision of
rail facílitíes but also for perpetuati_ng rail actívities
through protecting the financial health of'the enterprises
involved

The cNR also benefitted subsÈantialry from
government assistance. From its conception, that corpora-
tion faced defi-cits and large capital expenditure reguire-
ments. 'lHold.ing Ëhat the canadi-an National not only could
never payr but that part of it would. falr into complete
disrepair unless it were put into better condition, the
board, approached the government, which proved to be ready to
provide Ëhe money required. "332 This precedent, once set,

330-- -Ib¿!: 
| ,p. 92. But Morton ( op. eit. , p.mentions the 190r agreement, between thË canadianand the }4anítoba government an accord somewhatthe more celebraÈed Crowsnest Agreement.

. . ','', 33ltoo.Ëon, op. eit;, p.. 400.,
332e1u.".brook t op. còt. , p. 17g.

400 )
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has been regularly followed through the years. As

Glazebrook indicates in hi-s analysis of the cNR's

formation, the components' need for financial support vras

:, ât reast in the eyes of the Drayton-Acwort.h Royal
'.]

Commission - t'he outstanding motive for public ownership.333
The financial stabilit,y of t.he CNR has therefore been an

,. 
erement of considerable 'ímportance 

in the fabric of
'i national transportation policy.

:.,, As the cNRrs regular financial transfusions
indicate, the use of subsid.ies was not confined to the era

, "f railway building and expansion. As a resulL of the
i Duncan Royal Commission of Lg26 the Marit.ifre rreight Ratese¡¡v ¡'¡e¡ ¿ u¿¡t(g !

' 
o"t came into force. rt, provided government financed, rate
reductions in Ëhe Marit,ime region. of the relationship:

between the federal government .and, the carriers in this
prografitme, Glaz.ebrook draws the following general picture:
"the lower rates vrrere to be operative on all railways in the

I ârêâr and. .the loss to the companies r¡¡as to be made up by

r,r ane government. . .\^rithout prejudice to the cp.n334 This
polícy therefore involved subsidies and was not to be the
last of its kind. Beginning in the late 1950's even more

:, *-ssive subsid'y programmes came into p1ay. currie,s
anal-ysís of them is ilruminating not only for its d.irect

333_ . -- - Ib¿d.. , p. 119.
'33'4- 

; --Iþid.. r p. I97.
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comments, but also for the perspectives it províd.es:

Tt is true that subsidies are nothing new inCanadian raihvay history; however, tñose of 195g_66 were unusual for several reasons. Exclud.ingd.eficits on the Canadian National, they werelarger than in any equal period of timè. Most ofthe amount, or $50 million, h¡as not tied to anyparticular service performed by the railray", '
whereas forrnerly subsid.ies (exóept for deficítson publicly-ovrned línes) had alwäys been rerated.

. Èo a. speci.f ic project such as new construction ora reduction in certain defined rates. of courseit can be argued that the subsídies of r95B -aa-prevented increases in the general level of.ratesand therefore were for a spec.ific purpose. . .In_asmuch as part of the subsidies weie þaid to fend.off a threatened railway strike, they could besaid to consÈitute a subsidy to labour, thoughthe government denied this was the case. .Finally, the subsidies constitut,ed a majordeparture from the principle that railwáys should.be run as business enterpiis"=.335

rn view of this impressive weight and array of.
g.overnmental support measures, it would have been

unreali-stic for canadian regulatory auÈhorities to have
ignored. the f inancial needs of the nati.on r s rairvralzs. The

fÍrst Part bore reference to phillips' theoretical
d'iscussion of the two stand.ards of rate regulat,ion, namely
tþe "revenue requirement" standard and. the ,,consuner

rationing" standard,.336 ït is not surprising that the
former has been predomi-nant in canad,ian railway regulation.

I

Even'samuerson acknowledges its presence when he asserts
that the use of the "easily calculated, original cost

3t5arrrrie , op. cit., p. 1g.' 336ehi11ip", op. eit. , p. 3g5.

i.:.:
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thebase' . .appears. . .to have been the implicit policy of
Board of Transport commissioners on railway rate".,,337
Although some inffuential opinion (for example, t,he Angus
Royal commissiorr33S) advocated. the application of the rate
base - fair return concepÈ to the cpR (although not
necessarily to the CNR) r 

339 the official_ approach was
.'.'generally rnore pragmatic. Nevertheless, Currie indicätes

that this pragmatism 
'.ras 

disciplined by an underlying
concern for railway enterpríse health. Typical 0f this
attitude is his discussion of the Board. of Railvray
Commissionerrs approach to rate control after l,torld war I:

on account of the inf ration which took'place d,uring. and immed.iately after the war, the Board ofRailway commissioners allowed'the railways toincrease their Ëolls considerably. The Manitobaand. Crowsnest pass agreements were bothabrogated, the first by the Board., Èhe second bythe government under tÈe lvar Measures Act and laterby amending Èhe Railway Act.34O

rn fact, even during the Depression the stability of
railway freight rates during this period, of economic
collapse is at least in part attributable to the pre-
occupation with railway financial stabiliÈy. 341

tttt.Ty.l"ol r op. eit., p. 542. Currie (op. eit.,p- 13) notes that the concept õt aepreciation rdcommen¿e¿itself Èo the Board d.uríng the worlä ',Iar rï era.
338c,rrri., op. cít. , p. 15.
339_ .- - - rb¿d.

3aona., p. 7.
? ¿'r'-'ftíd., p. IO.

i.'::.'
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The obvious concomitant of this emphasis on the
"revenue requirement" standard. is a corresponding neglect of
the "consumer ratíoning"'standard. rn this connection
Phillips' comment on the pot,entíal f6f1y of "protecting
competiËors" is germane: "The price of such a poli-cy is
high - increased transportation costs and ratesn as werl as

rnefficiency t,trroughouÈ the entire transporÈation ::

system -x342 This comment naturally raises the question of
what has been the canadÍan regulaÈory attitude tov¡ard

railway efficiency. rt is a question worth explori_ng in
detail.

The further back one d.elves into cánad.ian railway
history, the less pressure for carrier efficiency one find.s
Tn the first place even the prímitive railroads possessed.

such technorogical advantages over other contemporaneous

forms of overland, transport that even an inefficient
railroad. operation often represented, a signifi-cant transfer
service improvement both in terms of service and, cost. ïn
the second p1ace, bearing in mind the infancy of the nation
and its rail network, competiti-on was spotty both in the
intra-modar and inter-mod,al" (for instance, \^rater

compeÈition was often either unavaílabre or seasonal)
senses. And. finallyr so great and sustained was the public
enthusiasm and support for raillay construction that

t: '

-,:_ :'
1,.:,1...-, i.
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questions of efficiency seldom appear to have surfaced..

As the nineteenth century d,rew to a close, canad.ars

railway structure gradually evorved into oligopoly, a

cond'itionnotrea11ycond'ucivetothepursuitofefficiency

The poritically ínspired r,iberal polícy of three
transcontinental railways ushered in the twentieth century
on'a note of extravagance whích is difficult Ëo reconcilel- ... 

:

,with any quest for effiôiency on behalf of the natj-onal rail
system as a whole. rn view of the difficult question of
external economies, the accusation of "over-building" ís not
susceptible to evaluation in any precise fashion. Neverthe-
less the facts remain that the progranme rëpresented
duplicatj.on in at least two in.stances (the ,,bridge,, over

.Lake superior, and in the territory of the rntercolonial) "

and was characterized by t,he famiriar tales of corruption
and. carelessness which accompanied. almost everlz preceding
railway constructj-on proj ect.

. Even when one consid.ers the origin and early years
of the cNR questions of efficiency do not loom Iarge. ïn
appraising the germinal reconmendations of the Ðrayton-
Acworth Royal commission it is fair to say t.hat the pursuit,
of efficiency entered the picture only insofar as increased.
efficiency might have rerieved the component railways'
financial plight by contributing to cost reduction. simply
speakingn efficiency appears Ëo have been a peri.pheral topic
at the cNRrs inception. Nor d,oes the post !Íorld ï,trar r spate

ta: ..:: :

i
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of branch line construction in which the CNR participated.
sussest 

:."1z 
nt.l. 

:r.".cupation 
wirh efficj_ency.

This relative d,isregard for efficiency also
manifested itself in the official reacüion to the railway
cooperation proposals of the Duff Royal commissíon.

Although the reduct.ion of d.uplication is not necessarily
:.

synonomous with the promotion of efficieîcy, and. although
the practicable standards of efficiency may have dÍffered as

between the cpR and the cNR, the repudiation of the Ðuff
recommendations is symptomatíc of the low priority assigned.

to raj-I efficíency. This attitude of indifference appears

to have persisted. in official circles at 1éast until the
time of the Turgeon Royal Commission.

The preced.ing paragraphs have demonstrated. that
' while public policy has d.irected. substantiar sums to the

financial support of canad.ars railways, ít has placed.

relatively 1ittle emphasi-s on rai-1 efficiency. This policy
disposition was an imporÈant factor creati_ng the

.:environment in whj.ch Canadian railway regulat.ion operated.
Bearing this atmosphere and. legacy in mind it is reasonable
to presume that the canadian regulatory process has been

much more conditioned to the pursuit of carrier fj-nancial
stability as a goal than t.o the pursuit of carrier
efficiency.

' r ,. The major Railway Acts (1969, .1903n lgiz, Lg66_6V)
contain provisions affecting the financial condition of
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railway companies in several ways. some of these
provisions tend to j-mpose financial burdens on railway
companies while others provide various forms of assistance.

rn the burden category it must be remembered that
every Rai-Iway Act has contained large numbers of clauses
establishing safety standard,s. The observance of many of
these stand,ard,s has presumably caused the railway companies

to bear more costs than they might otherwise have borne.
rt is also reasonable to concrude that, the free carriage
provisions in every Act have imposed. extra cost, burd.ens.
The same conclusion probabry applies in respect of the rate
controls (especially concerning maxima) which characterize
many .Acts. The safeÈy clauses are too numerous to list,
while discussions of rate regulation and free carriage occur
elsewhere.

. In the assistance category can be grouped

provisions seeking to avoid certain cost burd.ensr ês i+eI1 .as
measurês of direct support. The ubiquitous expropriation
clauses (discussed elsewhere) have cost avoidance

at,tributes. so do many of the provisions regulating railway
company borrowing. The 196g Act prohibited railway
com¡lanies from borrowing money at interest rates above 6so

(section 7 (r2), 1968). The 1903 Act forbad.e the payment of
interest rates exceed,íng sz on bond,s, debentures and, other
secuçities, as well as "on alr sums actuarly paid in cash in
respect of the shares,' (Sect,ions 93 and 111, 1903). In the
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L952 and 1966-67 Acts the permissible rate on securities
rose to 6eo (Section l34 (3), lgí2; Section l-34 (3), Lg66_67)

'while the share-related, rate remained at SZ (Section
131 (2) , 1952; section r31 (z) , Lg66-67).. The rhree more

recent acts also specify the preced.ence of payments for the
'fworking expendit,ure" of, the rairway over any mortgage
obligations (section 112 , !903¡ section tzz (1), rgsz; .rd
SecÈion 137 (I), L966-67) .

rn add,iÈion to these general provisions, severar
isolated measures are worth not,ing. The rg52 and 1966-67
Acts contain provisions relating to the "Railway Grad.e

crossing Fund", which was the instrumentalíty for finäncíng
certain improvement proj ects (Sectj_on 265 , ]-gS2; Section
265t L966-67)- Earlier, the 1g6g Act had. sought to rink
rate leveIs and changes to corporat,e profitability. The

applicable provision read,s as follows:
The Parriament of canada may from time to timereduce the tolls upon the rãilwây, but notwithouÈ consent of the company t or so as toproduce less Ëhan fifteen per cent per annu.mprofit on.the capital actuãlty expended in its. construcÈioni nor unless¡ on an examination madeby the Minister of pubric works of Ëhe amountreceived and expended by the Company, the netincome from arr sourcesl for the-yãar then lastpassed, is found to have exceed,ed fiftee" pãi--qent gpon- !irq_ capital so actually expend.ed,-.(Section L2 (1) ) .

Historically most subsidies to canad.ian railway
companies have been channelled through specíal Acts or
parlfamentary appropriations rather than through Èhe

:

l:::::
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end.uring regulatory statutes, The 1966-67 Railway Act,
does, hov/ever, conÈain several measures providing for the
d.irect transfer of funds from the federal treasury to

i certain railway companies. one important set, (sections 314A

through 314G both inclusive) of measures relates to public
subsid'Íes for the maintenance of service on branch lines.

.r : : I

pon receiving an application from a raílway
' company Èo abandon a certain branch line the regulatory

, commission is obliged: to collect information on the costs
' and revenues associated with ,,the operation of the line

and. . -Èhe movernent of traffic originating or terminating
i ott the line; " to compile a report on Èhe financial loss

i"volved, if any; . and to communicate the conclusions of the.

]'.porttothepub1icinËheaffected'area(Sections314A
i

and 3148). After verifyíng the financial data, hold,ing

. n"blic meetings, and considering the socj_aL as well as the

; privat,e costs and, benefits (Section 314C (3) ), the
I regulatory commissj-on is empowered. to "deÈermine whether
:

the branch line is uneconomic and. is likery to continue to
be uneconomic and. whether the line should be abandoned,,
(secti-on 314c (r) ) . since it is possible to decrare a line

I 
*r"conomic but nevertheless forbid, its aband,onment, there
exists a further provision allorving the Minj.ster of Finance
to pay "an amount not exceeding the amount of Èhe ross,, to
a railway comparry trrå"e claim for a financial ross d,erived. .
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from the operation of a branch line has been verified, and.
'recommended by the regulatory commission. payments could
also be made in respect of branch lines for which
abandonment applications rvere prohibited (section 314G (2))
and in respecÈ of a portion of the losses incurred. in t,he

operation of passenger services (Sections 3I4I and. 3l4J).
Besides containing a schedure of sums up to whose totals
residual palzments would be made to supplemenÈ amount,s

payable und.er other sections (section 469), the rg66-67
Railway Act authorized, increases in certain rates previously
subject to statutory restraint for Èhe purpose of boosting
railway company revenues (Section 36gA)

The evid,ence provid.ed, in this chapter plays a

forceful role in testing the hypothesis. The ways in which
public policy has sought to secure carrier financial
stability have been explored.. Financial aid has been
prominent among these efforts. Although other inferences
are possible, it ís nevertheless reasonable to infer in the
volumê and variety of.aid. a reluctance on the part of
successive governments to enrbrace the simple exped,ient of
tying rates to costs, especiarly in the face of low traffic
volu.mes or excess capacity on many canadian rail routes. ì.i.

1,.



CHAPTER XTV

T.ÍONOPOLY.OLIGOPOLY ASPECTS

A substantial part of the first part was devoted, to
discussing certain theoret,ical aspects of the 'problemi or
monopoly and oligopoly. Although that discussi-on suggesÈed.

the many \^iays ín v¿hich the problem could. be of public
concern, it also indicated the many difficulties attend.ing
efforts at adjustment. Nevertheless in its practical
manifestaÈions the monopoly-oligopoly problem (which in the
hístorical context is often referred to si-mply as

"rnonopory" ) must be count,ed a significant reason for
Canad.ían railway' regulation.

Because this chapter seeks to d.o little more than
identify the ways in which the monopoly-oligopoly problem
(or "monopoly") has influenced canadían railway policy and

regulation, it may conveniently be d,ivid.ed. into trvo topics;
the first dealing with railway ind,ustry structure and the
second with the performance of that ind,ustry.

,. rnsistence on any particular railrvay ind.ustry
structure has seldom characterized national railway policy
or its reguratory compor..r,t.343 rn this is ref lected more

been invoked.
24L

I i.:.
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than the traditional canadi-an indifference to monopoly and

origopoly. Because the sÈructurar evorution of this
countrlzts raílways is so largely the result of many

governmentar decisions Èhe absence of significant
regulatory jurisdiction over industriar structure can

hardly escape being viewed.as an integral facet of official
poticy- a ¡iief 'resumé of the d.evelopment of this
situation is in order.

From the begínning raihvay transportation in canad.a

\^/as considered an instrument of national policy rather than
an ordinary industry. rmplicit in this attitud.e was a
disregard for industry sÈructure v¡hich trarislaËed. itserf
into a pragmatie. acceptance of natural monopoly. ïn the
initial case of the Intercolonial, economic risk alone was

enough to preclude any but a monopolistic form for ttre rail
link between the Maritimes and the canadas.344 rn addiËion,
the government of Èhe day apparent.ly held the opinion that
inter-modal competition would. affect (presumably in
mitigating fashion) the monopoly power of the Inter_
colonial .345

?a.Å.-."Glazebrook (op. eit., p. 19) indicates that t.heprirnary issue was noÈ whether tire'lnteicoroni_al v¡ourd. be amonopoly, but whether it rvould. be a pubriã'ãi-pri"Ji. orr".
345C1u.".brook 

- (op. cít., p. 19) quotes Sir John A.Macdonald as saying of proposals io assoc-iate the-rnter_colonial with the Grand-Trùnk: "I¡le may expect great andpowerfu.l: resístance from the, steamboat' and,' srripói";-intet'est. . . "
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rn the vast western d.omains accord,ed the cpR, inter-
modal competition was a negligible factor: the cpR,s
monopoly wa's much more absolute, but it too was

deliberately created. in the betief that a nonopolistíc
railway was better than no railway at a1l. Besides the
exclusivitlz (i.e. natural monopoly) imptied in the
relationshÍp between ihe vast investment and, the initially
small síze of the Ï¡Iestern canad.ian market, parliament

legislated. an expricit monopoly privilege for the new

line.346 This monopoly príviIê9ê, to which the remarkable
financial stabirity of the cpR must in part be attributed,34T
was not simply the resurt of.entrepreneurial astutene"".34B
rn order to accomplish its rail transportat,ion goals the
naËional government was apparently willing to contemplate
even more extensive a monopoly than was eventuarly achieved
by the cPR. As evid.ence of this willingness it is recorded
that in the early rB80's the government participated with
the Grand Trunk in negotiation which, had. the company not
balked at the prospect of "brid,ging,, Lake superior, wourd

i:,

346Mo.tor, (op. cit., p. 362) discusses thecontractual terms of the agreement between the nation andthe cPR' rnnis ( 
-op. eit. , Ãppendix B) presenÈs the fuII textof ùhe charter and contractl- - ,.: :: l

i:'i:rì.1'.l: i'ii:',
347Mortor, (op. cit., p. 370) comments on this 

f':::'¡i'':¡:'':':::'

characteristic - most unusual in the rvorirr-e*ãi:..å" context
348clazebrook (op. eit., p. 117) notes the 

;association beËween certain cpR d.irectors and the notorious .. 1Amerícan railway magnate, J. J. Hill 
¡¿vv---vEv
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virtually have created. a national rail monopoIy.34g

AccepLable as railway monopoly might have been to
many national politicians, it rvas nevertheress anathema in
many parts of the country. Manitoba reacted to the prospect
of a cPR monopoly by attempting to revise the structure of
the railwalz ind,ustry in that province. "To create the
competition that it wanted., the province began to charter
railways itself ; the lrlinnipeg-South-Eastern, to run t,o the
American border; the Emerson and. I.orËh-T¡Iestern Railway
company, from Emerson (on the border of Minnesota) to the
western edge of the province; and the ldanitoba Tramway

Company. "350

. while Mort,orr351 attributes these actions primaríly
to farmers I pressure, Glazebrook. places the issue in
somewhat broader perspective:

No matter how conscious the Eeople of r4anitoba mayhave been of the advantage oi häving a trans_continental railway, and, even of thã problems ofoperating iË in a sparsely settled arèa, it is notsurprising_that they continued, to protest againstthe cost of transportatíon. They Ëelieved : ,rotaltogether correctry - that trr. -Íri-õrr 
cost was dueto monopoly, and a monopoly based ón an unreasonableuse of federal poh/ers .352

349tbíÅ. , p. 73. 
,

350 n¿a.r p . rlz .
351¡¿orto 

rrt op. cit. , p. 323.
352 __GlazeJrroo,I<, op. cí!., p. 113.

l:,::::.':
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ïn response to this imperative a further group of
three railways recej-ved provincial charters in 1gg7.353 The

charters granted to both groups were disarlowed. by the
federal government.

Eventually' hov¡ever, the accumuration of angry
political pressure produced a material change in the terms.ì
binding the cpR to the nation. At the behest of Manitoba
Premier Greenway, and ostensibly in response to the rail
capacity need. created. by the bumper crop of 1gg7, the
federal government "persuaded the canadian pacific, in
return for a loan, to gíve up the monopoly clause.,,354
ji,ccord.Íng to Grazebrook's interpretation,'llanitoba,s
apparent víctory.\^¡as a hollow one. vfitness the following:,

By an Act of 1888 (51 Vict., C.32) the monopolyclause was repealed, the policy of disallo*ätt"å
rvas impricitly abandoned, and, the government was
empowered to guarantee the i-nterest on a 10an of
$15r000,000 to be issued. by the company. . Butthe real obj ect of t.he struggle hras nol gained.by the province , f.or the frãight rates remained
much as they were, the Northein pacific built a
number of lines in Manitoba, but instead ofconducting a rate war with the cpR, divided thetraffic with that company.355

Although it constitutes a minor incid.ent in
canadian rai-lway history, the Manitoba railway charters
episode does reveal the federal governmenÈrs indifference to

353tbid.., p. r14.
354¡¿orto 

rr. . op. Çit. ., p. 263 ..
JJJ-

i:.:'.1:.::-::-.r-:
f: lfi:.: ': " .
l:-i-.:.:..-... :l

Glazebrook, op. cit. , p. 115.
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structural considerations. fnsofar as solutions to monopory

abuse are concerned, the government appeared willíng to
resort to structurar ad,justments only und,er duress, and then
with little effect. on the positi-on of t.he cpR ín western
canada, Grazebrook therefore says, ',,Th"oreÈica1Iy it gave

up its monopoly in 1BBB, but the absence of any real
competition for many years rendered that concession
nugatory. 'i356

rn spite of efforts in l{anitoba the closing decades
of the nineteenth century witnessed, a.considerabre
consoridation of railway lines in canad.a. Glazebiook
characterizes the era as one of "active corñpetition between
large companies rvhich in the course of that competition
absorbed the smaller rines .,,357 For the most part, this
competition (which includ,ed rate wars) was confined to the
central provinces- The growth of the.cpR. Ied to a

polarization around. that road and the Grand. Trunk. Both
Èhese large companies acqui-red, or merged. with many smaller
railways (e.g. the amalgamation of the Grand Trunk with the
Great Western in lg82).35S ,,The effect vras to 1eave two
great companies in possession of the grêater part of the

'. 356-.-56rbíd.. , p. 118 .
357rbíd.., p. 9r.

in s rqn, : :' Z? * ¿r:;.i 
oi;"" 

" 
53Ër"3*ï 5#::ï ffi :'ilå "n,.".

compétitors.

l:.;::-..r'.
i.:-. :' : :
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raillvay mileage in canada. ïn central canada t.hey served
roughly the same areas. . . .,,359

The federal government appears to have paid, little
active attention to this process of amalgamation and

concentration. Although in extenuation the aid and

encouragement given to the canad.ian Northern and. the Grand

Trunk Pacific rnay b.e cited, the so-called, "three railway
poricy" (i.e. the two afore-mentioned and the cpR) of
Laurierrs Liberals does not seem to have been aimed

primarily at creating a more competitive railway industry
structure. on the other hand, it has been craimed. that the
governmentrs refusal to selI its 4oz share-of the canad.ian
Northern frustrated the acquisítion of that ríne by the cp.R.

so it seems that whi-le the national government was willing
to acquiesce in the absorption of the small by the large
.(given the economics of railway operation described in the
preceding chapter, the disappearance of smaller railways was

probably an irresistible trend,), the government would. not go

so far as to tolerate an absolute nation-wid,e rail monopory.
ïn any event none of t,he public-secËor d.ecisions in this
area rvere delegated to regulatory agencies.

,. Nor can the creation of the cNR be int,erpreted,
primarily as an attempt to create a "competitive,, nat,ional
rail duopoly. The main imperatives behind, the formati_on of

| .ì.
l-...1 ,:,

:::.::-
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this system appear to have been the maintenance of service
and national credit. rn Glazebrookrs opinion the CNR was

a creature of "necessity rather than choice.,,360 Most of
its aggressive atËitude toward the CpR seems to have been

'.,

derived initially from Lhe personalit.ies and. ambitions of
its board members. parad,oxically it appeared for a while
that the cNR might be compelled by public policy to form a

'.'' very close working alliance with the CpR. I,'Iith the triple
'

" objective of cutting rairway duplicatíon, steering the cNR
I

firmly tov¡ard the pursuit of commercial objectives, and.

protecting the cpR from ,,unfair,, cNR competition, the Duff

i Royal Commission of 1931-32 recommended. a éignificant degree
ì

I of operational co-operation and. sharing between the Èwo

concerns.361 ,r, the straitened circumstances of the period,

I ore of the consid,ered. alternatives to co-operation

' 
"np."r=362 to have been the erection of what would, have

amounted to a national rail monopoly und.er the effective
r direction of cpR management.363 rn the word.s of the cpR

nresj.dent of Èhe time: "The canad,ian pacific in complete
co-operation wit,h the Canadian Government for that i-s what

3 60*- - -ft.td., p. 17 5.
'. 361- i -r'.::.'ii'::ì :'---Curriêt op. eit., p. 11. ¡¡'.,.t¡,,.i.

362rhi" theme of co-operation was not altogetherunprecedenËed. The statutory references bear t,his out.
' 363clazebrook (op. cít.r p. 205) indicates that thecPR was advocaring an alllem¡raäiig reãåinj 

""à-pioiit-sharing arrangement. 
.,, i,
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unification means - can achieve infinitely more for the
future welfare of canad.a than can the two railway systems
separately, within the present working limits of the
statutory authority.,,364 His aspirat.ions and. the prospect
of a unit4ry nat.ional rail system vrere frustrated not only
by the Royal Commíssionrs reconmend.ations,365 but also by
signif icant political opposit 'o ' .366 As events r¡'ere to
prove, neither of these two possibilities - a greater co-
operation or some form of unification was fully realized .367

Thís relative dearth of structurar approaches to the
problem of monopoly-oligopoly in canad.a's railway industry
can be contrasted to the policy and regulatory attent,ion
paid to the performance of thaÈ industry. vthile the fi-rst

364c1"".brook, op. cit.r p. 2I:-.
365c1"""brook (op. cít., p. 207) states that theDuff .Report "declared. for the cont,inuation of õã*päLition,fearing the povrer of a monopoly of such magnitude', anddistrusting the perpeÈual tãasã of or," .ã*ñ;t-Ë;'tie orheras equally resulting in monopoly. " -

366cl.zebrook (op. cit., p. 201) quotes the thenAttorney-General of Manitoba u.s su.lirrg thaË "the jovernmentof Manitoba is opposed to any form oframalgamatioi of therai-lway system. - rt is u.rquaiif iedly ofposea to any monopolyt'hat is not entirely contfolled by itr"- government. ïn thepresent circumstances, it does nol favour a government
monopoly of the railways."

367of the Duff commissionrs co-operation proposarsand consequenr legislaríon Gtazebrook öp. ,i¡:; i.-zoslsays, "such co-operation as \Âras actuarly þut into'practicewas slight indeed as compared. with the inlentions äi theroyal commission and, of the act. 'l
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Part of this paper emphasized theoretical economic

ímplications of monopoly and oligopory in such matters as

resource allocation, historlz shows that Canad.ian railway
regulation has been more concerned, with visibre and
popularly identifiable performance characteristics. For the
purpose of interpreting monopory-oligopoly abuse as a
reason for Canadian raíIway regulation, the perception of
these performance characterisÈics can be divided. t.hree Ì¡rays:

first, resentment of Ëhe fact of monopoly; second.,

dissatisfacti-on with the quantj-ty or quality of servi-cei
third, rate controversies.

rn this country, rail monopoly has'not been anathema

but has been suspect. Historians are quick to point out
thatPar1iamenthasusua11ypresumed'toref1ectapub1ic

reluctance Èo diminish competition except und.er special
circumstances. rn addition to this generar posture two
further factors strengthened and complicated the latent
anti-monopoly sentíment.. one ü¡as that, the national
importance of rail communication gave national significance
even to a monopoly situation confined within a partícular
region. The other was that - especially in railroadingrs
early days the rail mode possessed such clear technical
superiori-ty over other available f,orms of transportation
(i.e. acceptable substitutes were so scarce) that its scope

'" for abuse was and was perceived, to be - correspond,ingl.y
great.
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The case of regi-onal monopoly is best exemplified
by the cpRts tenure i-n wesÈern canada.368 The cpR situation
vras unusual in that monopoly po$/er vras explicitly enshrined
in the company's parliamentary charter, being there
mitigated only by an express limitatíon of net earnings to
10 per cent on capitar.369 The alread.y cited elimination of
the monopoly clause was a more nominal than rear blow at the
economic substance of cpR power, which undoubÈed.ry sustained
that company through an era of railroad indusÈry financial
crÍses, and which waxed d.uring the prairie boom of the late
1890rs and beyond.370 oÈher raílways may have enjoyed
certain degrees of local monopoly power, but none v/ere so

immune from water competition or so essentially linked. to
the bulk-Èraffic rrlestern agriculturar economyr ês the cpR.37r
rnsofar as resentment of the very existence of monopoly can
be separated from protests agai-nst whatever specific abuses

that monopoly entailed, this resentment may be presumed. to
have prayed' a large part not only in shaping aspects of

368rh" Manitoba charters episod.e has already beenmentioned. in testimony to provincíä1 ãðrr..rn over cpRmonopoly.
369Mortorr, op. eít., p. 362.

t.' 37otbíd,., p.4oo.
371Mor"over, the interrocking directorate reration-ship (cited in_Glazebrook t op. cit., p. 117) courd not haveenhlncq{ the .CpR's reputation.
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overall national transportation policy (e.g. the eventual
refusal to sancÈion a national rail monopoly), but also in
shaping the consequent regulatory land,scape (e.g. the
sanctity of the crowsnest rates o:r, for that matter, the
general extent of regulatory jurisd,iction).

rnfluential as the spectre of monopoly may have been

in forming the character of canadian railway regulation, a

much greaÈer role must be attributed. to the concrete record,
of real and alleged abuse. The first aspect of real and.

alleged abuse (and t,he second category of monopoly abuse of
which this chapter will treat) involves certain types of
arbi.trary d.ecisions about the quantity and.'qua1ity372 of
rail s.ervice. As the firsÈ part has d,emonstrated, the
geographic pattern of transfer services is of great economic

significance. For that reason decisions regard,ing the
commencement, intensification, red,uction or cessation of
service are likeIy to have sufficienÈ public impact to
invit'e regulatory attention. rn canada, however, t.he

responsibility in such matters has been sp1it. euestions of
service reduction or withd.rawar have had enough regulatory
implications to receive separate treatment elsewhere i-n Èhis
part. (i.e. the chapter on "maintenance of service").
Matters related, to service conmencement or inËensification

372thi"-paper ignores the area of safety, a more orless constant eremènt oi trre quarity of transpoiiation andexteúsively the subject oi regulatiän, on the grounds thatit has not been a matter of signific.nt ."orromic controversy.
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haver oD the other hand, seld.om had cornparable regulatory
consequence. Historically, this country has frequently
suffered from railway overbuilding, its result being chronic
excess capacity at many times in many sections of the
country. Yet decisions to augment canad.ars railway
mileage even where the objective may have been to combat

or forestall monopoly - have usua11.y been mad.e by
political bodies or the railroad companies themserves,
rather than by regulatory authorít,ies (d.espite statutory
capacity) .

By far the most obtrusive category of railvray
monopoly abuse is the third, one, which comprises the area of
pricing. Although for most of their history canad,a's

railways have lacked the concepÈual tools to put int,o actual
practice the theoretícar model of monopoly pÈice

discrimination depicted. in the first part, the genenal
tendency of their efforts has been toward, its rough and. j

j,.-,t.'::,.'.t1..:','approximate implemenÈation in the cause of int,ernal cross i;,',,.,;i.,Ì=,--'

1:t:"i:" :1 ¡: 
"'1

subsidization- sympËomatic of this tendency was the grad.ual :::::::-:i.:,:::.::. : ..

evo1utionofane1aboratepricestructurewhichinmanyof

its parts was d.emonstrably arbitrary, visibly discriminatory, 
:

and '; due to suspicions 'about varying discrepancies between j,::,.,:1¡i.,,r,,.
jl":11 'rì:-:'i:rates and costs of corresponding movements - repuËedly 
:

unfair- Because it was an expression of monopory anð./or
:'o'rigopoly'power (regardless of wheÈher monopory or origopoly : 
,
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in question was "natural" by the standard,s discussed in the
first Part) and because in many of its manifestations ít
vras considered undesirable pe? se, railway pricing pracÈice
became a major subject of regulation in canada.

Almost from this country's earliest days some po\^¡er

over rates has been assigned to the various bodies charged
with the task of raJ-lway regulation. Although the single
mosÈ importanÈ ínitial purpose of the prívy council's
railway committee (esÈablished in lg6g) was to exercise
continuous supervision over matters of rair safety, the
committee did not move into rate contror in a big way until
1886 .373 Glazebrook points out that. ',with the exception of
maxima set in some of the early charters,,this function for
the most part, "had been left to free competition,' d,uring
the eight.een year period between 1g6g and 19g6. That
interval had, of course, witnessed. the birth of the cpR

western monopoly whose pricing policies had. aroused the ire
of Manitobans as early as 1gg4 (as expressed. in a protest at
a meeting of the Farmers I Union in Brand.on) and later
contributed to the Manitoba government's decision to charter
railway"-374 During roughly the same period, the previously
menbioned railway concentration in East.ern canada was

occurring, and with it the d.evelopment and. nation-wide

37 3ĉ;lazebrook, op, eit. , p. 93." : ' 374-' ' : : '

' 'rbíd., p. 113.
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spread of systematic, discriminatory monopoly pricing in the
rai-li'ray industry. It was therefore not fortuitous that the
railway c'ommittee was given rate control por^rers at a time
when raihvay monopory was becoming both more apparent (i.e.
in terms of numbers) and more real (i.e. in terms of the
deliberate exploitation of market power).

'.
The matter of canadian railway rate grievances has

proven to be a confusing and in many v¡ays intractable
problem. A substanti-al portion of this paper r s f irst part
was devoted. to explaining the complexities of railway
pricing and to developing the theoretical assertion that
even vrere it possible to identify the 'true,, costs of a

particular movement, it still might not be desirable to
charge for that movement a rate equal to its cost. The

practical implication of this assertion is that the ,,fair-
ness" of almost any rate can be questioned and "imaginary,,
grievances are confounded with ,,real,,. Add to this the
extreme economic and social significance of the railways and

one has the ingredients of heated. controversy.
rhis controversiality of rates, along with certain

organisational and operating weaknesses (e.g. conflicts'
between political and economic functions, lack of expert and.

permanent staff, and lack of regular contact with the various
regions of the country) 375 

"r"rrtually proved the und,oing of

l:.
l:.
!:::
i

37Sn¿a.r p. 116.
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the railway committee of the privy council. rts more

powerful successor \^/as to be called. the Board of Railway
Commissioners. As Currie d,escribes it:

rn ord.er to improve the.machinery for controllingrates and service on railvrays anã to deal withallegations to unjust discrimination betweenpersons¡ places, and classes of freight, thegover.nrnent established the Board of Railway
Commíssioners which took office in 1904.37;

The essence of the revised approach embodied in the Board of
Railway Commissioners \^¡as

an alternative method of handling consid.eration offreight rates, a plan which was ririÈten into theRailway Act of 1903 (¡ Ed.w. vií, C.5g). there wasto be a board of three (later six) commissionersappointed by_the governor in council for ten yã"r".To this board a permanent staff of experts wasattached,. rhe commission took o,r"r-ail_ the powersof the former commiÈtee, but, unlike the comirittee,its activities r¡rere largrely in the regulation ofrates' and for such purposes it was to act as aninformal court of rai¡. Appeals from íts decisionslay to the governor in council, while appeals onpoints of law might, with the consent oi-ttrecommission, be carried to the supreme court of
Canada. â--3tt

As an approach to rate cont,rol Ëhis was

transformation of the Board of Railway

). .. ..

i:::ato survive the

Commissioners into
the Board of Transport Commissioners (193g) and. was to
rêmain substantially intact until 1967.

continuous reguJ-atory supervision was not the only
method of railway rate control to arise in canad.a. The

376.Llurrl_e, op. ct,t., p. 6.

t- |
!,: :
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crowsnest Agreement involves a situation in which a certain
set of rates was established pursuant to an agreement,

between Èhe cPR and the fed.eral government. rn effect the
agreemenÈ represents a rate concession procured. by indemnity, 

:.

:,:..:

spread. by competition,3TS and ultimately enshríned in
legislation. other important examples of the d.írect use of
public funds to influence railway rate levels include the :

1901 agreêment between the canad.ian Northern and the
Manitoba government, and the l.4aritime Freight Rates Act.

fn cases such as those related in the preceding
paragraph the control of the regulatory authority over rates
is circumscribed. From an economic vantagé point these
anomalies in regulatory coverage might be viewed with
misgivings. But to be varid, such misgivings must needs be

based, on the premise that Èhe systematic regulation of all
rail rates would have been prod.uced some unique and

id'entifiable economic benefit. For two reasons this premise

, n"s not been applicable to the Canad.ian experience. First,
' even though raÈes and the market cond,itions which produce

them are economic phenomena, their regulation has as oft,en
, been a result of social and political pressure as of
, êconomic pressure; controversiality, rather than under-
'i stand.j-ng of economic impact, has often been the motive for

regulation. Second, and by way of corollary, rate
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regulation does not seem generalry to have had the economic

purpose of imposing any particular model or standard.s of
economic d.isciprine on the market for rail services; instead.
rat,e regulation has sought to mollify and, reconcile the
conflictÍng economic aspíratiorr" óf producers and consumers

of rail service".379 rn illustration of the first point
GLazebrook offers the following observations:

:

rt was not that the canad.ian railrvays charged anexorbitanÈ rate per mile, but that Lhe num6er ofmiles normally to be covered was large. I¡Ihetherfor internal or for export trade t.he canadianproducer or manufacturer had ord,inarily to counton'heavy transportation expenseà, which fel1unevenly.accord,ing to geographic position. Thealternative means of rer:-ãr in spieading the ¡uraenmore equally were to develop shorter routesespecially to tidewater, and. to favour certaindístricts by adjustments of rates.3gO

And, with respect to the second point one need only refer
back to the Turgeon Royal commission,s ambivalence on the
question of the function of rates. Th" statutory reference
contained in this chapter deals extensively with the
legislative foundation (and, by implicaËion, gaps) of
Canad.ian railway regulation.

The history of the treatment of monopoly and its
attendant probrems reveals t,he interwoven nature of rail
regulation and rail transportation policy, a factor

379rhi" is perhaps understandable in viewguasi-jud.iciar nature of the canadian approach torê9u1ati.on,. : .,, .J .,.

' 3Soclazebrook, op. eit. , p. Lgz.

of the
railway

I

i,' ',
l_: ..:.
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militatinq against any simple or absÈractly based focus for
reguration. The use of regulation (in the strict sense of
the continuous exercise of authority by an appoint.ed. body)

to influence structural characteristi-cs has been negligible.
structural policy has generally been formulated and.

implernented on a sporad.ic , aá. hoc basis at the political
level. Efforts Èo influence performance have involved. the
use of regulation both in the strict sense and in the
looser sense of including statutory and. negotiated as well
as administrative restraints. The very fact that a number

of interchangeable methods have been directed at controlling
such variables as rates indicates the haziriess of the
boundary between. "regulation" and "transportation policy"..
rn the significant and. sensitive matter of rail monopoly,
policy objectives have transcend.ed. method and therefore Èhe

applicable concept of "regulation,, must be sufficiently wide
to embrace consideration of methods which might be used. to
supplement or supprant regulation in its strict sense.

Four landmark railway acts (1g6g, 1903, IgS2 and,

Lg66-67) contaÍn provisions relaËing to industry structure
and, performance. Each of these provisions could be

cons,trued to have some bearing on Èhe public exploi_tation,
control and/or prevention of monopolistic situations and,,/or

activities- To better enforce rnany of these provisíons, our
.. regulatory commissions have. heen end,owed with ',court of
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Record" (Section g (l), 1903; and. Section g (2), LgS2) or
"superior court" (secti-on 33 (3), rg66-67) status. The 1g6g

Rairway Act, which delegated reguratory authority to a

Privy council committee, gave parliament the power to
dissolve railway companies (SecÈion 22 (g), 1g63).

rn canada it has been the practice to charter
nati-onaI railways by speciar Acts of parliament.

subsequent changes in ownership have been subject to
Railway Act reguration. The t.hree more recent acts have
prohibited railway companies and their officers from
directly or índirectly owning the shares or other securities
of any other railway companies (Section 2gA, 1903; Section
L49' L952; and section r4g, Lg66-67). These same three acts
(Section 282, 1903; Section 153 (2) , LgsZ; and Section
153 (2) ' r966-G7) allowed. railway company amalgamation to
proceed only with cabj-net sanctíon on regulatory conrnission
recommendation. rn fact any effective Èransfer of railway
companlz ownership has come to require both ministerial
(interim) and parliamentary (fina1) approval (Section 240,
1903, SecÈion 152 (3), Lg52; and Section 152 (3), 1966-67) .

Because of the spatial nature of transportation
activity, physical contiguity can be a major factor in the
creatíon or exercise of rnonopoly power. successive railway
acts have provid.ed. measures to regurate the geographic
arra'ngements and, cont,acts. of ca*iers.. statutory
regulatory powers concerning main and branch line location
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have already been mentj-oned in detail in connection with the
chapter on rnilitdîy, political and. sociar factors. . Al1 of
the railway act.s have alIowed, the tracks of one railway
company to cross' intersect, join or unite with those of any

other company (Section 7 (15), 1g6g; Section L77 (1), 1903;

Section 164 (1) (e), 1952; and Section L64 (1) (e) , !952¡ and

Section L64 (1) (e) , 1966-67). The natural corollary of this
permission was a seríes of corresponding powers to inÈer-
change and pool traffic with regulatory commission approval
(Section 48 (1), 1868; Secríon 252 (4), I903; Section 31g,

1952; the appricable clause was repealed. in 1966- 67) . The

extent of permissible inter-firm co-operatíve arrangements
surpasses traffic matters. since l9o3 railway companies

.have been empovrered to enter into long-term (up to twenÈy-
one years) contractual agreements embracing such areas as

mutual traffic allocation, torl apportíonment, running
rights and the operation of joint, management committees; the
exercise of any of these powers has required cabinet
sanction pursuant Èo regulatory coîtmission recommendations
(Section 284, 1903; SecÈion 156 (2), LgsZ; and Section
156 (2) , 1966-67). Finally, besides responding to the
initiatj-ves of railvray aompanies in matters of spatial
arrangement, regulatory authorities have been empowered to
d'irect certain rocational decisions. rn the two more recent
acts (Section,196, L}SZ;.Section !96, l-966-67) the

t:.:i';,ìi

t:..

i :l
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regulatory commission had, been given the right to order the
joint occupation or use of land or facili_tíes by two or more

carriers in those cases wlrere undesirabre duplication is
feared- A pararlel power to ord.er the connection in the
public interest of adjacent lines of railway owned. by
d j-f ferent companies has been provid.ed (Section 256, L952¡''
Sect.ion 256, 1966-67) .

The obligation to accommod.ate and. carry traffic upon
payment for the appricable to11 has been mandatory for
Canadars railway companies (Section 20 (3), 1968;

sections 315 (1) and 315 (3), rgs2; and. secti-on 315 (1) and

315 (3), Lg66-67) - These provisions reinforce the
enactments respecti.ng tolls whose discussion folrows

. Because of theÍr extent and. because of the many

changes they have und.ergone over the years, the tolls
provisions must be consid.ered, on a chronorogical rather t.han
a parallel basis. Each successive acÈ appears to provide
more complex measures respecting tolls.

The ra68 tolls provisions vrere brief and simple.
The fixing and revying of tolrs was a function assigned to
railway company management (Section 12 (I) ) buÈ no toII
courd be fixed. or levied without cabi-net approval (section
L2 (9) ). Any toll coulC, be altered at any time, either by
the carrier (section 12 (6) ) or by the cabinet (section
L2 (1,0I); but the existence of a crause forbidding

Ì.-.i_:.r.¡-:..,Ì1;

::. :::: i:
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discrimination (of which more will be said. later) suggests
that the relationships between rates were of greater
regulatory significance t.han the economic basis (whether
rcost' or other) of rate formulation.

By 1903 the tolls provísions had become more

elaborate. Although rate setting remained a company

þrerogative subject to regulatory approval (section zs]- (3) ),
i-t was now tied to a more systernatic frarnework. The

regulatory commission was given the right to ,,prescribe or
authorize" a rates classification and ,,end.eavour,, to make it
"uniform t,hroughout Canad.a, as far as may be, having due

regard to all proper interests" (Section 2SS (1) ). This
classification 

'/as Èo embrace three main crasses of freight
tariffs; the "stånd,ard,,, which represented maximum rates;
the "special", which comprehended reduced. or commod.ity

rates; and the "competitive" rvhich was exempt from the rong
and short haul portion of the discrimination clause
(section 259) - Asid'e from the d,iscrimination provisions (of
which more will be. said. later), several other clauses d.ealt
v¡ith the permissibre criteria of rate making and. alteration.
section 252 (2) permitted, d,ecreases in rates ,,proportionate,,

to increases i.n the volume or distance of carriage
Arthough this provision presumably signifies recognition of
certain railvray cost characteristicsn there is no require_

l

meçt binding the original rate, Èhe reduced. rate,or tåe rate , .',

Ì-.. ;r'.
j::-.'r:.'::
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reduct,ion to cost factors in any specified manner. The

reguratory commission was also empovrered to prescribe
special rate treatment for some commod.iti-es (sections

255 (2) and 255 (3)) and to excuse d.iscrimination directed
at "securing" traffíc "in the interests of the publj-c"
(section 254 (2)). Finally, there existed an omnibus crause
v¡hích permitted the regulatorv commíssion to "d,isallov¡ any

tariff or äny portion thereof which it, consid.ers to be

unjust or unreasonable or contrary to any of the provisions
of the Act, and. .require the company. . .to substitute a

tariff satisfactory to. . . " it. (Section 257 (l) ) . The Act
nowhere ind.icates that failure to correspond (to whatever
extent) to cost automatically renders a rate "unjust" or
"unreasonable'.

fn the 1952 Act the rate regulation measures reached.

a somewhat greater leve1 of comprexi_ty. I,vhile maintaining
the right of Èhe companies Èo seË rates, the Act (Section
336 (1).) provided. an explicit d.eclaration of the rating
policy to which these rates should. conform: ,,ft is hereby
declared to be the national freight rates poricy that.
every railway company shallr so far as is reasonably
poss,ible, in respect to.all freight traffic of the same

description, and carried. on or upon the like kind of cars,
or conveyances, passing over all lines or rout,es of the
company in canada, charge tolls to all persons at.the. same

l¡'.1: .

i,:,.
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rate. . . " This is essentialry an affirmative version of
the traditional clauses forbidd,ing discrimination; it
stresses the relationship among rates rather than the
relatj-onship betrveen rates and costs, although it does not
preclud.e consid.eration of the latter. rn the pursuit of
this policy and the other objectives of the Act¡ ûo to1ls
were valid unless approved by the regulatory commission
(Section 326 (5) ) .

The 1952 Act retained the freight rates classifi-ca-
tion system (section 33r), buÈ added to it a fourth class of
"special arrangements" tariffs, which comprehended switching
charges, etc. A classification of Èhe criteria governing
Ëhe "competitive" class accompanied the elaboration of the.
system. Before allowing the imposition of a "competitive,,
rate, the regulatory coinmissíon had the.right but not the
obligation to require proof: Èhat "competition" existed;
that the rate Èo be charged vras "compensatory,'; and that the
rate to.be charged was not "lower than necessary to meet.the
competition" (Section 334). Although there is no economi.c

(i.e. in terms of cost) definiËion of "compensatory,!, the
measure appaïently was intend,ed to provide qualified and

partúal minimum rate regulation; qualified beiause of its
optional imposition and imprecise definition, and. partial
because it, applied only to "competiÈive" situations.

;Inadd'it,ionLotheant'.i-discriminationport,ions,(of
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which more will be said later) the lgï2 act deals wit,h the
pri-ncipres of rate setting and changing in several ways.

As did some of its predecessors, the Act provided. that
"toIIs for carload quantities or longer d.istances may be

proportionately less" (Section 3L7 (3) ) but d,id. not offer an

economic definition of "proportionately,'. The regulatory
commissj-on hras empowered to sancti_on "special rates for
specific shipments" where d.esirable benefits might accrue to
the carrier or to comrnerce generally (section 34g) , and t,o

"consider" traffic-generation or deveropment.al rates
(Section 323).

Final1y, the 1952 Act also contained an omni-bus

clause permitting the regulatory commission ("the Board,") to
d,isaltrow and order substitution of unjust or unreasonable

rates (Section 328 (1)), and. confirming ,,. . .the powers

given to the Board under this Act to fix, d.etermi-ne and,

enforce just and reasonable rates, and to change and alter
rates as changing conditions or costs of transportation may

from time to time requj-re. . .,' (Section 32g (5) ) . This
provision is noteworthy for id.entifying cost as a major
determinant and justificat,ion of rate changes , lf not for
speoifying any parÈicurar relationship between rates and

costs.

The 1966-67 act broughÈ further changes Ëo the rates
regrrlation'provisions; A substantially similar.freight l

l- r.:.-.: ì
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rates classificati-on system remained in effect, but. with two

significant exceptions (Section 331). First, the unilaÈeraI
right of the rair\^ray company to set rates was expand.ed. and

entrenched under provisions which mad.e tolls enforceable
simply by virtue of filing (Sections 325 (l), 326 and

333 (4) ) . second., the regulatory commission was deprived.
of the prerogaÈive of d.etermining the points between which
the competitive portion of the crassification would apply,
this function presumably being left to market forces
(Section 33I).

The amendments by which the Railway Act was reformed
and consolidated. in 19 66-67 rrere the produits of the
NatíornL rransportation Aet (8i11 c-23r, First session, Twenty-
seventh Parriament, r4-15 Elizabeth rr, rg66-67). The

preamble to Èhis latt,er act read,s as follows:
rt is hereby declared that an economic, efficienË
and. ad.equat,e Èransportation system making the-bãstuse of all available modes of transportalion at thetrowest toÈal cost is essential to plotect theinterests of the users of transpori,ation and tomaintain the economic well-bein| and growth oicanada, and that, these objectivå" ãr" most likely. to be achieved when alr modes of transport areable to compete under cond.itions ensuring that,having d,ue regard to national policy and.-Èo legaland constitutional requirementË:

s. regulation of al1 modes of transport rvill not' be of such a nature as to restrièt the ,¡iiiivof any mode of transport to compete freely withny other modes of transport;
b. each mode of Èransport, so far as pracËicable,- :,". bears a fair p"opoition of thã rear costs of .
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the resou.rces, facilities and services
provided that rnod.e of transport at public
exPense ì

c. each mod.e of Lransport, so far as practicable,
receives compensat.ion for the resources,
facilities and services thaÈ it is reguired toprovide as an imposed public duty; and-

q. each mode of transport, so far as practicable
. carries traffic to or from any point in canada

under tolls and conditions that d.o notconstitute
(i) an unfair disadvant,age in respect of any

such traffic beyond that disadvantage
inherent in the location or volume õf thetraffic, the scale of operation connected.
therewith or the type of traffic orservice involvedr or

(ii) an undue obstacle to the interchange of
commod.ities between poinÈs iri Canaáa or
unreasonable discouragement t,o the

Í;å:: :iîå3'"1'.5'iil:'lJ:*ä:"3? "'"
commodities through Canadian ports

and this Act ís enacted. in accordance with andfor the attainment of so much of these
objecÈives as fal1 within the purview of subjectmatters under the jurisdiction of parliament
relating to Èransportatíon (Section L).
severar aspects of this cràuse require furÈher

comment. First, it may be significant that neither the
clause itself nor a variant of it is incorporated in t,he

1966-67 Railway Act Ín the manner of section 336 (l) of the
L952,.4ct. . second, this ,preamble r s declarations on the
subject of cost are hedged in many \¡rays (e.g. "having d.ue

regard. to national policy and. to legal and constitutional
reguiremenÈs r"' "so. far as p.racticable.l,, rnunfair... . ::

l.:
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disadvantage. . .beyond. that, disadvantage inherent in the
locaËi-on or volume of the traffic", "und.ue obstacle to the
interchange of commodities" and. "unreasonable discouragement

to the development of primary or second.ary industries or to
export trade"). These extensive qualificat,j-ons could. be

construed t,o be an assertion of the impracticabiliÈy and

undesirability of tying the general lever of rates, 1et
alone each ind.ivid.ual rate, to cost, even assuming cost to
be enÈírely and exacËly ascertainable. Third, Èhe expres-
sion of the preamblets contents in the 1966-67 Act occurs
primarily in the areas of rninimum and maximum rate
regulation and. in the relaxat.ion of certain ot.her

regulatory provisions. These latter d,evelopments wirl be

discussed in subsequent paragraphs

The ],966-67 Railway Actrs mínimum rate provisions
are very broad. in their application. section 334 requires
"a11 freight rates" to be "compensatory", a rate beíng

,"compensatory when i-t exceeds the variable cost of the 
,

movemènt. " The regulatory commission has the exclusive
right to judge whether a rate is compensatory (Sect,ion

334 (3) ) and to d,isallow a rate which is not compensatory
(Sec'tion 334 (4) ).

The L966-67 Railway Act arso contains maximum rate
regulation provisions of more limited. applicability.
.Seation',336 (1) obl-i.ges the -regulatory' commission to , . i ..
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"inform" any applying shipper of good.s who finds himself
without "alternative, effecti-ve and, compet,itive service by a
common carrier other than a raí1 carrier" of the "probable-.
range within which a fixed rate for the carr,íage of the
goods would fall." upon receipi of this information the
shipper becomes entitled to ask,lthe reguratory commission t.o

"fix a rate equal to the variabre cost of the carriage of
the good.s and. an amount equal to one hund.red. and, fifty per

cent of Èhe variable cost,, (Section 336 (Z)), the variable
cost being computéd "on the basis. of the costs of the

lowest rail route" (Section 336 (3) (d) ). Shippers choosing

thismet'hodofrated'eterminationarethenceboundtoaone
year contract wíth the carrier (Section 336 (5) ) .

By themselves the minimum and. maximum rate
regulation provisions of the ]-966-67 Railway Act hard.ly

amount to a. comprehensive regulatory system capable of
relating rates to costs for all rair movements. yet, some

further indication of the legislat,ive desire to somehow
:

align rat.es and. cosËs with the assistance of market forces
may be inferred in the many reductions in regulatorlz
jurisd,iction. Through the repeal of section 349, the
regurlatory commission rost the right to sanction "special
rates for specific shipments", and. the repeal of secËion 323

entailed a paralIeI loss of contror over traffic aeneration
and'd,evelopmental rates.. The repear of section 3r7 meant,
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the end of t,he regulatory commission's abilit,y to control
rates between certain geographic points and the repeal of
section 318 elíminated the previous provisions respecting
the pooling of "freights or tol1s. " Nevertheless the
regulatory conrmission retained. the power to "suspend,",

"postpone"r "d.isalIow", or "substitute" rates (section
381 (4) ) which offend.ed against the substantially (i.e. with
the exception of the "long and. short haur" clause) intact
discrimination clause.

The prohibition of d.iscrimination is a theme which

links the major pieces of canad,ian railway regulatory
legislatíon. Examinatíon of t,he anti-d.iscrimination
provisions of four Railway Acts suggests that lega1 and.

political concepts of discrimination have been more

prominent than economic (i. e. cost-oriented) concepts. vlit.h
variations in strictness the statutory d.efinj-tion of
d.iscrimination has remained, remarkably the same over the
years, while the extent of its applicability Lras been

subject to somewhat greater change.

rn 1868 the discrímination portion of the Railway
Act was confined, to rating practices. The relevant clause
read,s in part: "the same torls shall be payable at the same

time and under the same circumstances upon all goods and by

all persons, so that no undue ad,vantage, privilege or
,.' monopol¡z malz be afford.ed,. ¡ . " (Section L2 (6) ) .:



I

. A sIight,ly more elaborate version appears in the
1903 Act: "to11s shall always, und.er substantially similar
circumstances and cond.it,ions be charged equalry to arl

;r persons, and at the same rate whether by weight, mileage or
':

otherwise, in respect of all traffia of Èhe same description
and carried in or upon a Iíke kind. of cars, passing over the
same portion of the lj-ne óf railway;'and no reduction or

', .dvance in any such tolIs shall be made, either directly or

.i indirectly, ín favour or against any particular person or

, company. . ." (section 252 (1) ). The other applications of
, and except.ions to this principle are worth noting. rt was
I

illegal to charge a tolr "which unjustly.d.fscriminates

i b"tween different locarities" although the regulatory
i commission couId, in accordance with the rat,e classifj-catiôn
l "VsËem 

and' in respect of movements between points affected

i by competition (no distinction between intra-mod,ar and.

inter-modar competition appears in the Act in this mat,ter),
i sanction exceptions to this prohibition (Section ZSZ (3) ).
. The regulatory commission was also ent.itled. to excì.rse

discriminatj.on direct,ed at "securing,, traffic ,,in the
Ínterests of the public" (section zs2 (z)) , and it was

. empo¡iered to ensure that "no unreasonable preference or
I advantage. . -or unreasonable prejudice or d.isadvantage ',was

occasioned by contracÈual arrangements between carriers
i (Sqçtion .283 )
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The wording of the 1952 Railway Act discri:nination
clause is familiar: "A11 tolls shalr always under

substantially similar circumstances and cond.it,ions, in
respect of all traffic of the same description, and carried
in or upon the like kind. of caïs t eE conveyances, passing

over the same line or route, be charged. equally t,o alr
persons and at the same rate whether by weight, mileage or
otherwise" (Section 317 (1) ). As in the 1903 Act,
discriminatory tactics such as rebates were prohibited
(section 3r7 (2)) , arong with "unjust" rate d.iscri¡nination

'rbetween d.ifferent localities,, (Section 3Lj (4) ). Echoing

its predecessor, the 1952 Act had provisions enablj-ng the
regulatory commission to over-rid.e the ,'long and short

' haul" clause by designating Èhose points between which

competi-tive tariffs would apply (sections 317 (5), 317 (6),
331 and 334). The Act also forbad.e "unreasonable
preference or advantage. . .or unreasonable prejud,ice or
disadvantage" in the provision of faciliÈies to accommod.ate

traffic (Section 319).

The 7966-67 Railway Act obliges every railway
company to "afford. all due and reasonable facilj_ties" for
traffíc (section 319 (4) ). rn this and, other important 

i,;,,,,,,,
l,''::,t',

respects the discrj-mination provisions in the Lg66-67 Act
are similar to those ín its pred.ecessors. rn spite of the
d,isappearance of the long and. short hauL clause'and. : . ,
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attend,ant regulatory pov/ers (through repeal of portions of
sections 3r7 and 331) witness the following: ,,A11 toIls
shall be just and reasonable and sharl always und.er

substantially similar circumstances and. cond,itions with
respect to all traffic of the same description carried. over
the same route, be charged equally to all persons at the
same rate" (Section 38 (1) ) . ïn amplification of tiris
princíple, the Act explicitly prohibits "unjust
discrimination", "undue or unreasonable preference or
advantage" and "undue or unreasonable prejud.ice or
disadvantage" (section 38 (2) ), and in support of these
prohibi,tions, the Act provides regulatory commission povrer

to "suspend" "po:tpone,' ,,d.isaI1ow,' or ,,substitute,, offending
to1ls (Section 391 (4) ) .

This chapter has outlined some of the point.s of
cont,act beËween canad,ian rairway regulation and. olígopoly-
monopoly problems. fts contribution to the testing of the
hypothesis lies in its supported. argument that the failure
to charge rates based on gosts v¡as not the unique indictment
directed at canadian railway structure or performaïÌce. The

chapter strongly suggests that a move to tie rates to costs
wouL,d not by itself have been publicly construed as an

adequate discharge of the need. to regulate rair monopory.

rn this sense the chapter tend.s to support the hypothesis.
'i .:. . | 

:

lrj jì:

i:: :r.:



CONCIUSTONS

The preceding two parts have sought to explore and

test the hypothesis that "neither economic theory nor the
evidence provided by canadian regulatory experience can be

said to justify a scheme of railway regulation whose primary
aim is to creat,e or perpetuate a system of raÈes based. on

cost. " Notwithstanding that a strict interpretation of the
hypot,hesis might require the identif icati-on of onIy, one

theoreticar and. one historicar drawback to.cost-based. rate
regulation, this' paper has provided a wid.e variety of
theoretica1andhistorica1evid'enceintheendeavourto.

support the hypothesis from many d.irections. This variety
performs a triple function. First, by sheer cumurat.ive
weight it strengthens the argument contained. in the hypo-
thesis. second, by emphasizing the complexity and ambiguity
of t,he regulation question, the variety of evidence casts
further d.oubt on the blanket proposition that the simple
Èying of raÈes to costs (in whatever fashion) can provid.e
the ansvrer. Third, this variety offers a range of insight

I

into'the canadian railway regulatory process. rn one sense
this aspect could be deemed a mere by-product, but in the
sense that the hypothesis represents a vantage point from- --- J -

la-,"

i
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which to evaluate the regulation, that insight can be of
great value in itself

Because of the d.egree of inclependence conferred by

this paper's d.uaI approach, the various chapters support and ,',,::
reinforce each other rather than depend on each other. For

that reason the conclusions do not have to be as elaborate
as they would. have had. to be if this paper had. been devoted

to the erection of a unitary argument. Iilevertheless it is
advisable to review the essential findings of both parts as

they relate to the hypothesis.

The firsÈ part endeavoured to help verify the
hypothesis in two principal ways. First, it portrayed the
imporÈance of t.ransportation rates as the active agent in
location theory. rn this capacity it d.epicted the linkage
between rates and the geographic d.istribution of economic

activity, a linkage of great sensitivity and importance in
any nation, but one in which transportat,ion costs need, not
play a determining rore. second., iÈ demonstrated the
inability of cost to act as a reliable guide for the
selectíon of optimum rates in allocatj_onal or efficiency
terms. In doing so it dealt with: the practical
dif f,ículties aÈtend.ing cost calcu.lations; the f ailure of Èhe

modeLs yielding cost-based prescriptions to conform to
conditíons in the 'rear worldr and the theoretical
consequences o.f that fâilure; and. the, narroÌâr and perhaps

lt. .1_ ..j -:--
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socially defective approach to cost associated with these
models even under the idealized. circumstances envisioned. by
their creators. rn looking at location Èheory and. at a

selection of cost- and policy-related theory, the first part
therefore conclud,ed that cost, in spite of its value in the
commercial decision-making process, was often neither a

necessary nor a d.esirable basis of price formation. By

virtue of its applicability to railway raÈes this conclusion
contributed substantially to the verification of the
hypothesis.

A similar function was performed. by t,he second. part.
Each of its five chapters dealt with a major category of
historical forces involved in shaping canadian raj-lway
regulation and the environment within which it has

developed'- To have d.emonstrated. that. the forces comprising
any síngle category the important social, militar:y and

political category, for instance had, at any time
accompanied (or .even supplanted) the cost basing of rates as

a. primary goal of railway regulation would constitute strong
just,ificatj-on for the hypothesis. To a greater or lesser
extent such justification has been presented. with respect to
all five categories. Cértain elements of the presentation
are admittedly discursive, but the mitigat,ing aspect of
these mínor digressions is their rore in filling out a more

complehensive picture of canadian railway regulatory history.

l.::'
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Taken in the proper spirit they do not detract from the
ability of any of the second part|s five chapters to
contríbute to the testing of the hypothesis, and, therefore
they d.o not obscure or compromise the cumulative support
lent to the latt.er half of the hypothesis by the arguments
presented in the second parÈ

Readers are referred to each of the chapters of this
t'hesis for the arguments contained, t,herein. collectívely
these arguments offer convincing evidence that the
hypothesis is an accurate represent,ation of railway
regulation in canada. From the theoreti_cal and historical
perspectives offered it is reasonably crear t.hat the primary
aim of canadian railway regulation has not been, nor should.

it have been, simply to tie rates to costs
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FOURTH AN}TUAL REVTEW. . . . . . . . .1967

Table 4-4 FACTORS CONTRIBUTTNG To GRowTH oF REAL OUTPUT PER
PERSON EMPLOYED

(Average annual percentage change)

L955-62 1965-70 l970-75

Factor Input per person
employed. . . .4 3 .7

T,abour. . . ¡ O.O 0.0 .3Hours .2 .2 .zAge-sex composition .l .1 ' 0.0. Education 3 .4 .6
Capital .5 .2 .4Fixed business investment .4 .2 .3Other inpuËs. . ò . .1 0.0 .1

Resid.ual. . l.O 1.1 1.1
Total Net Natíonal Income per

person employed . L.4 I.4 I.g
Adjustment to Gross Nat,ional
Product per person employed 2 .Z .2

Gross National product per
person employed l. 5 1. 6 Z. O

There are many element,s affecting this residual.
t¡eF1, incJude all those fa.ctors which ha,ve- a ,bearing on Ëhe

27g
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efficient use of labour and. capital inputs shifts of
resources from lower to higher productivity uses; advancing

industrial technology and. knowledge; increased scale and.

specialization in productj-on; changes in the mobility and

adaptability of rabour and other productive resources und.er

changing economic cond.itions; changes in attitud.es efforts
and enterprise of both mànagements and, labour; and a whore

host of other factors, including environmental and.

institutionar factors, affecting many d,ifferent facets of
economic activity.

1 ... ..:-.. ,. .!
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